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Sure your Sims march off to work every
day, but other than that they're the origi-
nal homebodies. Well, they were home-
bodies. Now, with the release of The Sims
Bustin' Out, there are so many places to
go and things to do, you can hardly keep
them at home. 

This guide will introduce you to all
there is to know about the Sims and their
new expanded world. You'll find every
aspect of the game enlarged and exploded
in scale–from the dizzying catalog of
objects to the massive slate of cool
social interactions, the inconceivably
large array of appearance options to the
all new collection of career paths. 
You'll find it all covered in the pages 
of this guide. 

So expansive is Sims Bustin' Out that
it's actually two totally different games:
one game for game consoles (Xbox,
PlayStation 2, and GameCube) and one for
Nintendo Game Boy Advance. 
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This strategy
guide is divided into 
several parts. 

* Part 1: "My Life As a Sim." 
Covers the basic gameplay and strategies
for playing The Sims Bustin' Out in either
mode, including Create-A-Sim, motives, 
social interactions, NPCs, objects, 
careers, and Build mode. Points out 
where Bust Out mode deviates from this 
basic model. 

* Part 2: "Bust Out Mode." Breaks down 
the gameplay structure and walk
throughs of every house and objective in 
Bust Out mode. Includes all house 
objectives and the things they unlock. 

* Part 3: "The Sims Bustin' Out for Game 
Boy Advance and GameCube Special 
Features." Covers every element of the
Game Boy Advance version of The Sims 
Bustin' Out, including motives, skills, 
job minigames, and a walkthrough of 
the entire adventure.
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Part 1: Part 1: 

Everything You Need to Know about Sim Life (Console Version)Everything You Need to Know about Sim Life (Console Version)
The key to playing The Sims Bustin' Out, as with any The Sims game, is understanding how the Sims function. What makes them tick?
How do they make their own decisions? What can you do to control them? How can you set up their environment to maximize their
time? What do they need to get ahead in life? 

For players of the Xbox, PlayStation 2, and GameCube, you’ll find all the information you need in this guide. (Game Boy players, see
part 3.) This part details all the underlying plumbing that drives your Sims in both "Bust Out" and "Free Play" modes. 

*Create-A-Sim: This details the ins and outs 
of choosing your Sim's look and feel and 
establishing basic personality. 

*Motives: Five basic forces drive your Sim's 
overall Happiness, and you have to pay attention 
to them all. Knowing how these needs work and 
the most efficient way of meeting them will put 
you atop the "Bustin' Out" heap. 

*Objects: In most cases, how well you meet your 
needs or motives depends on the objects your 
Sims purchase. This section explains how 
objects work and offers a directory of every 
last one. 

*Social Interaction: Learn how social 
interaction leads to friendships, love, and 
career success. 

*Your Fellow Sims: Find all the details of the 
Non-Player Character (NPC) Sims that inhabit 
The Sims Bustin' Out, including their place of 
residence, personality profile, signature 
interactions, unlockables, interests, and 
befriending strategies. 

*Career Tracks: The game (especially Bust Out 
mode) is all about mastering the career world. 
This section details what each job entails, how 
the careers system works, and what you must 
do to advance in every track. 

*Building a Home: When the house you're given 
isn't good enough, or you want to build a 
monument to your own Sim greatness, knowing 
how to use Build mode is the first step. This 
section teaches you how to keep your dream 
home from becoming a money pit. 

A Whole New You: A Whole New You: 

The Naming screen

The first several steps in
Sim creation are giving
your Sim a name and fine-
tuning physical appearance
and clothing. These deci-
sions play a massive role in
how you experience the
game but, with two excep-
tions, have no impact on
the game. Do whatever
feels right to you. 

The main Create-A-Sim menu

The first exception is
gender. The sex of your Sim
dictates what other Sims
he or she can marry. If
there's a particular NPC
Sim you want to marry, you
must design your Sim to be
the right gender. 

Your first task as a new The Sims Bustin' Out player is to build
your Sim. The tools in this part are about more than just get-
ting the right nose or shoe color. The decisions you make here
affect every major moment with your Sim and make life easier
or more difficult in a variety of situations. 

Naming and AppearanceNaming and Appearance
You may only play as a child in Free

Play mode. Bust Out mode is for 

adults only. 

The Personal menu is where
you set your Sim's age, gen-
der, and personality traits.

The second exception is
whether your Sim is an
adult or a child. Playing as
a child versus an adult
both closes and opens 
various avenues in the
game. There are many
things kids can't do (drink
coffee, fall in love, etc.),
but there are many things
only they can do.



Appearance: The Body 
and Head Menus
Appearance: The Body 
and Head Menus

The Body and Head menus are where you fine-tune your 
Sim's look.

Your Sim's fundamental appearance can be set in the Body 
and Head menus. Note that though clothing can be changed
each time you load a saved game, basic physical 
characteristics can't. 

In both Body and Head menus,

you can rotate your Sim to get

a better angle or look with

the Zoom/Rotate control. 

Unlocked fashion options 

sport a padlock icon to indicate

their status.

Unlockable Fashion OptionsUnlockable Fashion Options
In Bust Out mode, meeting an NPC for the first time unlocks a
new appearance item (or items) associated with that Sim. It can
be an NPC Sim's suit, hat, or hairstyle.

Though they aren't available the first time you begin Bust
Out mode, these new items can be used to create new Sims in
Free Play mode or change your Sim's appearance whenever you
load your saved game. 

The Power of
Personality
The Power of
Personality
Each Sim is defined and ruled by the choices you make in 
defining his or her personality. 

Trait Motive Decay Increase  Skill Accelerated Raise Max TV Channel
(Object) Fun Value (Increase Max Fun Value)

Personality Trait ImpactsPersonality Trait Impacts

Neat None None No None
Messy None None No None
Outgoing Social Charisma (all Mirrors) Yes Romance
Shy None Mechanical (all Bookshelves) No None
Active None Body Yes Action

(basic Exercise Machine 
and Swimming Pool only)

Lazy Comfort None No None
Playful Fun Creativity Yes Cartoon

(Easel and Piano only)
Serious None None Yes None
Nice None None No None
Grouchy None Mechanical (all Bookshelves) Yes Horror
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In The Sims Bustin' Out, a Sim's personality consists of five
facets, each a continuum between two opposite extremes. 

*Neat/Messy
*Outgoing/Shy
*Active/Lazy
*Playful/Serious
*Nice/Grouchy

You have 25 points to distribute between these five traits.
This limited number means you must choose which parts of
your Sim's personality are important. 

Just because a trait is negative

doesn't mean it can't be desir-

able. Shy Sims, for example, have a

harder time making friends.

However, their Social motive decays more slowly,

meaning that they don't have to interact with

other Sims as much. Lazy Sims gravitate toward

low-impact Fun activities, meaning their Energy

depletes more slowly than always-on-the-go

Active Sims. 

The number of  points you assign to each trait can be 
generalized into three categories, depending upon whether a
Sim's trait is negative (1-3), balanced (4-7), or positive (8-10). 
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Neat/MessyNeat/Messy
The number of points assigned to this trait dictates your
Sim's autonomous tendency toward tidiness. When left to
their own devices, Sims tend to the filth around them in accor-
dance with their neatness. The higher the number of points,
the more initiative they take to clean up after themselves and
(as the points reach the top) those around them. 

*Messy (1-3 points): Messy Sims rarely clean up 
messes. They're actually more prone to 
making messes. 

*Balanced (4-7 points): Balanced Sims usually 
clean up after themselves (though not always) 
and occasionally pick up after others if it 
doesn't take any extra effort.

*Neat (8-10 points): Neat Sims spend much of their 
valuable time cleaning any mess in sight and 
rarely sully their houses themselves. They 
always wash their hands and scrub any dirty 
dishes. The toilet is always flushed, sparkling, 
and unclogged, and there aren't any stray 
puddles on the floor. Alas, they probably don't 
have much time for anything else. 

StrategyStrategy
Neatness is the most easily sacrificed trait. You could drop it
to zero without affecting your Sim's ability to live effectively.
Since this trait is mostly concerned with Sims' autonomous
behavior, making Messy Sims act Neat is simply a matter of
directing them to clean things. Cleaning is time consuming, so
the best course might be to hire a maid. 

Outgoing/ShyOutgoing/Shy
Your Sim's ability to socialize is heavily ruled by this trait.
The more Outgoing a Sim is, the more high-powered interac-
tions are available, and the faster that Sim makes friends. 

*Shy (1-3 points): Shy Sims have fewer social 
interactions available to them; they can't 
initiate intimate interactions easily and likely 
reject them from others. To get romance, make 
sure the other Sim is of a compatible 
personality (see "Zodiac Signs and Personality" 
later in this section). On the upside, Shy Sims 
require less social interaction than Outgoing 
ones to feed their motives. 

*Balanced (4-7 points): Balanced Sims are not 
world-class social butterflies but aren't 
shrinking violets either. They don't have the 
advantages that come to Outgoing Sims but 

don't suffer the drawbacks felt by Shy Sims. 
*Outgoing (8-10 points): Outgoing Sims can make 

friends quickly but need more interaction to 
keep their Social motive up (decay is 
accelerated). Outgoing Sims get more Fun out of 
things like using the Hot Tub and watching the 
Romance Channel on TV, and they earn Charisma 
points from certain items at a faster rate. 

If a very Outgoing Sim is the first

one into the Hot Tub, he or she will

go in without a bathing suit. All

other Sims will (regardless of

Outgoing score) follow the lead and strip too.

An Outgoing Sim's lack of modesty also pays

off in the bathroom. If a high Outgoing Sim is using

the Toilet when another Sim walks in, the Outgoing

Sim won't quit using the Toilet. This is more 

valuable that you'd think. 

StrategyStrategy
Despite the benefits of shyness, it's usually a good idea to max
Outgoing. You need to interact a lot more, but you should have
no trouble making friends (especially if Nice is high too). Since
the name of the game in Bust Out mode is career advancement,
the ability to make friends quickly is crucial. 

Active/LazyActive/Lazy
This continuum affects what kinds of things Sims find Fun,
how they experience Comfort, and how fast they achieve Body
skill points. There are also several side effects too.

*Lazy (1-3 points): Lazy Sims get more Fun out of 
sedentary activities like watching TV, napping on
Sofas or Couches, and lounging in the Hot Tub. 
They also tend toward these activities if left to 
their own devices. Unfortunately, the lower the 
score, the more time it takes for a Sim to get out
of bed. Another downside is Lazy Sims' lack of 
physical conditioning means that their Comfort 
motive drops faster the lower their score. 

*Balanced (4-7 points): The midrange in this 
attribute means a normal decay of Comfort and 
an equal tendency toward physical and non-
physical Fun objects. This is a good medium 
because it allows Sims to engage in all sorts of 
Fun activities, giving them more flexibility. 

*Active (8-10 points): Active Sims autonomously 
gravitate toward physical Fun activities (playing
basketball, for example) rather than the more 
relaxed pursuits. The maximum Fun they can get 
from these objects rises with their number of 
Active points. They also get heightened Fun from 
watching the Action Channel on TV. High Active 
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StrategyStrategy
Active is also (like Neat) one of the traits you can reduce for
the sake of your friend-making attributes (Outgoing, Nice). You
pay a price for having a Lazy Sim. Wake-up time is a problem, and
it's a pity not to be able to multitask Fun and Body skill. 

You must also be more mindful of your Comfort. But if you
have to skimp somewhere, Active is the place. 

Playful/SeriousPlayful/Serious
Alongside Active, Playful/Serious determines which Fun activi-
ties your Sim gravitates toward and fully enjoys. It also, like
Outgoing, dictates the availability and reaction to several
interactions, particularly silly interactions like jokes, finger
pulling, etc. 

On the downside, Playful Sims need constant Fun; the motive
actually degrades more quickly than for more Serious Sims. 

*Serious (1-3 points): Serious Sims like their Fun 
too but in a quieter way. They prefer reading 
and playing chess to more frivolous pursuits 
(video games, sports, etc.). As such, they 
gravitate toward more solemn Fun objects 
automatically and receive a raised Fun maximum 
when using them. They don't take well to joking 
and teasing interactions, so check an NPC Sim's 
Playful/Serious score before doing 
anything silly. 

*Balanced (4-7 points): Balanced Sims don't 
suffer the accelerated Fun decay of high Playful 
Sims, can engage in and enjoy most social inter
actions, and are equally attracted to all forms 
of Fun. They don't get a significant boost in Fun 
maximum for any object or acquire Creativity at
a slightly heightened speed. 

*Playful (8-10 points): High Playful Sims are 
great partiers, but they can't abide not having 
Fun, as it decays more quickly than for other 
Sims. Keep them stimulated with goofy and casu
al Fun objects (and watching the Cartoon 
Channel on TV), and they'll get more than the 
usual motive boost from them. Their Fun loving 
extends to social interactions, fully enjoying 
the crazy and crude. 

StrategyStrategy
Though there are certain benefits to a Serious Sim, consider
setting Playful/Serious no lower than 5. A balanced Sim
receives many of the benefits of both extremes without the
drawbacks of the truly Playful. Going higher might be worth-
while if you want to make friends easily.

Nice/GrouchyNice/Grouchy
Nice is an extremely important trait for social interaction. 

*Grouchy (1-3 points): It's difficult to make 
friends with Grouchy Sims; they don't react 
well to pleasantries and tend to lash out with 
disagreeable interactions. You won't find many 
agreeable interactions available to you if your 
Sim is cruel, and that means slow career 
advancement. On the lone upside, Grouchy Sims 
receive higher than normal Fun from watching 
the Horror Channel on TV. 

*Balanced (4-7 points): Balanced Sims are fine but 
don't have the friend-making facility that high 
Nice Sims do. If there's one area in which 
moderation is not enough, this is it. On the 
other hand, keeping it around 5 won't do too 
much social damage. 

*Nice (8-10 points): High Nice is all about making 
friends. In fact, with high ratings in both 
Outgoing and Nice, one could take a relationship
from 0 to 100 in a single (exhausting) encounter.
You don't get some of the entertaining negative 
interactions that Grouchy Sims do, but they 
won't make you many friends anyway. When 
faced with a Grouchy Sim, try to reject 
interactions that might cause your Nice Sim to 
react negatively. 

Rather than fine-tuning your
own Sim, you can choose the
Sims's zodiac sign. Each sign
is a personality preset that
roughly matches what a per-
son of that sign would be
like. You can adjust the val-
ues assigned to each person-
ality trait beyond these
presets, but changing them
too much in either direction
eventually puts you into a
different star sign. 

The initial values for
each star sign are shown in the following table. Also shown
are the zodiac signs that attract and repel a Sim of each sign.
Keep these affinities and aversions in mind when trying to
establish friendships and love; it's harder (though not 
impossible) when you're dealing with incompatible star signs. 

Zodiac signs are personality
presets that can speed up
the Sim creation process.

Zodiac Signs and PersonalityZodiac Signs and Personality

StrategyStrategy
Keep it high; the benefits of high Nice are so obvious that it's
worth the extra points. It takes some diligence to fend off neg-
ative interactions that make befriending a Grouchy Sim more
difficult, but that just takes extra attention. If you want to
focus on making friends, don't set Nice below 7. 

also slows the decay of Comfort, speeds the 
acquisition of Body skill points, and earns Fun 
while interacting with Body skill objects (like 
Workout Equipment). 
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Sign Neat Outgoing Active Playful Nice Attracted To Repelled By

Zodiac SignsZodiac Signs

Aquarius 4 4 4 7 6 Capricorn, Sagittarius Scorpio, Virgo
Aries 5 8 6 3 3 Gemini, Taurus Cancer, Libra
Cancer 6 3 6 4 6 Taurus, Scorpio Gemini, Aries
Capricorn 7 4 1 8 5 Aquarius, Taurus Leo, Gemini
Gemini 4 7 8 3 3 Pisces, Virgo Capricorn, Aries
Leo 4 10 4 4 3 Sagittarius, Cancer Capricorn, Gemini
Libra 2 8 2 6 7 Virgo, Cancer Pisces, Scorpio
Pisces 5 3 7 3 7 Scorpio, Gemini Leo, Aries
Sagittarius 2 3 9 7 4 Pisces, Capricorn Libra, Scorpio
Scorpio 6 5 8 3 3 Pisces, Leo Libra, Aquarius
Taurus 5 5 3 8 4 Aries, Libra Virgo, Cancer
Virgo 9 2 6 3 5 Aquarius, Sagittarius Leo, Taurus

Pressing up on the D-pad
shows your current motive
levels. The indicators throb
upward or downward to show
which direction the motive is
headed and how quickly.

Your current

motive scores are

displayed by press-

ing up on the D-pad. 

*Social Interaction: You may only interact fully 
with other Sims if your individual motives and 
your overall mood are high. Low motives limit 
the availability of certain social interactions and
change your reaction to ones from other Sims. 

*Skill Objects: Overall mood and individual 
motives can, if too low, prohibit your using skill 
development objects. If your Sim's mood or a 
particular motive becomes too low while using a 
skill object, you'll be unwillingly booted from 
the object. If you're already in a bad way, you 
can't use the object at all. 

*Motive Failure: If you ignore your critical bodily 
motives (Energy, Hunger, and Bladder), you'll get 
a well-deserved penalty for not taking care of 
your Sim. Punishments can range from unclean 
and embarrassing to fatal. 

Your motives are measured from a low of -100 (absolute failure)
to 100 (total satisfaction). You can't see these numbers in the
motives meters, but you can imagine them proportionally. 

How Motives WorkHow Motives Work

Motive DecayMotive Decay
Motives (except for Room, which is a special case) decay over
time, dropping toward -100 if you do nothing to replenish them.
The speed with which each motive declines and the forces that
can alter that speed are unique to each motive.

*Career Advancement: Being in the best possible 
mood when you go to work is crucial to getting 
promotions. If you meet all skill and friendship 
qualifications for the next level in a career, your 
mood will dictate whether or not you get the 
promotion. The higher it is, the greater the 
probability of promotion. If your mood is too 
low day after day, you'll be demoted. 

Sims are ruled by their overall sense of well-being, also 
known as their "mood." Mood is the cumulative effect of eight fun-
damental needs: Hunger, Hygiene, Energy, Social, Comfort, Bladder,
Fun, Room. One of the major challenges in playing The Sims Bustin'
Out is tending to these motives effectively and efficiently. 

Personality and Object AdvertisementPersonality and Object Advertisement
Objects can appeal more or less to Sims with certain personality trait levels. These objects "call out" to
autonomous Sims more forcefully because of their specific personality traits. Therefore, a Lazy Sim is attracted
to the Couch while an Active Sim is drawn to the Basketball Hoop. 



Motive decay slows during sleep

and occurs while your Sim is at work.

Each job promotion level has its own

motive decay profile that determines how

much of each motive you lose while at work.

Really physical jobs, for example, expend

more Energy during a shift than a desk job. 
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Motive SatisfactionMotive Satisfaction
To replenish a motive, you must do things that satisfy the
motive's need. For example, to elevate the Bladder motive your
Sim must occasionally use a Toilet. To replenish Energy, the
Sim must sleep. 

Sleep is the most obvious way
to regain Energy.

But a little coffee will do the
trick in a pinch.

As with decay, motive replenishment can sometimes be
accomplished by less obvious means. This is explained later in
each motive's profile. 

Generally, an object's ability to replenish a motive is a
function of its motive rating and cost. The higher an object's
motive replenishment rating, the more it costs to purchase. 

Sometimes the difference in price

between two objects might be due to

something other than their motive ratings. If

two Toilets have identical Bladder ratings, one

might cost more because it also increases Room

score or imparts Comfort simultaneously. 

Motive FailureMotive Failure
If some motives reach rock bottom (-100), motive failure
occurs. For the critical bodily functions, these are serious
consequences. 

Mood can be viewed by the 

mood indicator above your Sim's 

portrait inset. 

MoodMood
Mood is the average of all eight motives at any given time. It
too is measured on a scale of -100 to 100. Unlike with individ-
ual motives, which have lower thresholds, a mood below 0
shuts you out of most skill building and social interactions
and precludes an otherwise deserved job promotion. 

Your Sims try to tell you if

they're having problems with their

motives. They gesture wildly, shout, wobble

on their feet (Energy), pin their knees together

(Bladder), or hold their bellies (Hunger) to alert

you to their plight. Keep an eye out for these

danger signs. 

If you have "Free Will" (set in the "Options"

menu) turned on, your Sims should, in the absence

of any specific commands from you, tend to their

most critical needs. If you keep them busy, they

may not be able to get what they need. With Free

Will turned off, your Sims are helpless without

your specific instructions. 

Generally, motives decay
at a constant rate, but some
are varied by the level of
the motive. For example, as
Hunger nears -100, the rate
of decay slows to allow
your Sim as much time as
possible to get a meal. 

Motive decay can be
accelerated by engaging in
certain activities and
using certain objects. This
is detailed for each motive
later in this section. 

If motives are in danger,
your Sims will do anything
to let you know.

Because Fun and Social have a

heightened effect on mood when

they're very high, it's important to spend

your last moments at home before work getting

both to the top. Try dancing by the mailbox or

watching TV with a housemate on the front lawn

until the bus is just about to pull away. 

Mood is a "weighted average." In other words, how high or
low a motive is dictates how much it contributes to mood. A
stunning example of this is Bladder. Until it gets well below
0, Bladder has a steadily decreasing effect on mood. Suddenly,
at around -50, its mood contribution is magnified, becoming
sharply more so as it approaches bottom. The reason for this
is understandable. An empty bladder has little effect on your
feeling of well-being, but a full one gets your attention. 

The same holds true for other motives like Hunger. A full
stomach takes your mind off food, but being famished allows
you to think of little else. 

Some motives are magnified only when they are either very
high or very low. 

HungerHunger
Hunger represents your Sim's need for food. 

DecayDecay
Hunger decreases steadily over time, and nothing changes the
rate of this downward crawl except being asleep.
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Satisfying
Hunger
Satisfying Hunger
Satisfying Hunger is a mat-
ter of efficiency. There is
much you can do to
streamline this process in
respect to the amount of
time your Sim spends cook-
ing and the amount of sat-
isfaction your Sim gets
from food. 

Food SourceFood Source
It's feeding time. 

There are several ways to get food. 

1. Cooked foods from a Refrigerator: This should 
be your nutritional mainstay. A fully functional 
kitchen (fridge, prep area, and cooking 
equipment) is crucial to this process.

2. Uncooked foods from a Refrigerator: Without 
the other essential elements of a working 
kitchen, Refrigerators are a source of cold, 
unsatisfying but cheap baseline nutrition. 

3. Grills: Outdoor grills can provide cooked food 
from a single object, but the result's not heavy 
in Hunger satisfaction. 

4. Hospitality of others: When visiting the homes 
of other Sims, you can share in their cooking if 
they make enough for everyone. However, this 
takes away from your budget.

5. Order Pizza: Your phone can get you a meal, but 
it costs a lot of money, and you have to wait an 
hour for it to arrive. Also, pizza's messy, so it 
slams your Hygiene motive. 

Food PreparationFood Preparation
For kitchen-cooked foods, the Hunger value can be modified by
several factors. Each of these steps should be taken into
account when designing your Sim's household. 

1. The kind of Refrigerator: The more expensive the
fridge, the more nutritional meal types it 
contains. 

2. The kind of meal: A "Quick" dinner carries less 
nutritional oomph than a full "Dinner," so the 
raw materials do count. 

3. Food preparation area: Countertops bestow a 
fixed amount of Hunger points to food prepared
on them (the same for all regardless of price). 
For added speed and hunger points (double 
those from a countertop), place a Food 

Processor on the counter right between your 
Refrigerator and your Stove. 

4. Cooking appliance: The more expensive the 
cooking appliance, the more Hunger points it 
adds to the meal.

Cooking SkillCooking Skill
The previous food prepara-
tion steps are mostly about
the objects you buy, but
there's one last one that
concerns your Sim. 

The most important thing
you can do to improve the
preparation speed and
Hunger satisfaction of
home-cooked (and grill-
cooked) meals is to
improve your Sim's
Cooking skill. The higher
this is, the faster your Sim can cook, and the more satisfying
the meal. 

Increasing Cooking skill takes time and dedication, but it's
worth it if only to signifi-
cantly shorten the time it
takes to get your Sim ready
for work. 

Still, Cooking skill is 
not entirely mandatory.
Unless you plan on cooking
with the inefficient but fire-
safe Microwave, you need
at least 2 Cooking points
to sauté safely. A Sim with
less than 2 Cooking points
can start a fire any time he
touches a stove. 

Even more important than an
expensive Stove is the time
investment in studying
Cooking.

Bad cooks start fires. Don't
have a Stove in the house if
there's an inexperienced
cook around.

Mood Impact Mood Impact 
Hunger's impact on mood is steady until it reaches zero, at
which point its impact becomes intense and catastrophic, more
heavily damaging to mood than any other low motive. 

Therefore, it's not necessary to have a full stomach when
your Sim heads off to work. Just make sure it's in the green. 

Failure State Failure State 
Reaching -100 in Hunger is no laughing matter. The result is
death. Game over. Don't let your Sim starve.

The solution to Hygiene prob-
lems is a good soak in the Tub
or a Shower.

Hygiene reflects your
Sim's bodily cleanliness.
Regular care is required
to prevent your own
stink from dragging
down your mood. 

HygieneHygiene
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DecayDecay
Over time, Hygiene decays gradually and steadily. The drop can
be quickened by doing messy things like exercising, eating
pizza, using a Toilet, or failing to make it to a Toilet before 
an accident.

Though it costs dearly in Comfort, you can get a good
Energy boost from touching the bug zapper. Check the object
list in the "Sims' Stuff" section for other objects that
enhance Energy. 

Energy, like all bodily motives, most seriously impacts mood
when it's low. The lower it goes, the more debilitating its con-
tribution to the average mood. 

Mood ImpactMood Impact

SatisfactionSatisfaction
Satisfying your Hygiene motive is a simple matter of washing
up. Most of this comes from Showers or Tubs but also from
washing hands in Sinks or brushing teeth in bathroom
Mirrors. A soak in a Hot Tub is also good for Hygiene. 

Don't waste time washing your

hands after using the Toilet. Use

the Shower instead every other

time you use the commode. 

Mood ImpactMood Impact
Your Sim doesn't notice low Hygiene until it's well into nega-
tive territory. At that point its impact on mood climbs sud-
denly, growing worse as your Sim accumulates filth. 

Failure StateFailure State
Other than the embarrassment of B.O., there is no failure
state for Hygiene. 

Energy represents your Sim's need for sleep–real, uncon-
scious sleep. Without it, Sims can't function. 

EnergyEnergy

DecayDecay
The drop in Energy is a slow and steady one. It can be sped by
engaging in strenuous activities like exercise or dancing. 

SatisfactionSatisfaction
You can replenish Energy in three ways: Sleep, chemical inter-
vention, or other objects. 

As long as a room is
quiet (no TV or stereo
playing in the room),
you can get sleep from
anything your Sim can
stretch out on: a
Recliner, Love Seat,
Sofa, or Bed. The best
Energy satisfaction
comes from a full
night's sleep in an
expensive Bed. 

An alternative to sleep is the artificial Energy boost of a
cup of strong coffee or espresso. The fixed effect isn't huge
(proportional to the coffee object's cost), but it gets you a
little more time at a party. On the downside, caffeine speeds
the decay of your Bladder motive. 

Nothing like a good night's
sleep to replenish Energy.

Failure StateFailure State
If allowed to bottom out, Energy causes Sims to fall asleep
on the floor where they're standing. They can't claw back to
their feet until they've replenished a bit of Energy.
Unfortunately, this can take a while since the cold, hard
floor restores Energy very slowly. Sleeping on the floor
also brings down Comfort. 

Social Social 

DecayDecay
Social degrades at a constant rate when your Sim is not
engaged in interactions with other Sims. The longer the isola-
tion, the lower the Social motive becomes. 

Chatting, even between
adults and children, affects
the Social motive.

High Outgoing Sims lose
Social more quickly than
less Outgoing Sims. 

SatisfactionSatisfaction
Social motive is satisfied by social interactions. How much
social satisfaction you receive depends on many factors,
including the kind of interaction and how it's received. Full
details on social interaction scoring is described later in 
the guide. 

Social motive satisfaction can also be attained from
"Group" Fun objects. These objects feed both Social and Fun if
more than one Sim joins in. 

Like Fun, Social motive has a heightened impact on Mood when
it's really high or really low. Try to max out Social before
getting on the bus to work; it'll compensate for a lot of other
low motives. 

Mood ImpactMood Impact

Failure StateFailure State
Social has no failure state, but letting it hit bottom does bad
things to your mood. 

Social is your Sim's need for interaction with other Sims.
Nothing else can satisfy it. 
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SatisfactionSatisfaction
Comfort is gleaned from comfortable objects. By and large,
this means soft, cushy furniture; the more expensive, the faster
it imparts Comfort. 

Several objects feature Comfort satisfaction in addition to
their primary purpose. Bathtubs aren't as efficient as Showers,
but they offer simultaneous Hygiene and Comfort. A good 
expensive Toilet keeps you comfy while you relieve yourself. 

Mood ImpactMood Impact
As with other bodily motives, Comfort impacts mood most when
it's absurdly low.

Failure StateFailure State
Comfort has no failure state. 

Bladder motive is your
Sim's need to occasional-
ly take the pause that
refreshes. When you're at
home it's easy to take
care of your Bladder, but
be mindful of the nearest
Toilet when you're out
and about. 

Bladder Bladder 

Drinking too much coffee or
failing to mind your Bladder
makes things pretty tense
and, in a moment, damp.

DecayDecay
Bladder declines steadily with time but is easily accelerated by
any consumption of food or beverage. Coffee and espresso are
particularly damaging to Bladder. 

SatisfactionSatisfaction
Obviously, Bladder is satisfied by using Toilets. The quality of
the Toilet determines how fast Bladder is restored to full. 

The other way to satisfy Bladder is to wait until it's totally
depleted and let loose on the ground. There are, as you'll see,
prices to pay for this behavior. 

Mood ImpactMood Impact
Bladder impacts mood more severely as it nears bottom, climb-
ing sharply as the crisis point approaches. 

Failure StateFailure State
If Bladder hits -100, Sims do the only thing they can: relieve
themselves where they stand. This refills Bladder motive to
full but demolishes Comfort, Hygiene, and Room, not to mention
the societal obligation to clean up your mess. 

Every Sim, no matter how
serious, needs Fun. The 
kind of Fun that attracts
certain Sims and how much
Fun they get out of it is
determined by their Active
and Playful personality
traits. If a Sim is exiting a
Fun object without coming
close to filling her Fun
motive meter, it's proba-
bly because that activity
isn't her cup of tea. She can still enjoy it, but not as much 
as others would and not as much as she'd enjoy something
more her style. 

Fun Fun 

Fun is great. Fun in groups is
even better.

DecayDecay
Decay is a slow steady process for Fun, dropping steadily over
time away from any Fun object. For high Playful Sims or kid Sims
of any personality, the depletion is faster, requiring more fre-
quent diversions. 

SatisfactionSatisfaction
Fun is satisfied by using Fun objects. To get the most possible
Fun out of an object, you must choose Fun objects that appeal to
your Sim's Active/Lazy and Playful/Serious personality traits. 

The amount of Fun also depends on the kind of Fun object.
There are four.

*Extended Fun: Sims use these objects until a set 
maximum Fun increase is reached. If a Sim has an 
Active/Lazy or Playful/Serious score that's 
compatible with an object (like an Active Sim 
playing basketball), the maximum Fun score is 
raised, allowing the Sim to stay longer. 

*One-Time Fun: These objects provide a fixed boost 
to Fun but can be reentered for another "dose" 

DecayDecay
Comfort decays steadily over the course of the day, and can be
accelerated by several things: sleeping on the floor, having a
Bladder accident, or eating or reading (or doing anything)
standing up. 

Lazy Sims (low Active) lose Comfort more quickly than high
Active Sims, requiring more frequent Couch visits. 

Comfort defines Sims' need to occasionally
take it easy and get off their feet. Sitting isn't
the only way to get Comfort, however, and
doing too much isn't the only way to bring it
down. Going too long without a break is 
generally a recipe for very low Comfort. 

ComfortComfort

Instead of just sitting
for Comfort, couple 
it with another 
activity like watching
TV for Fun.

Comfort is the perfect multitask-

ing motive. Try to combine Comfort

with other motive-feeding or skill-

building activities. Get a comfort-

able Couch and place it near the TV. Put a plush

Chair next to the Chess Table. Buy that Toilet

that's so swanky that it feeds both Comfort and

Bladder. Try a Bathtub instead of a Shower. 
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Group FunGroup Fun
Some objects are designated "Group" activities, meaning they
offer not just Fun but also Social if more than one Sim joins
the object. 

Mood ImpactMood Impact
Just like Social, Fun affects mood most when it's very low or
very high. Make sure Fun is near full when you leave for work. 

Failure StateFailure State
There is no failure state for Fun; your Sim will just be 
very unhappy. 

A "room" is defined as any space

enclosed by walls (and doorways). An

open gap in a wall doesn't count as a door-

way; rooms so connected count as a single room. 

Outdoors counts as one room unless

it's divided by a fence. Lots of flowers in the

backyard add to Room motive when your Sim is

standing by the mailbox. 

Room is a unique motive,
as it is very different
from the others. Room is
your Sim's instanta-
neous reaction to his
immediate surroundings.
If they're spacious,
clean, full of decorative
objects in good repair,
and well lit, Room score
will be high. If not, it can
be a serious drag on
your mood. 

An array of decorative objects
and some fundamental tidiness
can top out Room score while
your Sim is in that room.

Focus on making outside as high in

Room score as possible so you

always go off to work with an

extra boost. 

RoomRoom

of the same magnitude. Watching fish in the 
Aquarium is this kind of interaction. The 
amount of Fun boost is also increased for 
personality compatibility. 

*Timed Fun: Interactions last a fixed amount of 
time. To get more Fun out of the object, your Sim 
may reengage for another session. 

*Endless Fun: These objects impart Fun until you 
can't take any more. A Sim can, for example, 
linger in a Hot Tub until Fun, Comfort, and 
Hygiene are at maximum. 

DecayDecay
Room motive doesn't decay but drops if some negative force
(like a dirty dish) is introduced, or your Sim moves to a room
with a lower Room score. Room score is reduced by the 
presence of: 

*Full Trash Cans/Trash Compactor
*Puddles from overflowed Toilets, leaking 

Showers, Bladder accidents, or sloppy 
Aquarium cleaning 

*Fly-infested food
*Trash on the floor
*Dirty Showers, Bathtubs, and Toilets
*Broken objects
*Dead things, such as floating fish or 

unwatered flowers

Satisfaction Satisfaction 
Room is satisfied by several factors:

*Light: Place lots of lamps and windows in 
your home. 

*Room Size: The larger a room, the more 
positively Sims feel about it. 

*Corners: Sims like interesting spaces, so lots of
corners make them feel good. Put in the 
occasional diagonal wall instead of boring old 
right angles. 

*Objects: The more expensive an object is, the 
more Room score it imparts. Generally, these 
are decorative items, but there are plenty of 
Room-enhancing objects that fall into other 
categories. Countertops, for example, are all 
the same for cooking purposes, but the more 
expensive ones can send out intense doses of 
Room motive satisfaction. Likewise, some 
objects have a Room motive effect in addition to 
their basic function (like a decorative Bathtub). 

Sculptures created with the Artist's

Block can enhance Room score. 

Mood ImpactMood Impact
Room's effect is steady over the entire range but is at its great-
est effect at its highest and lowest points. Even at its zenith, it
doesn't have a huge effect on your mood, but it can be the thing
that takes you above or below zero overall. 

Failure StateFailure State
Room doesn't have a failure state, but when it bottoms out,
you'll see it reflected in your mood. 
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It may sound materialistic, but much of Sim life is ruled
by things. Without a house full of useful and beautiful
objects, Sims have a hard time reaching the top of their
chosen profession(s). The key is knowing what each
object does so you may choose the ones that serve
your needs best. Spending your money wisely is crucial. 

Advertising is only an issue if you

have Free Will turned on and you are

leaving your Sims to make their own deci-

sions. Advertising has (largely) no effect if

your Sims are just doing what you're telling

them to do. 

For example, a TV with a Fun rating of 6 broadcasts a sig-
nal declaring, "I am Fun, really fun–come use me." Sims in
range of this message will weigh the Fun to be had against
the calls of other nearby objects and the levels of their
motives. A strong, nearby Fun advertisement, therefore, can
trump a perilously low Bladder motive. 

A few things to know about object advertising: 

*Ads have a fixed range, and the strength of 
the signal diminishes with distance. 
Therefore, distant objects have no effect on 
your Sim's decisions. Some are strong 
enough to broadcast to an entire lot. 

*Some objects advertise falsely to get your 
Sim's attention. A ringing phone, for 
example, may advertise 50 Fun, Social, and 
Comfort, though using it actually offers no 
such thing. 

*The strength of an ad can be modified by your 
Sim's personality. A staid activity broad

Occasionally, an object can actu-

ally drain a motive. Coffee machines,

for example, lower Bladder as they raise

Energy. Really nasty furniture raises Comfort

but decreases Hygiene. 

Generally, the more expensive an item is, the more it satisfies
its assigned motives or skills. 

For motive-satisfying skills, the motive satisfaction power
is indicated in the catalog. The higher the number, the faster
or more completely the object satisfies the motive. Often,
however, an object's increased value is due to other factors
like secondary motive satisfactions (an expensive Toilet feeds
both Bladder and Comfort). 

For skill-building objects, the price directly reflects the
rate of skill acquisition (the cheapest item feeds slowest, and
the most expensive feeds fastest) and the presence of second-
ary motives (like a Piano with Room and Fun scores). 

Object Quality and PriceObject Quality and Price

Every well-functioning Sim household needs certain basics for
your eight essential motives. Generally, you can start with the
cheapest objects, but sometimes, spending a little more money
pays off in spades. 

*Hunger: Get a Refrigerator. If you don't want 
to spend all your money on cheap but 
nutritionally empty snack foods, also look 
into a Countertop and a Stove. A little extra 
money gets you a Food Processor (a big time 
saver). Stick to a Microwave unless you have at 
least 2 points of Cooking skill. 

*Comfort: Make sure you have a Table and Chairs
for eating (standing up while eating reduces 
Comfort) and a good Couch for TV watching and
the occasional nap. Your Bed provides 
simultaneous Comfort and Energy, so consider 
Comfort when selecting one. 

*Hygiene: Get a Shower. To reduce time spent 
bathing, extend a little and buy a good one. 
Stay away from Bathtubs early on. Though they 
offer Comfort, they tend to offer slower satis
faction than a comparably priced Shower. Your 
Sim doesn't need a bathroom Sink (rather, 
Shower after every second or third Toilet 
visit), but there must be one for guests to 
wash up and restore their Hygiene. 

*Bladder: You must have a Toilet unless you like 
wetting the floor. A more expensive Toilet will 
work faster, self-flush (resulting in fewer 
clogs), and even provide Comfort while you sit. 

The BasicsThe Basics

Objects serve two primary functions, improving your motives
and improving your skills. When spending your Simoleons,
look carefully at what motives could be filled more efficiently
and which skills you need to improve. 

Every item's impact on a skill or motive is listed in the cata-
log later in this section. Keep in mind that your Sim's person-
ality can affect how well an object will serve his or her
needs. Active Sims, for example, benefit more from physically-
oriented Fun objects than do Lazy Sims.

Of course, objects have other functions. Some are just cool
to have. And some serve a specific function beyond motives or
skills. A telephone, for example, serves no motive or skill
function, but it's absolutely essential to Sim life. 

Objects, Motives, and SkillsObjects, Motives, and Skills

casts more powerfully to a Serious Sim than 
a Playful one. 

*Motives can also modify ad strength, ampli-
fying the call of objects that satisfy your 
greatest need. 

Object AdvertisingObject Advertising
Every object in your Sim's home broadcasts a signal advertis-
ing its benefits to your Sims. This siren song isn't a literal
broadcast that you can see, but your Sims feel its pull. 

When left to their own devices, Sims go about their day
based on a dizzyingly complex system of priorities. You may
notice, for example, that your Sims often fail to tend to their
most pressing motive and even let one motive bottom out
while satisfying another one. One reason is advertisement. 
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When you need cash, you can sell off (via Buy mode) your items
for their current depreciated (or for decorative, possibly
appreciated) value. 

Broken objects can be sold, but you won’t get full value for them. 

SellingSelling

*Energy: The floor is no real alternative to 
even the most awful Bed. Get one immediately. 
An expensive Bed lets you refuel on dramati-
cally fewer sleep hours than a cheap one, so 
this is a good place to splurge.

*Fun: Right off the bat, get a cheap TV to put 
in front of the Couch. It's inexpensive, you 
can get Comfort at the same time, and it can be 
a social activity. 

*Social: A telephone allows you to invite 
friends over and even maintain friendships 
over the landline. A phone is also your lifeline
to services like the Maid, Repairman, and pizza.

*Room: The best thing you can do for Room 
score when money is tight is to let the sun (or
the electric equivalent) shine in. Make 
sure your house has numerous windows, 
and spend freely but wisely on interior 
lights. Decorations help Room too, but they 
can be very expensive for a relatively 
small boost. 

You may notice your Sims detect

new objects and either approve or

disapprove of them. This is really just a

reflection of your Sims' inherent materialism.

They're comparing the cost of the new object

with the average value of the other stuff in

your house. If it's higher, they like it; if it's

lower, they don't. This doesn't mean they'll use

it any more or less. 

Since depreciation doesn't start until 24 hours after purchase,
you can return an item before then for a full refund. This is
handy when you need to work on a skill or feed a motive quickly.
Buy the needed object, use it, and return it. Repeat as necessary
every day (if you don't mind all the work this entails). 

ReturnsReturns

BillsBills
Bills arrive every three days and are a percentage of the
depreciated value of billable objects in your house. The more
and nicer things you own, the higher your bills. 

Bills are delivered to your mailbox and are due 10 days
from receipt. Take them from the box, place them on a sur-
face, and pay them as soon as possible. After 10 days, an
unpaid bill becomes past due, and the Repo Man comes to take
objects roughly equivalent to your debt. 

To save steps, put a cheap End

Table next to the mailbox. Your

Sim will place the bills there

rather than hauling them all

the way into the house. 

Light bulbs burn out, rendering

lamps nonfunctional for Room score

purposes. You may want to let the Repairman

change them when he comes to fix something else. 

Object BreakageObject Breakage
Objects break randomly with rising probability as time pass-
es. Broken objects can't be used until fixed and will display
on the "Repair" interaction. You can do this yourself
(though less than 3 Mechanical skill points means a good
chance of electrocution and death), but this can be slow if
you're not high in Mechanical skill. It's quicker to call the
Repairman, who'll come and fix every broken object in your
home in a single visit. 

There is no depreciation in Bust

Out mode. 

DepreciationDepreciation
In Free Play mode, all nondecorative objects depreciate 24
hours after purchase. Usually, this first day's depreciation
is a giant bite. Every day thereafter, the object's resale value
drops by a fixed amount per day ("Daily Depreciation") until
it reaches a set floor ("Depreciation Limit") below which it
can't go. 

Decorative objects, however, behave differently. Each day,
their value randomly rises or drops. Sure, it can be expen-
sive to get that bizarre sculpture, but you could sell it for a
profit someday. 

Depreciation isn't an entirely bad

thing. It lowers your net worth which,

in turn, lowers the amount of your bills. 

TheftTheft
At night or when everyone's out of the house, your home can
be invaded by the Cat Burglar. She'll enter and select one to
five of your most expensive items and make off with them. 

To combat this, install a burglar alarm. Note that an
alarm protects only single rooms, so full protection
requires one in every room with an exterior entrance. The
alarm automatically summons the Police, who may (or may
not) catch the thief. 
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Seating/BedsSeating/Beds
The Object CatalogThe Object Catalog

ChairsChairs
Chairs come in three kinds: 

*Stationary: Armchairs, etc. Best for watching TV, 
reading, or studying. Can be used as Tables 
and Desks. 

*Moveable: Dining and Desk Chairs. These Chairs can 
be scooted to allow sitting at surfaces. Be careful 
to leave space behind them for movement, however, 
or Sims can't use them. 

*Recliners: The same as Stationary Chairs but can be 
used for either sitting (Comfort) or 
napping (Energy). 

*Cost: §79
*Motives: Comfort 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§16/§1/§26

Recalled Folding Chair

*Cost: §80
*Motives: Comfort 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§12/§1/§32

Werkbunnst All Purpose Chair

*Cost: §100
*Motives: Comfort 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§15/§1/§40

"Posture Plus" Office Chair

*Unlock: Pixel Acres
*Cost: §110
*Motives: Comfort 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§22/§1/§37

RustyRedneck Stump Chair (Unlockable)

*Cost: §150
*Motives: Comfort 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§22/§2/§60

Deck Chair by Survivall

*Cost: §155
*Motives: Comfort 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§23/§2/§62

Satinistics Reproduction Armchair

*Cost: §165
*Motives: Comfort 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§33/§2/§55

Stool Sample

*Cost: §180
*Motives: Comfort 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§36/§2/§60

MC2 Examination Stool

*Cost: §199
*Motives: Comfort 4, 
Hygiene -1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§40/§2/§66

Notes: Though it has the
highest Comfort rating
for the price, sitting in
this filthy Chair actual-
ly brings down Hygiene.

Worn Leather Chair

Since outdoors

counts as one big

room, cheap pro-

tection can be had

by building single wall segments

at the sidewalk corners of your

lot and putting alarms on each.

Then, the instant the Cat Burglar

sets foot on your lot, the alarm

sounds, sending her into flight. 



*Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your Behind Dining Chair

*Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your Behind Dining Chair

*Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind *Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind

*Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind *Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind

*Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind *Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind

*Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind *Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind

*Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind *Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 

Room 1
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your

Behind

*Cost: §225
*Motives: Comfort 3, 
Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§2/§75

Love Your Behind Dining Chair

*Cost: §245
*Motives: Comfort 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§49/§2/§82

CammoComfort Easy Killin' Chair

*Cost: §250
*Motives: Comfort 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§38/§2/§100

Country Class Armchair

*Cost: §250
*Motives: Comfort 6, 
Energy 3 (Nap)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§38/§2/§100

"Back Slack" Recliner

*Cost: §385
*Motives: Comfort 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§77/§4/§128

Peacock Wicker Chair

*Cost: §410
*Motives: Comfort 5, 
Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§82/§4/§137

Wicked Breeze Rattan Chair

*Cost: §449
*Motives: Comfort 7, 
Room 3

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§90/§4/§150

"Moldy Foldy" 

*Cost: §450
*Motives: Comfort 5, 
Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§90/§5/§100

Club Chair by Saarbach

*Cost: §500
*Motives: Comfort 6
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§75/§5/§200

"The Saarbach" by Werkbunnst

*Cost: §600
*Motives: Comfort 4, 
Room 2

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§90/§6/§240

Empress Dining Room Chair

*Unlock: Club Rubb
*Cost: §825
*Motives: Comfort 9, 
Energy 3 (Nap)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§165/§8/§275

Q3 Recliner (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Dudley's 
Trailer

*Cost: §390
*Motives: Comfort 6, 
Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§78/§4/§130

Big Mouth Chair (Unlockable)

PRIMAGAMES.COM 17PRIMAGAMES.COM 17
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*Cost: §850
*Motives: Comfort 9, 
Energy 3 (Nap)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§128/§8/§340

"Von Braun" Recliner

*Cost: §250
*Motives: Comfort 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§38/§2/§100

Parque Fresco del Aire Bench

*Cost: §340
*Motives: Comfort 5, 
Energy 4 (Nap)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§51/§3/§136

Country Class Loveseat

*Cost: §445
*Motives: Comfort 4, 
Energy 4 (Nap)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§89/§4/§148

C-SX247 "Couch Potato" Stealth Sofa

*Cost: §450
*Motives: Comfort 5, 
Energy 5 (Nap)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§68/§4/§180

Country Class Sofa

*Cost: §149
*Motives: Comfort 3, 
Energy 4 (Nap), 
Hygiene -1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§30/§1/§50

Notes: So dirty, sitting
on it depletes Hygiene.

*Cost: §475
*Motives: Comfort 5, 
Energy 4 (Nap)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§95/§5/§158

The Love Seat

*Cost: §150
*Motives: Comfort 3, 
Energy 4 (Nap)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§22/§2/§60

*Unlock: Tinsel Acres
*Cost: §550
*Motives: Comfort 5, 
Energy 5, Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§110/§6/§183

Autocrat by Emporium Imperium
(Unlockable)

CouchesCouches
Couches are a primary source for Comfort and can seat two
or three Sims. If you want to use the TV as a social device, a
Couch is vastly preferable to an Armchair. 

Alternatively, you can stretch out on most Couches (not
Benches) to take a nap for a slow replenishment of Energy.
Be sure to turn off any noisy objects in the same room, or
your Sim won't be able to nap. 

*Cost: §140
*Motives: Comfort 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§28/§1/§47

Jock Bench

Recycled Couch

Contempto Loveseat
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*Cost: §700
*Motives: Comfort 4, 
Energy 3 (Nap), Room 5

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§140/§7/§233

"Sofesque" by Wutami Godat

*Cost: §399
*Motives: Energy 7, 
Comfort 7

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§80/§4/§133

Notes: Sleeps two.

Futon Bed

*Cost: §875
*Motives: Comfort 8, 
Energy 4 (Nap), Room 2

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§133/§9/§350

Luxuriare Loveseat

*Unlock: Casa Caliente
*Cost: §415
*Motives: Comfort 6, 
Energy 7

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§83/§4/§138

Notes: Sleeps two.

Sili-Camp Tent (Unlockable)

*Cost: §920
*Motives: Comfort 7, 
Energy 5 (Nap), Room 3

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§184/§9/§307

Q3 Loveseat

*Cost: §450
*Motives: Energy 7, 
Comfort 7

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§68/§4/§120

Notes: Not just for kids,
but your grownup Sim
might look funny in it. 

TykeNyte Bed

*Cost: §1,100
*Motives: Comfort 8, 
Energy 5 (Nap), Room 3

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§165/§11/§440

"The Deiter" by Werkbunnst

*Cost: §450
*Motives: Energy 8, 
Comfort 7

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§68/§4/§180

Notes: Sleeps two.. 

Cheap Eazzze Double Sleeper

*Cost: §900
*Motives: Energy 8, 
Comfort 7, Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§180/§9/§300

Notes: Sleeps two.

Baby Doll Canopy Bed by Polly Vinyl

*Cost: §300
*Motives: Energy 7, 
Comfort 6

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§3/§120

Spartan Special 

BedsBeds
Beds are the most efficient source of Energy. Locate them in rooms
with no noisemaking objects (TVs, Stereos, Weight Machines, etc.) A
more expensive Bed fills Energy in fewer hours than a cheap one. 

A note on Double Beds: Two Sims with a relationship of 50 or
more will share a Bed even if they're not in love. Buying a Double
Bed with no friend in the house is, therefore, a waste of money. This
is a pretty good incentive to make friends with your housemates; a
good Double Bed is cheaper than two comparable Twin Beds. 

*Cost: §1,000
*Motives: Energy 9, 
Comfort 8

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§150/§10/§400

Notes: Sleeps two.

Napoleon Sleigh Bed
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*Unlock: Toane's Gym
*Cost: §1,290
*Motives: Energy 11, 
Comfort 7

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§258/§13/§430

Notes: Energy "goes to
11" but it's not a big
difference. 

Miss Memo Sleeper (Unlockable)

*Cost: §35
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§7/§1/§12

Notes: Place right 
next to the mailbox for
easy bill retrieval and
payment. 

Empty Supply Crate

*Cost: §3,000
*Motives: Energy 10, 
Comfort 9, Room 3

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§450/§30/§1,200

Modern Mission Bed

*Cost: §40
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§6/§1/§16

Pinegulcher End Table

*Cost: §3,200
*Motives: Energy 9, 
Comfort 10, Room 2

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§640/§32/§1,067

Princess Luxury Bed

*Cost: §55
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§11/§1/§18

Found Art Spool Table

*Unlock: Casa 
Caliente

*Cost: §4,500
*Motives: Energy 8, 
Comfort 10, Room 2

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§675/§45/§1,800

Notes: Comes with a "Vibrate" interaction and a "Play"
interaction that can let two Sims in love enhance their
relationship scores and Social motive. It also carries a
one-in-eight chance of adding a little Sim to the world. 

The Vibromatic Heart Bed (Unlockable)

SurfacesSurfaces

ChairsEnd Tables

You need surfaces to place things on. Small appliances (Coffee
Machines, Microwaves, etc.), Computers, and some decorative
objects must be on a Table of some sort. 

Eating also virtually requires a Table. Eating or reading while
standing does horrible things to your Sim's Comfort motive. 

Finally, food can only be prepared either on a Countertop or in
a Food Processor. Note that a large, low appliance like a Trash
Compactor or Dishwasher can serve as a Countertop. 

End Tables are perfect for small objects that need to sit atop
something. They can't, however, hold large electronics. 

*Cost: §55
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§8/§1/§22

Wicked Breeze End Table

*Cost: §75
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit):

§11/§1/§30

KinderStuff Nightstand
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*Cost: §120
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§18/§1/§48

"Anywhere" End Table

*Cost: §220
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§33/§2/§88

London "Cupertino" Collection Desk

*Cost: §199
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§40/§2/§66

Gallery Display Stand

*Cost: §800
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§120/§8/§320

The "Redmond" Desk

*Cost: §250
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§38/§2/§100

Modern Mission End Table

*Cost: §85
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§17/§1/§28

Covert Table

*Cost: §80
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§12/§1/§32

Mesquite Desk
*Cost: §95
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§14/§1/§38

Numica Folding Card Table

*Cost: §150
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§30/§2/§50

SirPlus! Metal Desk
*Cost: §99
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§20/§1/§33

Le Maussade Glass Dining Table

DesksDesks
Desks are nice for underneath Computers but are not manda-
tory. A Table will suffice but won't look as stylish. Sims
can't, however, eat at Desks. Furthermore, Desks must be
coupled with a Moveable Chair. 

Dining TablesDining Tables
Dining Tables are essential for comfortable eating. They also
make good social centers for mealtime chatting. 
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*Cost: §200
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§30/§2/§80

Backwoods Table by Survivall

*Unlock: Tinsel Bluffs
*Cost: §600
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§120/§6/§200

Constructed Table (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Pixel Acres
*Cost: §250
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§50/§3/§83

Boomtowne Redwood Table (Unlockable)

*Cost: §119
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§24/§1/§40

SlushRush Bar Counter

*Cost: §320
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§64/§3/§107

Used Autopsy Table

*Cost: §145
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§29/§1/§48

GeneriCounter

*Cost: §450
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§68/§4/§180

London "Mesa" Dining Design

*Cost: §150
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§60/§4/§160

Count Blanc Bathroom Counter

*Cost: §500
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§100/§5/§167

Isinglass Tableau

*Cost: §200
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§40/§2/§67

The Smart Counter

CountertopsCountertops
Countertops are nice to have in kitchens and bathrooms. They are
necessary for installing some Sinks and can also serve many of the
same functions as End Tables. To save money, use your large, low
appliances as Countertops. 

Note that for food preparation purposes, all Countertops are the
same. The differences between them are a matter of taste and (in
really high-priced ones) Room score. If it doesn't have a Room
score, it might not be worth the extra cash. 
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*Cost: §250
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§38/§2/§100

Tiled Counter

*Cost: §35
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§5/§1/§14

Spider Plant

*Cost: §300
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§22/§2/§60

NuMica Kitchen Counter

*Cost: §35
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§15/§1/§40

Stepping Stone

*Cost: §500
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§100/§5/§167

Butch Butch Butch Kitchen Counter

*Cost: §45
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§7/§1/§18

"Roxana" Geranium

*Cost: §65
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Metüll Sküll Poster

*Cost: §12
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§2/§1/§5

Pink Flamingo

*Cost: §75
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§11/§1/§30

Watercolor by J.M.E.

*Cost: §30
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§4/§1/§12

African Violet

*Cost: §80
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Tragic Clown Painting

DecorativeDecorative
Decorative items serve primarily to raise Room score. A few
also offer other motive interactions (viewing fish enhances
Fun, for example).

Note that many decorative objects don't depreciate in a
straight line. They instead fall and rise randomly each day,
meaning an Object D'Arte may eventually be worth more than
you paid for it. 
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*Cost: §85
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Ventilation Duct

*Cost: §99
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Queen Vivanco Roses

*Cost: §119
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Lairtsudni Reciprocal Column 

*Cost: §85
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Chou-Kawaii "Cute Cute" Poster

*Unlock: The Octagon
*Cost: §120
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§0/§0/§128

Atlantean Column (Unlockable)

*Cost: §85
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

The Magic Unicorn by Rane Bowie

*Cost: §120
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§18/§1/§48

Rubber Tree Plant

*Cost: §89
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

(W-22)Warning Sign

*Cost: §150
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§22/§2/§60

Echinopsis Maximum Cactus

*Cost: §89
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Biohazard Sign

*Cost: §160
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§24/§2/§64

Jade Plant



*Cost: §165
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§33/§2/§55

Rosie's Palm

*Cost: §210
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§32/§2/§84

Old Movie Prop

*Cost: §165
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

"Big Brother is Shopping" Poster

*Cost: §210
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§32/§2/§84

Bi-Polar by Conner I.N.

*Cost: §199
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Situation Station by WarKraft

*Cost: §249
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Love in Baghdad Movie Poster

*Cost: §200
*Motives: Room 2, Fun 
1 (Watch)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§30/§2/§80

Notes: If the tank is
dirty or the fish are
dead, object has nega-
tive Room score. Fun is
activated by watching
the fish. If fish die, you
must pay to restock it. 

Poseidon's Adventure Aquarium

*Unlock: The Octagon 
*Cost: §300
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Toy Parrot by FauxFriend (Unlockable)

*Cost: §210
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

PuffPower Rug

*Cost: §325
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

"Despondent Correspondent" 

*Cost: §360
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation
(Initial/Daily/Limit):
§54/§1/§144

Delusion de Grandeur
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*Cost: §450
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§67/§5/§180

Beaver Pelt Moosehead

*Unlock: Shiny Things 
Labs

*Cost: §900
*Motives: Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§218/§14/§580

WarKraft Radar Dish (Unlockable)

*Cost: §950
*Motives: Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§142/§10/§380

Hazard the Guess by Connor Tiist

*Cost: §460
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§69/§5/§184

Floor Rug by Leopard Life

*Cost: §999
*Motives: Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§36/§2/§96

Edith On My Mind by Omar Kittup

*Unlock: Goth Manor
*Cost: §550
*Motives: Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Anatomical Skeleton Display (Unlockable)

*Cost: §1,020
*Motives: Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§153/§10/§408

Blind Date by I. Roney

*Cost: §700
*Motives: Room 2, Fun 
1 (Watch)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§105/§7/§280

"Fountain of Tranquility"

*Cost: §1,200
*Motives: Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§153/§10/§408

Gold Record

*Cost: §777
*Motives: Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§117/§8/§311

SimBad's Stuffed Marlin

*Cost: §1,299
*Motives: Room 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§36/§2/§96

Neo-Prima "Sun God" Calendar
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*Cost: §1,450
*Motives: Room 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§218/§14/§580

Scylla and Charybdis

*Cost: §3,200
*Motives: Room 8
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§480/§32/§1,280

Portrait Grid by Payne A. Pitcher

*Cost: §1,475
*Motives: Room 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§220/§15/§588

Think Tank

*Cost: §3,500
*Motives: Room 7
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§525/§35/§1,400

Grandfather Clock

*Cost: §1,500
*Motives: Room 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Proof Positive by Hugh Klid

*Unlock: Casa Caliente
*Cost: §3,650
*Motives: Room 6
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Sham-Shag Polar Bear Rug (Unlockable)

*Cost: §1,525
*Motives: Room 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§36/§2/§96

Debauchium Mosaic

*Cost: §3,800
*Motives: Room 6
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§218/§14/§580

Untitled 1973 by Costa D. Moenet

*Cost: §1,800
*Motives: Room 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§270/§18/§720

Highbrau Coat of Arms

*Cost: §3,900
*Motives: Room 6
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§117/§8/§311

Radiant Doomed Child by Don T. Ripitof

*Cost: §2,140
*Motives: Room 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§321/§21/§856

Snails with Icicles in Nose

*Cost: §4,260
*Motives: Room 7
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§639/§43/§1,704

Blue China Vase
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*Cost: §4,300
*Motives: Room 7
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§645/§43/§1,720

Faux Bearskin Rug

*Cost: §8,200
*Motives: Room 7
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,230/§82/§3,280

Antique Persian Rug

*Unlock: Tinsel Acres
*Cost: §8,500
*Motives: Room 10
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§8/§0/§20

Note: No fish care 
necessary.

Manila 1000 Marine Aquarium (Unlockable)

*Cost: §4,800
*Motives: Room 7
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§720/§48/§1,920

White Rhino Reenactment

*Unlock: Malcolm's
Mansion
*Cost: §8,999
*Motives: Room 10
*Depreciation
(Initial/Daily/Limit):
§1,800/§90/§3,000

Temple of the Simoleon (Unlockable)

*Cost: §5,000
*Motives: Room 8
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§36/§2/§96

I Love Queens by Painter X

*Cost: §7,600
*Motives: Room 9
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Still Life, Drapery and Crumbs

*Cost: §50
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§12/§1/§10

Notes: Automatically calls
Fire Department if fire
breaks out. Covers one
room. Place it near your
Stove or a Fireplace. 

FireBrand Smoke Detector

*Cost: §8,100
*Motives: Room 9
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,215/§81/§3,240

Eruption of Decadence Tapestry

*Cost: §75
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§19/§1/§15

Notes: Required for call-
ing services. Can be used
to invite friends over or
simply maintain relation-
ships with a quick chat. 

SCTC Cordless Wall Phone

ElectronicsElectronics
Electronics serve many purposes, some practical and some for
Fun. All of them are irresistible to the modern Sim, so try to
exercise some restraint. However, if you have a party coming up,
go get some cool gadgets.
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*Cost: §80
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§20/§1/§16

Notes: Used by kids
only. Group activity. 

Urchineer Train Set by Rip Co. 

*Cost: §300
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§35/§3/§152

Notes: Turn it on and you
can watch it for a mod-
icum of Fun. Touch it and
you'll get a good boost in
Energy but a massive
shock to your Comfort.
Better than coffee, but
only if you've already
maxed out Comfort.

*Cost: §85
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§21/§1/§17

Notes: Fun on a budget. It
ain't much, but it's the
most inexpensive group
activity there is. 

Monochrome TV

*Unlock: Establish 
GameCube to GBA 
connection. 

*Cost: §99
*Motives: Fun 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§20/§1/§30

Notes: GameCube only. See
the "GameCube/GBA Link"
section. 

Great Big Adventure Japanese Arcade

Game (Unlockable, GameCube Only)

*Unlock: The Octagon
*Cost: §350
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§70/§4/§117

Notes: A snazzier version
of the basic burglar
alarm. Just looks cooler. 

SimSentry CDXLVIII Motion Detector

(Unlockable)

*Cost: §500
*Motives: Fun 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§125/§5/§100

Notes: Twice the Fun of
a basic TV and has a
remote so you won't
waste time walking
back and forth to the
TV to turn it on and
change channels.
Group activity. 

Trottco 27" Color Television B94U

*Cost: §100
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§25/§1/§20

Notes: Dancing is a great
group activity, and this is
a cheap way to get a dance
party together. 

"Down Wit Dat" Boom Box

*Cost: §250
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§62/§2/§50

Notes: Police come when
alarm is tripped by the
Cat Burglar; no need to
call them yourself.
Covers a single room. Try
to place in the rooms that
lead outside. 

SimSafety IV Burglar Alarm

*Cost: §650
*Motives: Fun 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§162/§6/§130

Notes: Group activity. 

Zimantz Component Hi-Fi Stereo

Electronic Insect Control System

Remember, certain Sims get extra

Fun out of certain channels:

Active (Action), Playful (Cartoon),

Outgoing (Romance), and Grouchy

(Horror). Sims not of these personality types

enjoy all channels equally. 
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*Cost: §955
*Motives: Fun 4, Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§239/§10/§191

Notes: Group activity.
It's big, so put it out-
side or in a large room. 

OCD Systems SimRailRoad Town

*Cost: §1,800
*Motives: Fun 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§450/§18/§360

Notes: Group Activity
(Watching). 

"See Me, Feel Me" Pinball Machine

*Cost: §1,800
*Motives: Fun 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§450/§18/§360

Notes: More Fun when
playing games. 

Microscotch Covetta Q628-1500JA

*Cost: §999
*Motives: Fun 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§250/§10/§200

Notes: Great for job
searching because it's
cheap enough for the
unemployed. 

Moneywell Computer

*Cost: §2,300
*Motives: Fun 7
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§575/§23/§460

Notes: Can only be used by
one Sim at a time. Comfort
dives while using because
it's played standing up. 

SSRI Virtual Reality Set

*Cost: §2,550
*Motives: Fun 5, Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§638/§26/§510

Notes: The most fun you can
have with your dancing
shoes on–with the Room
score, it's a party essential. 

Strings Theory Stereo

*Cost: §1,199
*Motives: Fun 3, Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§300/§12/§240

Notes: Group Activity.

Wurl 'N' Hurl Retro Jukebox

*Unlock: Studio 8
*Cost: §2,700
*Motives: Comfort 3 
(Soma show), Energy 3 
(Chakra show), Fun 3 
(Cubella show)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§875/§35/§700

Notes: Different light
shows affect a different
motive of anyone in the
same room. 

Floyd Co. Laser Light Show (Unlockable)

*Cost: §1,495
*Motives: Fun 3, Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§299/§15/§498

Notes: Group Activity. 

Freyja "Freedom" Stereo

All Computers can be used for

job searching, Fun (playing games),

and studying for the kids (in lieu

of a Bookshelf). Playful and Lazy

Sims get extra Fun out of Computers; Grouchy

and Active Sims don't. 
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*Cost: §3,500
*Motives: Fun 6, Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§875/§35/§700

Notes: Group activity.
Great entertainment for a
large group of Sims or
just one who wants some
fast Fun. 

Soma Plasma TV

*Unlock: Dudley's 
Trailer

*Cost: §4,999
*Motives: Fun
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,000/§50/§166

Notes: This little dandy
makes Computer gaming 
a Group activity. Just put
it in front of a Couch 
and watch the Sims 
gather round to grab 
controllers. 

HellaGraphix 1024 "Diamond Edition"

(Unlockable)

*Cost: §6,500
*Motives: Fun 9
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,625/§65/§1,300

Notes: More Fun when
playing games. 

Meet Marco

*Cost: §85
*Motives: Energy 1, 
Bladder -1 

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§17/§1/§26

Notes: A small increase
in Energy at the
expense of Bladder. 

Mr. Regular-Joe Coffee

*Unlock: Club Rubb
*Cost: §7,999
*Motives: Fun 10
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,600/§80/§2,666

Notes: Plop it down at
a party, and the danc-
ing will have everyone
deliriously happy. To
use, interact with the
floor, and the rest
will take care of itself. 

Bounce My Booty Dance Floor (Unlockable)

*Cost: §100
*Motives: Hunger 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§20/§1/§30

Notes: A cheap way to
cook but also a great
way to start a fire if
your Sim lacks Cooking
skill. Doesn't add much
to food satisfaction,
so skip it and use a
Microwave until your
Sim can cook without
hazard. 

Brand Name Toaster Oven

*Unlock: Tinsel Bluffs
*Cost: §9,499
*Motives: Fun 9, Room 8
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,900/§96/§3,166

Notes: The biggest, 
baddest TV ever.
Virtually instant Fun
for any Sim who likes
TV on nine different
screens at once. Since
all channels run 
simultaneously, every
kind of Sim with a TV
affinity is pleased.
Includes built-in 
snack dispenser. 

Information Overlord by Bu Butubu

(Unlockable)

AppliancesAppliances
Appliances are the tools of your kitchen. Dishwashers save on
cleaning up time (better than doing it in the Sink), but if you're
going to hire a Maid anyway, there's no need for it. Other items
are all about food preparation and coffee, and in each case, the
more expensive they are, the better for your Sims. 
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*Cost: §220
*Motives: Hunger 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§44/§2/§66

Notes: Decreases food prep
time and increases food's
Hunger satisfaction. Place
directly between your
Refrigerator and Stove 
for maximum economy 
of movement. 

XLR8R Food Processor

*Cost: §400
*Motives: Hunger 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§80/§4/§120

Notes: The basic open-flame
Stove. Don't use this or any
Stove with less than three
Cooking skill. 

Dialectric Free Standing Range

*Cost: §450
*Motives: Energy 1, 
Bladder -2, Fun 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§90/§4/§135

Notes: Doubles the
Energy boost of the
regular Coffee
Machine, but also dou-
bles the Bladder hit. As
a bonus, you get some
Fun in the process. 

Gagmia Simore Espresso Machine

*Cost: §250
*Motives: Hunger 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§50/§2/§75

Notes: The cooking tool
for those who don't
know how to cook. It
doesn't add as much
Hunger satisfaction as
a real Stove, but it
won't start fires at all. 

Positive Potential Microwave

*Unlock: Pixel Acres
*Cost: §451
*Motives: Hunger 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§90/§5/§150

Notes: Works the same
as the regular
Barbecue but makes
more satisfying meals. 

BroilBastard Stone Grill (Unlockable)

*Cost: §350
*Motives: Hunger 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§70/§4/§105

Notes: Makes more
Hunger-satisfying food
than cold food from
the Refrigerator, but
not as much as a full

kitchen. It is, however, a cheaper way to go and can serve
the function of a Refrigerator, Food Processor, and
Stove. Inexperienced cooks can start fires with this 
baby, and the open flames mean don't put it near 
anything flammable. 

*Cost: §550
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§110/§6/§165

Notes: The basic
Dishwasher model
breaks down more
often than the more
expensive variety. 

Dish Duster Deluxe

*Cost: §375
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§75/§4/§112

Notes: Holds more trash
than a can (fewer trips to
the street side Trash Can)
and doesn't degrade Room
when full (since it's
closed). Once full, only
interaction is "Empty." 

Junk Genie Trash Compactor
*Cost: §600
*Motives: Hunger 6
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§120/§6/§180

Notes: The basic
Refrigerator provides
the least Hunger satis-
faction of all models. 

Llamark Refrigerator

Wild Bill THX-451 Barbecue
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*Cost: §950
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§190/§10/§285

Notes: Deluxe
Dishwasher breaks
down less frequently. 

Fuzzy Logic Dishwasher

*Cost: §1,000
*Motives: Hunger 7
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§200/§10/§300

Notes: The next step up
in creating perfect
meals. Provides more
Hunger satisfaction. 

The "Pyrotorre" Gas Range

*Cost: §250
*Motives: Hygiene 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§50/§2/§75

Notes: Necessary if
you don't have a
Dishwasher.
Otherwise, only use-

ful when you have guests who need to wash their
hands. Must be embedded in a Countertop. 

*Cost: §1,200
*Motives: Hunger 7
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§200/§12/§360

Notes: Provides more
Hunger satisfaction to
prepared meals taken
out of it. 

Porcina Refrigerator Model P1g-S

*Cost: §300
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§60/§3/§10

Notes: Put it near
things that tend to
flood (Showers, Hot
Tubs), and they become
self-cleaning.

Drain

*Cost: §2,500
*Motives: Hunger 8
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§500/§25/§750

Notes: Even more Hunger
satisfaction is only sever-
al hundred dollars away
in this highbrow model. 

Freeze Secret Refrigerator
*Unlock: Goth Manor
*Cost: §300
*Motives: Bladder 8
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§60/§3/§100

Boggs' Memorial Commode (Unlockable)

*Cost: §3,000
*Motives: Hunger 7, 
Fun 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§145/§600/§201

Notes: Get behind the
grill and have fun
while you cook. No

need for a Refrigerator with this one, but meals won't
be as satisfying as ones made with a fully loaded
kitchen. Essentially, a glitzy Barbeque with Fun
attached. 

*Cost: §300
*Motives: Bladder 8
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§60/§3/§90

Notes: The basic model.
Flush and clean it reg-
ularly or it'll clog. 

Hygeia-O-Matic Toilet

Teppan 'Yaki Table

PlumbingPlumbing
Plumbing items are your source for Hygiene and Bladder
satisfaction. 

Hydronomic Kitchen Sink

*Unlock: Tinsel Bluffs 
*Cost: §400
*Motives: Hygiene 2, 
Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§80/§4/§133

Fontis Publicus (Unlockable)
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*Cost: §400
*Motives: Hygiene 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§80/§4/§120

"Andersonville" Pedestal Sink

*Unlock: Toane's Gym
*Cost: §1,200
*Motives: Bladder 8, 
Comfort 4

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§240/§12/§360

Notes: Autoflushes
and offers Comfort
while you sit. So very
worth it.

Flush Force 5 XLT (Unlockable)

*Cost: §1,500
*Motives: Hygiene 8, 
Comfort 5

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§300/§15/§450

Sani-Queen Bathtub

*Cost: §500
*Motives: Hygiene 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§100/§5/§150

Notes: Must be embed-
ded in a Countertop. 

Epikouros Kitchen Sink

*Cost: §3,200
*Motives: Hygiene 10, 
Comfort 8

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§640/§32/§960

Hydrothera Bathtub

*Unlock: Club Rubb
*Cost: §599
*Motives: Hygiene 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§120/§6/§200

Wicked Breeze Outdoor Shower (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Toane's Gym
*Cost: §3,999
*Motives: Hygiene 10, 
Comfort 8
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit):
§350/§1/§600

Notes: For coolness
alone, it's worth the

extra cash over the Hydrothera. The only hitch: kids
can't use it and it must be kept scrupulously clean. Won't
flood because it can't.

*Cost: §650
*Motives: Hygiene 6
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§130/§6/§195

Notes: Essential basic
model. 

SpaceMiser Shower

*Cost: §800
*Motives: Hygiene 6, 
Comfort 3

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§160/§8/§240

Justa Bathtub

*Unlock: Club Rubb
*Cost: §4,500
*Motives: Hygiene 10, 
Comfort 8, Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§900/§45/§1,500

KlassiKlean "More-saic" Tub (Unlockable)

Sonic Shower (Unlockable)
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*Unlock: Pixel Acres
*Cost: §5,000
*Motives: Comfort 6, 
Hygiene 3, Fun 2

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,000/§50/§1,667

Hot Spring Conversion Kit

(Unlockable) *Cost: §25
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§4/§1/§10

Bottle Lamp

*Cost: §6,500
*Motives: Comfort 6, 
Hygiene 2, Fun 2

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,300/§65/§1,950

WhirlWizard Hot Tub

*Cost: §50
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§7/§1/§20

Garden Lamp by Lunatech

*Unlock: Casa 
Caliente

*Cost: §7,999
*Motives: Comfort 5, 
Hygiene 2, Fun 3

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit):
§1,200/§1/§2,400

Notes: Though it's
only a two-seater, this top-of-the-line tub is the one
every Sim desires. Its special "Play" interaction seems
to involve looking for something on the bottom of the
tub. Weird thing is, it does great things for relation-
ship score. 

*Cost: §50
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§8/§1/§20

Halogen Heaven Lamp by Contempto

*Unlock: Mimi's Place
*Cost: §75
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§15/§1/§25

Confucius Wall Lamp (Unlockable)

*Cost: §85
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§13/§1/§34

Oval Glass Sconce

*Unlock: The Octagon
*Cost: §24
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§5/§1/§8

Spartan Special Desk Lamp (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Tinsel Bluffs
*Cost: §95
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§19/§1/§32

CmyK Flood light (Unlockable)

Niagara Love Tub (Unlockable)

LightingLighting
Light is essential to healthy Room motive. Add as much light as
you can afford, and keep up with burnt-out bulbs (but only if
you have at least 3 Mechanical). 
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*Cost: §100
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§20/§1/§33

Portable Up-Light

*Unlock Studio 8
*Cost: §150
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§30/§2/§50

8 Step "Love Yourself" Wall Lamp

(Unlockable)

*Cost: §180
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§27/§2/§72

Elite Reflections Chrome Lamp

*Cost: §110
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§16/§1/§44

Top Brass Sconce

*Unlock: Casa Caliente
*Cost: §180
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§36/§2/§60

Hawaiian Fantasy Tiki Torch (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Club Rubb
*Cost: §115
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§23/§1/§38

The Apoplectic Photolectric (Unlockable)

*Cost: §185
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§37/§2/§62

Custom Neon Sign

*Cost: §135
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§20/§1/§54

Blue Plate Special Sconce

*Unlock: Shiny Things 
Labs

*Cost: §199
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§40/§2/§66

SLP Lamp (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Dudley's 
Trailer

*Cost: §150
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§30/§2/§50

Neon Flamingo Sign (Unlockable)

*Cost: §200
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§30/§2/§80

Torchosteronne Table Lamp
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*Unlock: Mimi's Place
*Cost: §210
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§42/§2/§70

Exoticalistism Floor Lamp (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Dudley's 
Place

*Cost: §250
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§50/§3/§83

Torchemada Wall Torch (Unlockable)

*Cost: §30
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§30/§1/§12

Notes: If you don't
have a Trash
Compactor, you'll need
one of these unless
you want to haul every
bag of trash out to
the curb. 

Trash Can

*Unlock: Dudley's 
House

*Cost: §275
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§55/§3/§192

Experimental Lamp (Unlockable)
*Cost: §30
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§4/§1/§12

Notes: Set the alarm
once and it'll go off
every day two hours
before the bus is sched-
uled to arrive. Note that

it will awaken any Sim in the room, even if they don't have
to go to work, so be careful if you share a room. 

*Unlock: The Octagon
*Cost: §300
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§60/§3/§100

RiteLite Spotlight (Unlockable)

*Cost: §50
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§8/§1/§20

Notes: For kids only.
Cheap entertainment
for the children. 

Magical Mystery Toy Box

*Cost: §350
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§52/§4/§140

Torchosteronne Floor Lamp

*Cost: §65
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§12/§1/§36

Notes: If you have kids
in your house, they
can run through it for
Fun. If they trip over
it, however, they'll
lose some Comfort. 

Happy Thunder Neoscillating Sprinkler

*Unlock: Casa Caliente
*Cost: §400
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§80/§4/§133

Torchemada Candelabra (Unlockable)

MiscellaneousMiscellaneous
Just because they're not easily categorized doesn't mean they
aren't important, OK? These objects range from the purely 
functional to the very Fun (of the nonelectronic variety). 

SnoozMore Alarm Clock
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*Unlock: Dudley's 
Trailer

*Cost: §65
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§13/§1/§22

Notes: Larger capacity
than your normal can,
plus the bonus of '80s

nuclear paranoia chic. Might glow more than some
would like. 

*Cost: §325
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§65/§3/§108

Notes: Temporarily
change into other for-
mal wear, swimsuit, or
jammies.

Sock-a-Jock Gym Locker

*Unlock: Mimi's Place
*Cost: §400
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§80/§4/§133

Notes: Temporarily change
into other formal wear,
swimsuit, or jammies.

"VenuSpice" Dresser by Polly Vinyl

(Unlockable)

*Cost: §100
*Motives: Hunger 1, 
Comfort 3

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§15/§1/§40

Notes: Drink from it or
sit on it. You choose. 

Slurp 'N' Burp Beverage Cooler

*Unlock: Pixel Acres
*Cost: §450
*Motives: Fun 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§90/§5/§150

Notes: Group activity. 

Tetherball (Unlockable)

*Cost: §180
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§27/§2/§72

Notes: Group activity. Kids
or adults can play with lit-
tle people living in a house
they control. Why is this
sounding familiar? 

Will Lloyd Wright Doll House

*Cost: §550
*Motives: Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§82/§6/§220

Notes: Temporarily change
into other formal wear,
swimsuit, or jammies.

Traditional Oak Armoire

*Cost: §250
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§38/§2/§100

Notes: Temporarily change
into other formal wear,
swimsuit, or jammies. 

Pinegulcher Dresser

*Cost: §600
*Motives: Fun 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§60/§1/§160

Notes: Group activity. Two
Sims can play for fun and
to see a bit of skin. No
Chairs necessary. 

Strip Poker Table

*Cost: §300
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§45/§3/§120

Notes: Temporarily change
into other formal wear,
swimsuit, or jammies. Not
just for kids. 

Kinderstuff Dresser

*Cost: §650
*Motives: Fun 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§98/§6/§260

Notes: Great fun for active
Sims alone or in groups.
The higher the Body score,
the better the shooter. 

SuperDoop Basketball Hoop

DOT-55C Disposal Drum (Unlockable)
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*Unlock: Pixel Acres
*Cost: §700
*Motives: Fun 6
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§140/§7/§233

Notes: Fast-paced fun
for two Sims

Table Tennis from Slammo (Unlockable)

*Cost: §1,300
*Motives: Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§260/§13/§455

Notes: Temporarily change
into other formal wear,
swimsuit, or jammies.

"Dressex" by Conni D. Sendde

*Cost: §1,000
*Motives: Fun 4
*Depreciation 

(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§130/§1/§320

Notes: Only kids can start
playing in the sandbox, but
adults can join them to
help out. Kids can build

increasingly elaborate sand sculptures with adult help (kick-
ing over the sculpture each time).

*Unlock: Dudley's 
Trailer

*Cost: §2,200
*Motives: Fun 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§440/§22/§733

Notes: Rec. room rum-
pus for two Sims. 

What the Puck! Air Hockey Table (Unlockable)

*Cost: §1,200
*Motives: Fun 5
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§180/§12/§480

Notes: Kids only. 

The Funinator Deluxe 

*Unlock: Toane's Gym
*Cost: §2,500
*Motives: Comfort 3 
(Peppermint and Juniper), 
Energy 3 (Juniper and 
Rosemary), Fun 3 
(Lavender and Marjoram)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§350/§1/§650

Notes: Place this on a surface and turn it on to passively feed
one of three motives. The best setting is the "Juniper and
Rosemary" (Energy) to shorten sleep time in the bedroom or
keep the action going at a party. The final setting ("Rosemary
and Peppermint") increases the potential for positive social
interaction. Costs §50 per use. Don't use if it's broken or it'll
spew noxious fumes that no one will like. 

*Cost: §1,200
*Motives: Room 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§180/§12/§480

Notes: Temporarily change
into other formal wear,
swimsuit, or jammies.

Antique Armoire

*Unlock: Goth Manor
*Cost: §1,225
*Motives: Fun 4, Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§245/§12/§408

Notes: Pull a Chair 
or two up to it and 
tell fortunes for Fun.
If someone has died 
on the lot, use the
"Contact Spirits" 
interaction to exorcise
the ghost and send 
it packing. 

Specter Detector Séance Table (Unlockable)

*Cost: §4,200
*Motives: Fun 6
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§630/§42/§1,680

Notes: Two Sims have lots
of Fun, but it needs lots
of space around it. 

Aristoscratch Pool Table

*Unlock: Tinsel Acres
*Cost: §4,500
*Motives: Fun 7, Room 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§900/§45/§1,500

Notes: Civilized Fun for one
or two Sims, but there
must be room around it. 

Overlord Pool Table (Unlockable)

Domestic Beach Simulator

Aromaster Whifferpuff "Gold" (Unlockable)
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*Cost: §250
*Skill: Creative
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§38/§2/§100

Notes: Raises
Creativity at a faster
rate for high Playful

Sims. When a painting is complete, it can be sold for a
price that rises with Creativity skill. 

*Unlock: Studio 8
*Cost: §300
*Skill: Creative
*Motives:
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
Random 
Depreciation/Appreciation

Notes: When sculpture is
complete, you can sell it through Buy mode or move it
around your house. Statues built with high Creative skill
enhance Room too. 

*Cost: §100
*Skill: Charisma
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§15/§1/§40

Notes: Make a speech
to gain Charisma.
Increased speed for
high Outgoing. 

Narcisco Wall Mirror

*Cost: §500
*Skill: Logic
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§75/§5/§200

Notes: While building
Logic, you can also
have Fun (even more

for Serious Sims) and, if you play with another Sim,
Social too. 

*Cost: §125
*Skill: Charisma
*Motives: Hygiene 1 
(Brush Teeth)

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§19/§1/§50

Notes: Make a speech
to gain Charisma.

Increased speed for high Outgoing. Can alternatively
gain Hygiene by brushing teeth. 

*Cost: §500
*Skill: Cooking, 
Mechanical, Study

*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§75/§5/§200

Notes: Gain Mechanical
or Cooking skill by

studying each. Can also read a book for Fun. Kids can use
it to study for school. Shy and Grouchy Sims can gain
Mechanical faster when using Bookshelves. 

*Cost: §150
*Skill: Charisma
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§22/§2/§60

Notes: Make a speech
to gain Charisma.
Increased speed for
high Outgoing. 

Narcisco Floor Mirror

*Cost: §250
*Skill: Cooking, 
Mechanical, Study

*Motives: Fun 1
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§38/§2/§100

Notes: Gain Mechanical
or Cooking skill by

studying each. Can also read a book for Fun. Kids can
use it to study for school. Shy and Grouchy Sims can
gain Mechanical faster when using Bookshelves. 

SkillSkill
These objects are what you need to sculpt yourself into a giant
of the career world. Many, of course, have benefits outside the
workplace. Generally, the more expensive it is, the faster it
bestows skill gain. 

Medicine Cabinet

Cheap Pine Bookcase

Amishim Bookcase

Artists' Block (Unlockable)

"Dimanche" Folding Easel

Chuck Matewell Chess Set
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*Unlock: Studio 8
*Cost: §580
*Skill: Creative
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§87/§6/§232

Notes: The better your
Creative skill, the bet-

ter you play. If other Sims stop to listen, their reaction
can improve or diminish (depending on how well you
play) both your and their respective relationship
scores. Advice: If you aren't any good yet, don't play in
front of others, or you'll damage the relationship. 

*Cost: §1,000
*Skill: Cooking, 
Mechanical, Study

*Motives: Fun 3 
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§200/§10/§333

Notes: Gain
Mechanical or

Cooking skill by studying each. Can also read a book
for Fun. Kids can use it to study for school. Shy and
Grouchy Sims can gain Mechanical faster when using
Bookshelves. 

*Cost: §700
*Skill: Body
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§105/§7/§280

Notes: High Active Sims
gain Body points faster
than others on this object. 

"Exerto" Benchpress Exercise Machine
*Unlock: Tinsel Acres
*Cost: §1,100
*Skill: Charisma
*Motives: Fun 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§220/§11/§367

Notes: The greater the
Charisma skill, the bet-
ter your Sim will sing. 

NostalgiCo Microphone (Unlockable)

*Cost: §720
*Skill: Mechanical
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§144/§7/§252

Notes: Woodworking
products can be sold
(price increases with
skill) and moved in Buy
mode or given away as
gifts for a relation-
ship boost.

KraftKing Woodworking Table *Cost: §1,200
*Skill: Body
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§105/§1/§280

PerspirAction Executive Treadmill

*Cost: §900
*Skill: Cooking, 
Mechanical, Study

*Motives: Fun 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§135/§9/§360

Notes: Gain
Mechanical or

Cooking skill by studying each. Can also read a book
for Fun. Kids can use it to study for school. Shy and
Grouchy Sims can gain Mechanical faster when using
Bookshelves. 

*Unlock: Studio 8
*Cost: §1,300
*Skill: Creative
*Motives: Fun 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§260/§13/§433

Notes: Pottery prod-
ucts can be sold

(price increases with skill) and moved in Buy mode or
given away as gifts for a relationship boost. 

*Unlock: Mimi's Place
*Cost: §1,500
*Skill: Cooking
*Motives: Hunger 1, 
Comfort 1, Energy 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§300/§15/§500

Notes: Drinks made on
bar boost Hunger,
Energy, and Comfort. 

SlushRush Portable Bar (Unlockable)

Beejaphone Guitar (Unlockable)

Libri di Regina Bookcase

Concept Bookcase by Andy Lushan

KraftKing Potter's Wheel (Unlockable)
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*Unlock: Shiny Things 
Labs

*Cost: §2,100
*Skill: Logic
*Motives: Fun 4
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§315/§21/§840

Horrorwitz "Star-Track" Telescope

(Unlockable)

*Cost: §3,500
*Skill: Creative
*Motives: Fun 4, Room 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§525/§35/§1,400

Notes: The better your
Creative skill, the 
better you'll play. If

other Sims stop to listen, their reaction can improve or
diminish (depending on how well you play) both your and
their respective relationship scores. Advice: If you aren't
any good yet, don't play in front of others or you'll 
damage the relationship. Increase skill speed for high
Playful Sims. 

*Unlock: Toane's Gym
*Cost: §2,295
*Skill: Creative
*Motives: Fun 3 (DJ)
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit):

§459/§23/§765

Notes: It's a kickin' stereo
but also a skill object if
you spin. 

Turntablitz DJ Booth (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Goth Manor
*Cost: §3,950
*Skill: Logic
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§790/§40/§1,317

Notes: Work at it a
while and you'll get a
mutant plant that can

be moved in Buy mode. All items can be sold in Buy mode
for increasing amounts based on skill. Mutant plants
need to be fed. 

*Unlock: Mimi's Place
*Cost: §2,600
*Skill: Cooking
*Motives: Hunger 8, 
Room 1

*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§520/§26/§910

Notes: Food made can 
be served for Hunger
satisfaction. 

Epicurious Gourmet Stove (Unlockable)
*Unlock: Toane's Gym
*Cost: §4,500
*Skill: Body
*Motives: Fun 2
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§900/§45/§1,500

Life Rocks! Climbing Wall (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Shiny Things 
Labs

*Cost: §3,330
*Skill: Mechanical
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§666/§33/§1,110

Notes: Depending on
skill level, you can

create a cute gnome (which can be given away for rela-
tionship benefits), a deluxe flamingo (jumps when you
kick it), or a gnome rocket (kicking it hurts but launch-
ing it rocks). All items can be sold in Buy mode for
increasing amounts based on skill. Products can only
be moved in Buy mode. 

*Unlock: Goth Manor
*Cost: §5,900
*Skill: Fun 6, Room 3
*Motives: Creative
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,180/§59/§1,967

Notes: The better
your Creative skill,

the better you'll play. If other Sims stop to listen, 
their reaction can improve or diminish (depending on
how well you play) both your and their respective 
relationship scores. Advice: If you aren't any good yet,
don't play in front of others or you'll damage the 
relationship.

KraftKing Inventor's Workshop (Unlockable)

Chimeway & Daughters Piano

Gene Genie Incubator (Unlockable)

TumulTech "Sim-Phony" Synthesizer

(Unlockable)
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VehiclesVehicles
You have at your disposal several vehicles of various 
glamor in which to cruise around town. You start with the
humble but eternally hip Scooter, but you can trade up once
you begin to unlock other vehicles. 

Trading vehicles costs nothing. 

Unlockable VehiclesUnlockable Vehicles

*Unlock: The Octagon
*Cost: §8,000
*Skill: Body
*Motives: Fun 3
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,600/§80/§2,667

GyroSport "AbDominator" (Unlockable)

*Unlock: Shiny Things 
Labs

*Cost: §8,595
*Skill: Mechanical
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,719/§86/§2,865

Tesla Coil 3.0 (Unlockable)

*Unlock: The Octagon
*Cost: §9,995
*Skill: Logic
*Depreciation 
(Initial/Daily/Limit): 
§1,999/§100/§3,332

Notes: The next gener-
ation Major Domo is
now a skill object.

Just belly up to her keyboard to study Logic (Program
for Chores) and she'll clean every mess and fix every
broken object in the house for free. She'll even social-
ize with your guests (Program for Human Relations).
You may leave the keyboard any time she's out, and
she'll finish all jobs before returning. There's even a
special mode that turns her into a Sim for a time
(Program for Experimental Prototype). You can't inter-
act with her, but she will go to the bathroom and eat
your food. Neat. 

Miss Gyrotic (Unlockable)

Vehicle Location

Cancilla 75 Super Scooter Mom's House

Matsuura Imposter Type-S Mimi's Place

Dude Buggy Dudley's Trailer

Cruisette Leviathan Studio 8

RGB Flashback Goth Manor

Maximoto Tsunami X-TEQ Toane's Gym

SchnellMeister The Octagon, Pixel 
"Technik" Edition Acres, Tinsel Bluffs, 

Malcolm's Mansion

SpritzenFunken Q3 Casa Caliente, Shiny 
Things Labs, Club Rubb, 
The Octagon, Pixel 
Acres, Tinsel Bluffs, or 
Malcolm's Mansion

Limo Ultimo Malcolm's Mansion

Sataniti "Diavolo" GT 1000 Malcolm's Mansion
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Relationship ScoreRelationship Score
The relationship score is a rating from -100 to 100 gauging
the quality of your relationship with a given Sim. The higher
the score, the better the relationship. 

Social MotiveSocial Motive
The same interactions that build or destroy the relationship
score also impact your Social motive. Any involvement with
another Sim stops the steady decay of this motive and changes
it in accordance with the outcome of your interactions. 

Not all socializing is, for Social motive purposes, good
socializing. Some interactions are worth more than others,
depending on the Sims involved. So if your Social motive is
low, use a bit of strategy to make sure you're replenishing
that motive efficiently. 

A lonely Sim is a pathetic thing because Sims are inherently social creatures, craving the attention of others and
needing a wide social circle to advance in their profession. The power of socializing is impossible to overstate. 

This section lets you in on the mechanisms underlying social interactions so you can hijack them to your own
strategic purposes. Armed with this information, you can make friends with blinding speed, spread love all over
SimValley, and keep the good vibes flowing your way by being a good and diligent friend. You can even make lots of
little Sims. 

Relationship Score and
Social Motive
Relationship Score and
Social Motive

FriendshipFriendship
Friendship occurs when
both you and a fellow Sim
have relationship scores of
at least 50 with one anoth-
er. Since relationship
scores are not symmetrical,
this might not happen at the
same time for both Sims.
Keep at it. At this point the
person officially counts as
a family friend. This is
important because actual
friends are the only ones
who matter for career pro-
motion purposes. 

The little smiley face means
you made a friend. Friends are
marked with the same symbol
on the relationship pane.

Sims will share a bed with any room-

mate with whom they have a relationship

over 50.

It's also important because several interactions don't
appear until a friendship is established. You can't have too
many friends. 

LoveLove
Once your Sim's relationship with another Sim rises above 70
(for both Sims), love can bloom with that Sim.

The relationship score pane shows
your relationship with each Sim
you've met.

Social score is shown
on your motives pane.

The two scoring systems for your Sim's societal success are
the relationship score and the Social motive. Most of what you
do to improve one has some effect on the other, though per-
haps not as much as you'd expect. 

In Free Play mode, every Sim who

shares a house (a "family") shares friend-

ships. If Sim A makes a friend, Sim B gets

credit for it toward her friend count for career

promotion. Moreover, your housemates don't count

as friends when promotion time comes. 

In Bust Out mode, only your Sim's friendships mat-

ter. Yours don't count toward your housemates, and

theirs don't count toward yours. Luckily, your

roomies do count as friends for promotions. 

The relationship score
is built by performing
social interactions with
other Sims and having
them do the same to your
Sim. These interactions
can be positive or nega-
tive, conversational or
physical, intimate or
downright cruel.
The range is yours
to use. 

Relationship scores are not symmetrical. Your Sim may have a
relationship score of 52 with a Sim whose score toward your
Sim is only 35. 

Encounters such as these are
the engine of the relationship
score.

When you make a friend, a little 

smiley face appears next to that Sim's

picture in your relationship panel. 
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There is no rule that says your Sim can only be in love with one
other Sim. You can be in love with as many as you can manage.
Just be careful of jealousy.

JealousyJealousy

A heart means love, love, love.

After 70 points, any
romantic interaction
(hug, kiss, backrub, etc.)
can randomly result in
love. You'll know it hap-
pens because a little
heart appears next to
the Sim's picture in the
relationship panel. 

Romantic InteractionsRomantic Interactions
Interactions that can inspire love are: 

*Admire Body
*Air Kiss
*Bear Hug
*Booty Spank
*Dance Dirty
*Feather Tickle
*Flirt
*French Kiss

*Give Backrub
*Kiss
*Kiss Hand
*Kiss Romantically
*Serenade
*Slow Dance
*Smooth Talk
*Wolf Whistle

Don't use these unless you want your Sim to fall in love.
Love leads to jealousy, and that's a minefield. 

Keep in mind that your Sim can experience unrequited
love. If your Sim falls for a Sim whose relationship score
toward your Sim is below 70, your Sim will be the only one in
love. This can lead to some awkward situations when your
Sim proposes. 

Jealousy rears its ugly head if two Sims are in love with your
Sim. Try not to flaunt it.

Working this precarious interpersonal maze takes some
discretion. If your beloved is in the room and you perform a
romantic interaction (kissing, flirting, hugging, etc.) with
another Sim, your existing love interest will slap the rival,
trashing both of their Social motives and respective 
relationship scores. 

Maintaining RelationshipsMaintaining Relationships
Making enough friends to reach the lofty heights of a career
isn't easy. What makes it a true challenge, however, is keeping
up with all those friends and ensuring that your relationships
stay strong and alive. 

You can't lose a promotion for

losing a friend on which the promotion

was based, but you won't get an upcoming

promotion if your previously high-enough friend

count drops.

Relationship DecayRelationship Decay
Every day you don't interact with a Sim you've met, your rela-
tionship score toward that Sim declines by two points. If the
other Sim is a friend and the score drops below 50, you'll
lose that friend and have to reestablish the relationship. 

As friendships near the point of falling below 50, you
receive an onscreen warning reminding you to touch base with
your friend. Heed it if you want to get a promotion in the 
near future. 

Keeping in TouchKeeping in Touch
The way you keep relationships going is to interact with Sims
you know on a regular basis. Each time you see them, chat for
a while and get the relationship score as high as possible. As
long as you stay ahead of
the pace of decay, the rela-
tionship will grow. 

Finding time for your
friends is hard enough.
Sometimes just finding
them is a challenge. There
are four ways to meet up
with Sims to work on 
your relationship.

A phone call a day keeps lost
friendships away.

*Chat on the phone: You don't have to be together 
to talk. A few relationship points can be gleaned 
by calling a Sim on the phone and talking for a 
few minutes. This won't make a friendship grow, 
but a daily call will overcome decay. 

*Invite over: The phone is also your means to 
bringing your friends and acquaintances to you. 
They won't always accept an invitation to drop by, but 
they usually do if you call during 
civilized hours. Once they're at the house, you 
can interact freely, building the relationship as 
much as possible. 

*Go Visiting: Just hop in your vehicle and go to a 
Sim's house. You can visit any place you've 
unlocked in the game, even places you haven't 
been yet, and interact with anyone who's there. 
Just don't miss the bus for work while 
you're  away. 

*Drop bys: You'll hear the doorbell ringing all day; 
that's the sound of other Sims popping by to say hello. 
They'll wait for a while before giving up, so greet them 
at the first opportunity. Once in your home, they'll stay 
until you ask them to leave, or until a motive or the 
hour forces them to, so make use of your time together. 
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Visitor BehaviorVisitor Behavior
Hospitality means tending to your visitors' needs. This is
important since visitors always arrive with their needs 
fairly low. 

Well-cared-for visitors
will stay for a long time
(until 1:00 am), providing
ample opportunity for
socializing. Offer them no
way to refuel their motives,
and they'll leave abruptly. 

Since only members of a
household may use certain
objects (cooking appli-
ances, beds, etc.), it's up
to you to provide objects
and courtesies that allow
your visitors to feed 
their motives. 

Keep the food coming and meet
all their needs, and guests
will stay to the wee hours.

ConversationConversation
The most reliable interaction is talking. It isn't the most lucra-
tive in terms of fast relationship growth, but it rarely does
damage and it's efficient at doing the job. Feel free to talk

*Hunger: Serve a meal with multiple portions. It costs 
more, but this will make six plates of food, more than 
enough for a small gathering of hungry Sims. 

*Energy: Equip your house with objects that supply 
Energy without sleep. The best bet is a coffee machine, 
but there are other more exotic possibilities. 

*Comfort: Provide lots of comfy places to sit. 
*Hygiene: Your guests' Hygiene needs can be met with 
Sinks for hand washing. Alternatively, your guests will 
follow you into the Hot Tub if you go in first to set 
the mood.

*Social: You provide this by interacting with your guests.
Guests can also satisfy their Social motive by joining a 
Group Talk object interaction, such as the TV, Air Hockey 

Table, or the Hot Tub.
*Bladder: Make sure the Toilets are easily accessible in 
roomy bathrooms. More than one bathroom can't hurt. 

*Fun: Furnish your house with Fun activities. Even better, 
make them group activities so you can socialize with 
your guests while you both fuel Fun. Visitors will use 
many objects on their own initiative but must be invited 
by a family member to get into joinable activities. 

*Room: Keep messes to a minimum and decorate your 
home with strong Room score-enhancing objects. Make 
sure you have plenty of Objects D'Arte, and keep those 
trash cans plentiful and accessible.

Visitors won't turn on the TV by

themselves. Do it for them before

they arrive so you won't need to

break stride greeting guests. 

Proposals only apply to Sims who

don't already live in your home. Thus,

if you fall in love with an existing roommate,

you won't ever get the opportunity to actually

propose; you are effectively already married.

Therefore, you can have kids without going

through the quick Sim marriage ceremony. Think

of it as common law marriage, Sim style.

In Free Play mode, you can add a roommate by either proposing
marriage or inviting someone to move in. 

Propose Marriage/Move InPropose Marriage/Move In

The proposal interaction appears once two Sims of opposite
gender achieve love on both sides and only if your Sim is at his
or her home. A proposal will be accepted if: 

*The other Sim is in love with your Sim
*The other Sim's mood is above 35
*There is space in your household (less than four Sims)

They get married on the spot, and there's a new Sim living
in your house. Let family life begin.

Move in invitations work similarly but can be made to
either gender. If your Sim is at home, you can invite another
Sim to move in if the relationship is above 60. The other Sim
will accept if: 

*The other Sim's relationship score toward your Sim is 
also above 60

*The other Sim's mood is above 35
*There is space in your household (less than four Sims)

Social interaction is a
game all to itself with
complex rules and subtle
nuances. Fortunately, you
can succeed with just a bit
of information and some
common sense. 

There are several ways
to tell if an interaction is
going well. If an interac-
tion adds to relationship
score, green plus signs
appear on each Sim who benefits (two plus signs if there's a
big effect). On the other hand, if things don't go well, red
minus signs appear. 

Sims' body language and speech are also ways to divine how
things are going. Sims usually make no bones about it when
they're displeased or thrilled or apathetic; you see it in their
gestures. You will also come to understand the gibberish
called "Sim Speak"–the intonation provides a big clue how a
Sim feels. 

It's going well– very well,
indeed.

Social InteractionSocial Interaction
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Group Talk Group Talk 
With certain Group objects (TVs, Hot Tubs, etc.) and meals,
Sims converse in a group. In group discussion, there are 
few negative effects, so you can't do much damage if things 
go wrong. 

If you're having trouble making

friends with incompatible Sims, get

them into the Hot Tub or around

the Dinner Table for some Group

Talk. You can see what their interests are and

build the relationship without any largely nega-

tive consequences.

Kids have special topics of con-

versation that they use with each

other and adults. 

exclusively with a new Sim until you've set the relationship's
foundation. 

How talking works is a bit out of your control. When you
create Sims, they're assigned a random set of interests, things
they like to talk about to varying degrees. There's no way for
you to view these except to watch them in conversation and
deduce what they like to talk about. 

Other Sims have their own sets of interests too. When Sims
talk, they take turns talking about subjects that interest them.
If the other Sim is into the same thing, the talk will generate
positive relationship and Social motive scores. If the other Sim
is neutral on the topic, there'll be no effect. Total disinterest
in a topic results in a small negative effect. 

Since this is completely out of your control, there isn't
much you can do strategically to make talking more effective.
You can, however, observe conversation and discover from how
well a conversation goes whether your Sim has things in com-
mon with another Sim. If not, forget talking and use other
interactions to build the relationship. If so, talk liberally. 

Most interactions are unlocked

by events in Bust Out mode and won't

appear for your use until you find them.

Consult the list later in this section for details. 

Social Interaction VariablesSocial Interaction Variables

Whether interactions appear on your menu and how they're
received depend on several factors. 

*Mood (M): A Sim's current overall mood. 
*Gender (G): "Propose" is only available when the other 

Sim is of the opposite sex. 
*Relationship Score (Rel): Many triggers and outcomes 

depend on the relationship score held by each partici
pant. Triggers tend to look to the initiator's 

relationship score while reactions tend to check the 
recipient's score. Where this isn't the case, we'll note it. 

*Outgoing/Shy (Out): How high or low the Sim's 
Outgoing/Shy score is. 

*Playful/Serious (Play): How high or low the Sim's 
Playful/Serious score is. 

*Nice/Grouchy (Nice): How high or low the Sim's 
Nice/Grouchy score is.

*Neat/Sloppy (Neat): How high or low the Sim's 
Neat/Sloppy score is.

*Active/Lazy (Active): How high or low the Sim's 
Active/Lazy score is.

*Friend (F): Whether a Sim's relationship score toward 
the other Sim is above 50. 

*Love (L): Whether a Sim is in love with the other Sim. 
*Age (Age): Whether the Sim is an adult or child. Many 

interactions are limited to adults only, adult to kid, and 
kid to kid (see following table).

*Social (Soc): A Sim's current level of Social motive. 
*Hygiene (Hyg): A Sim's current level of Hygiene motive. 
*Energy (Eng): A Sim's current level of Energy motive. 
*Fun (Fun): A Sim's current level of Fun motive. 
*Visitor (V): Whether the other Sim is a visitor or 

family member. 
*Money (§): How much money the Sim has available. 

Interaction Kid Availability 
(K=Kid, A=Adult)

Attack K-K
Brag K-K, A-K, K-A
Call Over K-K, A-K, K-A
Cheer Up K-K, A-K, K-A
Entertain K-K, A-K, K-A
Give Gift K-K, A-K, K-A
Give Horsie Ride A-K
Hug K-K, A-K, K-A
Insult K-K, A-K, K-A
Joke K-K, A-K, K-A
Play Monsters K-K
Play Tag K-K
Pull My Finger A-K, K-K
Say Goodbye A-K, K-K
Scare K-K, A-K, K-A
Talk K-K, A-K, K-A
Tease K-K, A-K, K-A
Tickle K-K, A-K, K-A
Tickle Crazy A-K

Kid InteractionsKid Interactions
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Interaction Appearance on Menu Outcome

Brag About Muscles Rel, Mood, Out, Active Mood, Active, Out
Air Kiss Rel, Mood, Nice, Play Play, Mood, Out, Rel
Apologize Rel Mood
Slap Age, Nice, Mood, Rel Nice, Mood
Attack Age, Nice, Mood, Rel Body
Barnyard Taunt Out, Mood, Play, Rel Nice, Out, Play, Rel, Mood
Bear Hug Mood, Out, Rel, Mood Eng, Mood, Rel, Nice
Booty Spank Out, Mood, Play, Rel Out, Mood, Play, Rel
Booty Tease Out, Mood, Play, Rel Out, Play, Mood, Rel
Brag Nice, Out, Soc, Rel Rel, Mood
Brag About Money Nice, Neat, Mood, Rel Nice, Neat, Mood, Rel
Show Off Muscles Out, Rel, Active Out, Active, Mood, Rel
Break Dance Play, Active, Rel, Mood Play, Mood, Rel
Burp in Face Nice, Out, Fun, Rel, Mood Out, Nice, Rel, Mood
Cheer Up F, Mood (of Recipient), Nice Rel
Compliment Age, Nice, Out, Mood, Rel Relationship, Mood
Coo Coo! Nice, Neat, Mood, Rel Play, Out, Nice, Mood, Rel
Dance Age, Mood, Out, Rel Rel, Out, Mood
Dance Dirty Rel, Mood, Eng, Out, Neat Rel, Mood, Hyg (Initiator), Eng, Out, Neat
Do Magic Trick Rel, Mood, Out, Play Play, Mood, Rel
Entertain Soc, Out, Play, Mood, Rel Play, Rel
Joke Play, Mood, Rel Play, Mood, Rel
Fake Out Play, Nice, Rel, Mood Play, Neat, Rel, Mood
Feather Tickle Play, Neat, Mood, Rel Play, Out, Neat, Mood, Rel
Flip Mood, Rel, Active, Play Mood, Rel, Active, Play
Flirt Age, Soc, Out, Mood, Rel, L Rel, Mood
Force to Slap Self Play, Nice, Rel, Mood Play, Mood, Out, Rel
French Kiss Out, Mood, Rel, Fun Play, Mood, Out, Rel
Give Back Rub Age, Nice, Mood, Rel, Out Rel, Out
Give Gift V, §, N, Mood, Rel Rel, Mood
Give Horsie Ride Rel, Mood, Age Rel, Mood
Give Money §, Mood, Rel Out, Nice, Rel, Mood
Give Nuggie Play, Nice, Rel, Mood Play, Nice, Mood, Rel
Hug Age, Out, Mod, Rel Rel, Out, Mood
Hypnotize Play, Out, Mood, Rel Mood, Rel, Out, Nice, Play
Imitate Play, Nice, Rel, Mood Play, Nice, Mood, Rel
Insult Nice, Mood, Rel Nice
Karate Chop Active, Play, Rel, Mood Active, Play, Mood, Rel
Kiss Hand Out, Neat, Rel, Mood Out, Neat, Rel, Mood
Kiss Mood, Rel, Age Rel, Mood
Kiss Romantically Out, Neat, Rel, Mood Out, Active, Mood, Rel
Moon Walk Active, Play, Rel, Mood Play, Mood, Rel
Nag About Friends Nice, Rel, Mood Out, Nice, Rel, Mood
Nag About House Nice, Neat, Mood, Rel Mood, Nice, Rel, Neat
Play Monsters Age, Mood, Rel Age, Mood, Rel
Play Tag Age Always accepted
Proposition–Get Married G, At Home, L, Mood, Rel, V L, Mood, Rel
Proposition–Movie in With At Home, Rel, V L, Mood, Rel
Pull My Finger Play, Mood, Rel Out, Nice, Play, Rel, Mood
Serenade Creative, Mood, Out, Rel Out, Mood, Rel
Sissy Fight Mood, Rel, Nice, Out Out, Mood, Nice, Rel
Slow Dance Rel, Mood, Eng, Out, Nice Rel, Mood, Hyg (Initiator), Eng, Out, Nice
Smooth Talk Play, Nice, Rel, Mood Play, Nice, Mood, Rel
Snap Out of It! Mood (of Recipient), Rel, Nice, Play Mood, Rel, Out, Active
Talk Mood, Rel Out, Topics
Scare Nice, Mood, Play, Rel Play, Mood
Tease Nice, Mood, Rel Rel, Mood
Tell Dirty Joke Neat, Play, Rel, Mood Rel, Mood, Neat, Nice, Play
Tell Lies Active, Rel, Neat Always accepted
Tell Secrets Out, Neat, Rel, Mood Out, Play, Mood, Rel
Tell Story Play, Out, Mood, Rel 50% Chance modified by Interest numbers

Factors Affecting Interaction Availability and OutcomeFactors Affecting Interaction Availability and Outcome
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Interaction Appearance on Menu Outcome

Tickle Soc, Out, Play, Active, Mood, Rel Rel, Play
Tickle Crazy! Age, Rel, Mood Rel, Mood
Towel Snap Play, Mood, Rel, Active Play, Mood, Rel, Active
Use "Sign Language" Nice, Neat, Mood, Rel Nice, Neat, Mood
Whine and Complain Nice, Neat, Mood, Rel Nice, Neat, Mood, Rel
Wolf Whistle Out, Neat, Rel, Mood Mood, Rel, Nice, Out, Neat

Unlockable InteractionsUnlockable Interactions
Interaction House Befriend Sim (Rel > 50)

Admire Body Club Rubb –
Air Kiss Studio 8 –
Barnyard Taunt Pixel Acres –
Bear Hug – Max Toane
Booty Spank – Paisley Rainbow
Booty Tease Club Rubb –
Brag About Money – Mimi Landgrabb
Brag About Muscles Toane's Gym –
Break Dance – Bing Bling
Burp in Face – Dudley Landgrabb
Coo Coo! – Vaughn Braun
Dance Dirty – Mona Lott
Do Magic Trick Goth Manor –
Fake Out – Artie Fischl
Feather Tickle – Ying Yangst
Flip The Octagon –
Force to Slap Self Casa Caliente –
French Kiss – Randy Hart
Give Money Mimi's House –
Give Nuggie – Goldie Toane
Gossip Mimi's House –
Hypnotize Shiny Things Labs –
Imitate – Humphrey Hawks
Karate Chop – Maxine Powers
Kiss Hand – Mortimer Goth
Kiss Romantically Casa Caliente –
Moon Walk Club Rubb –
Nag About Friends – Bella Goth
Nag About House Dudley's Trailer –
Pull My Finger Dudley's Trailer –
Serenade Dudley's Trailer –
Sissy Fight Studio 8 –
Slow Dance Club Rubb –
Smooth Talk – Fanny Adore
Snap Out Of It! – General Payne
Tell Dirty Joke Club Rubb –
Tell Lies – Charity Grant
Tell Secrets – Chase Skurtz
Tell Story Goth Manor –
Towel Snap Toane's Gym –
Use "Sign Language" Mimi's House –
Whine and Complain – Mikino Nada
Wolf Whistle Club Rubb –
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An attack is won by the Sim with

the highest Body skill. 

Social Interaction OutcomesSocial Interaction Outcomes
Most social interactions have some effect on relationship
score and/or Social motive. Knowing which to use and when is
important, but so is knowing
what's at stake if you do.
For example, a passionate
kiss has the potential to
improve a relationship by
12 points if it's accepted
but can cost you -15 if
you've misread your 
recipient and get rejected. 

It's too soon for a backrub,
you fool!

Social Interaction OutcomesSocial Interaction Outcomes
Interaction/Reaction Initiator Initiator Recipient Recipient

Relationship Social Relationship Social

Admire Body/Accept 5 10 5 10
Admire Body/Reject -8 -10 -10 0
Air Kiss/Accept 5 5 5 5
Air Kiss/Reject -5 2 -5 -3
Apologize/Accept 10 15 10 15
Apologize/Reject -10 0 -10 0
Attack/Win Fight -5 10 -10 -20
Attack/Lose Fight -10 -20 -5 10
Barnyard Taunt/Accept 5 10 5 8
Barnyard Taunt/Reject -5 2 -10 0
Bear Hug/Accept 9 10 8 10
Bear Hug/Reject -15 2 -10 0
Booty Spank/Accept 12 12 12 12
Booty Spank/Reject -12 -3 -12 -3
Booty Tease/Accept 10 10 12 8
Booty Tease/Reject -10 2 -12 -12
Brag/Accept 5 13 5 7
Brag/Reject -5 0 -5 0
Brag About Money/Reject 7 10 5 5
Brag About Money/Reject -7 2 -7 0
Brag About Muscles/Reject 7 12 5 8
Brag About Muscles/Reject -5 2 -5 0
Break Dance/Accept 7 9 7 9
Break Dance/Reject -7 2 -7 0
Burp in Face/Accept -6 5 -10 -10
Burp in Face/Reject -8 2 -12 5
Call Over/Accept N/A N/A N/A N/A
Call Over/Reject N/A N/A N/A N/A
Cheer Up/Accept 5 7 10 10
Cheer Up/Neutral 0 5 0 5
Cheer Up/Reject -3 0 -10 0
Compliment/Accept 5 5 5 11
Compliment/Reject -10 0 -7 0
Coo Coo!/Accept 3 3 -8 0
Coo Coo!/Reject -3 2 5 5

The outcomes of every interaction are listed in the 
following table. These numbers include effects on the 
relationship score and Social motive for both the initiator
and the recipient. They can vary widely. 

Many interactions have more than two possible reactions.
A joke, for example, can get a uproarious laugh, a tepid giggle,
or an outright boo. 



Interaction/Reaction Initiator Initiator Recipient Recipient
Relationship Social Relationship Social

Dance/Accept 8 13 10 13
Dance/Reject -5 0 -5 0
Dance Dirty/Accept 8 15 8 15
Dance Dirty/Reject -10 2 -7 0
Do Magic Trick/Accept 4 10 4 12
Do Magic Trick/Reject -10 2 -7 0
Entertain/Accept 4 7 8 13
Entertain/Reject -15 0 -7 0
Fake Out/Accept 7 10 7 8
Fake Out/Reject 0 2 -10 -7
Feather Tickle/Accept 12 12 12 12
Feather Tickle/Reject -12 2 -12 -3
Flip/Accept 5 10 5 8
Flip/Reject -5 2 -10 -5
Flirt/Accept 5 13 10 13
Flirt/Reject -10 -17 -5 0
Force to Slap Self/Accept 10 10 12 8
Force to Slap Self/ Reject -10 2 -12 -12
French Kiss/Accept 13 10 13 10
French Kiss/Reject -10 0 -10 0
Give Back Rub/Accept 5 7 9 13
Give Back Rub/Reject -7 0 -10 0
Give Gift/Accept 5 7 10 13
Give Gift/Reject -15 0 -5 0
Give Horsie Ride/Accept 8 8 8 8
Give Horsie Ride/Reject -5 0 -10 0
Give Money/Accept 4 4 4 4
Give Money/Reject -2 2 -2 0
Give Nuggie/Accept 8 10 5 10
Give Nuggie/Reject -10 2 -10 0
Gossip/Accept 3 5 3 5
Gossip/Reject -2 2 -2 0
Greet N/A N/A N/A N/A
Hug/Accept 7 15 8 15
Hug/Neutral 2 7 4 7
Hug/Reject -10 0 -10 0
Hypnotize/Accept 8 10 7 10
Hypnotize/Reject -5 2 -8 0
Imitate/Accept 0 3 -5 -4
Imitate/Reject -5 3 -8 5
Insult/Cry 5 0 -5 -5
Insult/Neutral 0 3 -5 -5
Insult/Angry -10 7 -14 -7
Joke/Laugh 5 13 7 13
Joke/Giggle 2 7 3 7
Joke/Neutral -6 0 -7 0
Karate Chop/Accept 5 10 5 8
Karate Chop/Reject -5 3 -10 3
Kiss Hand/Accept 8 8 8 8
Kiss Hand/Reject -8 2 -8 0
Kiss Romantically/Accept 5 10 5 8
Kiss Romantically/Reject -5 3 -10 -3
Kiss, Friendly/Accept 5 10 5 10
Kiss, Friendly/Reject -15 5 -10 0
Kiss, Passionate/Accept 12 20 12 20
Kiss, Passionate/Reject -15 -5 -10 0
Moon Walk/Accept 3 7 4 10
Moon Walk/Reject -7 -5 -7 0
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Interaction/Reaction Initiator Initiator Recipient Recipient
Relationship Social Relationship Social

Nag about Friends/Accept 3 4 3 4
Nag about Friends/Reject -4 2 -8 -5
Nag about House/Accept 3 4 3 4
Nag about House/Reject -4 2 -8 -5
Play Monsters/Accept 5 6 5 6
Play Monsters/Reject -5 0 -5 0
Pull My Finger/Accept 3 7 4 10
Pull My Finger/Reject -10 2 -7 0
Say Goodbye N/A N/A N/A N/A
Scare/Laugh 5 10 5 8
Scare/Angry -5 0 -10 0
Serenade/Accept 5 10 5 10
Serenade/Reject -7 0 -10 0
Sissy Fight/Accept 3 5 -3 0
Sissy Fight/Reject -5 2 -10 -5
Slap/Cry 0 3 -20 -17
Slap/Slap Back -10 -7 -15 7
Slow Dance/Accept 8 15 8 15
Slow Dance/Reject -10 2 -7 0
Smooth Talk/Accept 8 8 8 8
Smooth Talk/Reject -8 2 -8 0
Snap Out of It!/Accept 5 10 10 15
Snap Out of It!/Reject -2 2 -10 0
Talk/High Interest 3 5 3 5
Talk/Like Topic 3 5 3 5
Talk/Dislike Topic -3 3 -3 3
Talk/Hate Topic -3 3 -3 3
Talk/Group 1 8 1 8
Tease/Giggle 5 7 5 7
Tease/Cry -4 0 -13 -7
Tell Dirty Joke/Accept 7 8 7 8
Tell Dirty Joke/Reject -5 2 -10 0
Tell Lies/Accept 3 5 3 5
Tell Lies/Reject -3 0 -3 -3
Tell Secrets/Accept 4 5 4 5
Tell Secrets/Reject -4 2 -6 0
Tell Story/Accept 3 3 3 3
Tell Story/Reject 0 2 0 0
Tickle/Accept 5 13 8 13
Tickle/Reject -5 0 -8 0
Tickle Crazy/Accept 8 8 8 8
Tickle Crazy/Reject -5 2 -10 -3
Towel Snap/Accept 5 10 -5 3
Towel Snap/Reject -5 3 -10 -3
Trade Unlocks N/A 1 N/A 1
Use "Sign Language"/Accept -8 3 -8 -3
Use "Sign Language"/Reject -3 3 -3 3
Whine and Complain/Accept 10 10 5 5
Whine and Complain/Reject -8 2 -8 0
Wolf Whistle/Accept 5 10 5 10
Wolf Whistle/Reject None None None None
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Making Babies, the
Hazards of Hardcore
Socializing

Making Babies, the
Hazards of Hardcore
Socializing

Instant offspring, add smooches and stir.

Well, perhaps "hazards" is too strong a word, but it is one of
the possible goals (if you're bent in that direction). To be a
good parent, you must know what's expected of you. 

There are three ways to get a child. 

*Lovin': The passionate kiss is nothing but trouble. 
Every time two members of the same household 
kiss passionately, there's a one-in-five chance that 
you'll be offered the opportunity to procreate. It's
your choice to accept it or not. 

*Adoption: If a house contains two Sims in love, 
there's a random chance of getting a phone call 
inviting you to adopt a baby. You may accept 
or reject. 

*The Love Bed: If two consenting Sim adults share a 
Vibromatic Heart Bed and use the "Play in Bed" 
interaction, there's a one-in-eight chance of being 
offered a child. You may accept or decline. 

How is a crying baby like a TV? It

wakes up adults in the same room (but

not other kids). Put the baby in a room next

door so you only have to roust one Sim for

overnight feedings. 

Once you choose to head down this road, the bassinet
instantly appears where the decision was made (it can only be
moved in Buy mode). The baby within is of random gender and
has a personality based on its parents (even if it's adopted). 

A baby isn't quite a Sim itself yet; it's more of a special
object with three interactions: "Feed," "Sing To," and "Play
With." You must direct your Sims to do the first two but not
the last (even visitors will play with the baby for Fun). 

Babies have only two motives (though you can't see their
levels): Hunger and Energy. As each deplete, they begin to cry. 

Hunger is satisfied by
feeding (every four
hours), and Energy is
replenished by putting
the baby to bed or (to a
lesser extent) singing
to or playing with it.
Babies need to rest
every four hours and
will sleep for six hours
to wake fully refreshed.
If the baby is at 0 Energy
(crying loudly), singing

will put it to sleep while playing will have no effect. 

Feeding the baby satisfies 
its Hunger motive while sleep-
ing and playing replenish
its Energy.

Losing the BabyLosing the Baby
If a baby's Hunger motive is at 0 for more than 60 Sim minutes,
a Social Worker arrives at the door and takes the child. She
will not be dissuaded. 

Baby to KidBaby to Kid
If all this seems like a lot of responsibility, relax; it only
lasts three days. After that, the baby becomes a full-fledged
kid whom you can control like any other Sim. Kids can only be
taken away if their school grades are bad, so read up on edu-
cation in the "Skills and Careers" section. 

When the baby becomes a kid, his or her personality and
interests are fleshed out based on one or an average of both
parents' values. They also have randomly assigned (but
unchangeable) skills that dictate how well they paint or play
piano or basketball. 
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Artie FischlArtie Fischl

In the The Sims Bustin' Out, a stranger is just a friend you haven't met. The world is full of Sims ready to be 
your friend or roommate. There are also Sims who live to serve, to make your life better or punish you when you
go astray. 

The key to befriending Sim NPCs is to know their personalities. Know these numbers and you'll know in
advance which interactions will likely work and which won't. Do a little homework on an NPC before you interact
and you'll know how to befriend him or her in record time. 

There are three kinds of NPCs: Roommate, Free Play, and Service. 

Roommate NPCsRoommate NPCs

For more unlockable social interac-

tions, see the "Making Friends and

Influencing Sims" section. 

Roommate NPCs are the ones you encounter as roommates and
visitors in Bust Out mode. They have fully developed personal-
ities, skills, homes, and signature social moves (that you can
learn by befriending them). 

Meeting a Sim for the first time unlocks some item of that
Sim's attire in Create-A-Sim mode. You can incorporate these
unlocked elements each time you load a saved game. 

Additionally, each NPC has a signature social interaction
that is initially unavailable to you. To unlock it, you must ele-
vate your relationship with that Sim to 50 or above. Once you
unlock these social interactions, they are also available for
other Sims to use. 

*Neat: 10
*Outgoing: 5 
*Active: 0
*Playful: 5
*Nice: 5

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 1
*Charisma: 1
*Cooking: 5
*Creative: 1
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills
Home: Studio 8

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Fake Out

Bella GothBella Goth

*Neat: 7
*Outgoing: 3
*Active: 5
*Playful: 3
*Nice: 7

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 2
*Charisma: 3
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 7
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Nag about Friends

Home: Goth Manor

Bing BlingBing Bling

*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 7 
*Active: 7
*Playful: 6
*Nice: 5

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 2
*Charisma: 4
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Break Dance

Home: Club Rubb

Charity GrantCharity Grant

*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 0
*Active: 0
*Playful: 10
*Nice: 10

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 1
*Charisma: 1
*Cooking: 5
*Creative: 5
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Tell Lies

Home: Studio 8

Chase SkurtzChase Skurtz

*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 10
*Active: 0
*Playful: 10
*Nice: 5

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 2
*Charisma: 4
*Cooking: 8
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 2

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Tell Secret

Home: Pixel Acres
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*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 10
*Active: 5
*Playful: 10
*Nice: 0

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 0
*Charisma: 0
*Cooking: 10
*Creative: 0
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Burp in Face

Home: Dudley's Trailer
Dudley LandgrabbDudley Landgrabb

*Neat: 10
*Outgoing: 0
*Active: 0
*Playful: 0
*Nice: 0

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 3
*Charisma: 7
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Smooth Talk

Home: Tinsel Bluffs
Fannie AdoreFannie Adore

*Neat: 10
*Outgoing: 10
*Active: 0
*Playful: 0
*Nice: 0

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 5
*Charisma: 2
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 0
*Logic: 8
*Mechanical: 4

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Snap Out of It!

Home: The Octagon
General PayneGeneral Payne

*Neat: 8
*Outgoing: 0
*Active: 8
*Playful: 0
*Nice: 9

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 7
*Charisma: 1
*Cooking: 3 
*Creative: 0
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Nuggie

Home: Toane's Gym
Goldie ToaneGoldie Toane

*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 5
*Active: 3
*Playful: 10
*Nice: 0

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 3
*Charisma: 7
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Imitate

Home: Tinsel Bluffs
Humphrey HawksHumphrey Hawks

*Neat: 7
*Outgoing: 10
*Active: 0
*Playful: 0
*Nice: 0

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 3
*Charisma: 2
*Cooking: 0
*Creative: 8
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 5

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*None

Home: Malcolm's Mansion
Malcolm LandgrabbMalcolm Landgrabb

*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 5
*Active: 7
*Playful: 8
*Nice: 5

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 0
*Charisma: 1
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 4
*Mechanical: 2

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Whine and Complain

Home: Shiny Things Labs
Mikino NadaMikino Nada

*Neat: 4
*Outgoing: 8
*Active: 8
*Playful: 5
*Nice: 0

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 6
*Charisma: 1
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 0
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Bear Hug

Home: Toane's Gym
Max ToaneMax Toane
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*Neat: 10
*Outgoing: 10
*Active: 5
*Playful: 0
*Nice: 0

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 3
*Charisma: 4
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 4
*Logic: 7
*Mechanical: 8

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Karate Chop

Home: The Octagon
Maxine PowersMaxine Powers

*Neat: 7
*Outgoing: 10
*Active: 5
*Playful: 10
*Nice: 0

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 0
*Charisma: 0
*Cooking: 10
*Creative: 0
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Brag About Money

Home: Mimi's Place
Mimi LandgrabbMimi Landgrabb

*Neat: 9
*Outgoing: 7
*Active: 8
*Playful: 8
*Nice: 7

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 0
*Charisma: 0
*Cooking: 10
*Creative: 0
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Nag About House

Home: Mom's House
MomMom

*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 7
*Active: 7
*Playful: 6
*Nice: 5

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 1
*Charisma: 2
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 6
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 0

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Dance Dirty 

Home: Club Rubb
Mona LottMona Lott

*Neat: 4
*Outgoing: 6
*Active: 4
*Playful: 7
*Nice: 4

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 0
*Charisma: 1
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 7
*Logic: 2
*Mechanical: 2

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Kiss Hand

Home: Goth Manor
Mortimer GothMortimer Goth

*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 5
*Active: 0
*Playful: 10
*Nice: 10

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 1
*Charisma: 2
*Cooking: 6
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 1

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Booty Spank

Home: Casa Caliente
Paisley RainbowPaisley Rainbow

*Neat: 0
*Outgoing: 5
*Active: 0
*Playful: 10
*Nice: 10

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 1
*Charisma: 2
*Cooking: 6
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 1

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*French Kiss

Home: Casa Caliente
Randy HartRandy Hart
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*Neat: 10
*Outgoing: 0
*Active: 10
*Playful: 0
*Nice: 5

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 0
*Charisma: 1
*Cooking: 3
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 4
*Mechanical: 2

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Coo Coo

Home: Shiny Things Labs

Vaughn BraunVaughn Braun

*Neat: 1
*Outgoing: 8
*Active: 0
*Playful: 8
*Nice: 8

PersonalityPersonality
*Body: 3
*Charisma: 4
*Cooking: 8
*Creative: 2
*Logic: 0
*Mechanical: 2

SkillsSkills

Signature Social 
Interaction
Signature Social 
Interaction
*Feather Tickle

Home: Pixel Acres

Ying YangstYing Yangst

Free Play NPCsFree Play NPCs
These NPCs are the premade Sims you can play in Free Play
mode. They also pop up as partygoers when you throw a
shindig in Bust Out mode. 

Home: #1 Free Street

*Neat: 5
*Outgoing: 8
*Active: 6

*Playful: 3
*Nice: 3

Personality
(Aries)
Personality
(Aries)

Candy FruttiCandy Frutti

Home: #1 Free Street

*Neat: 7
*Outgoing: 4
*Active: 1

*Playful: 8
*Nice: 5

Personality
(Capricorn)
Personality
(Capricorn)

Debbie FruttiDebbie Frutti

Home: #1 Free Street

*Neat: 7
*Outgoing: 4
*Active: 1

*Playful: 8
*Nice: 5

Personality
(Capricorn)
Personality
(Capricorn)

Ginger FruttiGinger Frutti

Home: #1 Free Street

*Neat: 5
*Outgoing: 3
*Active: 7

*Playful: 3
*Nice: 7

Personality
(Pisces)
Personality
(Pisces)

Pamela FruttiPamela Frutti

Home: #2 Free Street

*Neat: 2
*Outgoing: 3
*Active: 9

*Playful: 7
*Nice: 4

Personality
(Sagittarius)
Personality
(Sagittarius)

Peter Tutti Peter Tutti 

Home: #2 Free Street

*Neat: 6
*Outgoing: 5
*Active: 8

*Playful: 3
*Nice: 3

Personality
(Scorpio)
Personality
(Scorpio)

Rod TuttiRod Tutti

Home: #2 Free Street

*Neat: 4
*Outgoing: 4
*Active: 4

*Playful: 7
*Nice: 6

Personality
(Aquarius) 
Personality
(Aquarius) 

Woody TuttiWoody Tutti
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Home: #2 Free Street

*Neat: 5
*Outgoing: 3
*Active: 7

*Playful: 3
*Nice: 7

Personality
(Pisces)
Personality
(Pisces)

Ziggy TuttiZiggy Tutti

Service NPCs Service NPCs 
There are Sims who just quietly make the world go round.
They're there everyday, but your Sim usually only sees them
when they're needed or when they unexpectedly impact his
life. They are the Service NPCs, and they're essential to a good
Sim life. 

Sims You Can CallSims You Can Call
Thanks to your wall phone, the most loyal and efficient Sim
services are only a phone call away. Dial up any of these serv-
ices when you need them. 

Pizza is a good way to get a
quick meal, but it's expensive
(§40). The real problem for some
Sims isn't the cost, but rather
that it's brought by this guy.
Some think Freddy's creepy,
some think he's dreamy, but
you'll find he's only interested
in getting to his next stop. No
time to chat. 

Pizza DudePizza Dude

The Maid provides the most valu-
able service in town. Keeping a
house clean yourself, even when
all Sims are high in Neat, con-
sumes a lot of time. Even Sims in
the first level of their careers
should feel their time's too
valuable for mopping and dish-
washing. Better to just call the
Maid and pay her fee of §10 per
hour. She stays until all messes
are cleaned, so the dirtier the
house, the more she costs. 

MaidMaid

The live plants around your home
need watering every few days or
they'll die. Dead plants kill your
Room score, and that's trouble.
Since your mood for work is read
at the moment you get on the bus,
the outdoor Room score is the
only one that matters for getting
promotions. 

To keep your outdoors nice
with no effort on your part, the
Gardener may be a sound invest-
ment. For §10 per hour every three
days, he'll replant any dead foliage and keep everything
watered and healthy. 

GardenerGardener

When things are broken and you
don't have the time or the
Mechanical skill to do it your-
self, call the Repairman. He
comes over quickly, but he
charges a lot (§50 per hour) to
fix any broken items and replace
any burned-out light bulbs. He
stays as long as there's some-
thing in need of fixing, and
you're charged when he leaves. 

RepairmanRepairman

When a fire breaks out, there's
not much you can do but get on
the phone to the Fire
Department. Only call them,
though, when there really is a
fire or you'll be punished with a
"tsk tsk" and a §100 fine. 

Fire DepartmentFire Department

When the infamous Cat Burglar
invades your home, she'll swipe a
random item. One way to catch the
thief is to call the Police as soon
as you get the message that she is
in your home. Calling the Police
frivolously will get you in trou-
ble to the tune of a §100 fine. 

If the cops catch the thief, you
don't get your item back (it's evi-
dence), but you get its depreciated
value in cash and a §1,000 reward. 

PolicePolice



If you've failed to care for a
baby (see "Losing the Baby" in
"Making Friends and Influencing
Sims"), the Social Worker will
come and take the child away. 

Social WorkerSocial Worker

Fail to tend to your Hunger
motive or manage to get your-
self electrocuted or burned and
you'll get a visit from the
Reaper. Game Over.

ReaperReaper

The Cat Burglar comes randomly
at night or when the house is
empty and steals one valuable
item. She can only be stopped by
a Burglar Alarm or the Police. If
you have neither, she's as good
as gone with your valuables. 

ThiefThief

Your career is, to a large extent, who your Sim is. You can also
view career as a means to an end. Success means the buying
power to make your life more interesting and comfortable. 

How you view your Sim's career is your choice. How you make
it work for you is our subject.

Career Advancement Career Advancement 
Sims advance in career based on three things. 

*Skills: Each career's promotion level contains a 
profile of the skills it requires. You must 
match these levels to gain promotions. 
Individual careers don't require all skills but 
emphasize certain ones that relate to the job. 

*Mood: Your Sim's mood, good or bad, directly 
affects job performance each day. The greater 
your mood, the better your chance for 
promotion when skills are sufficiently 
developed. Mood is about more than 
promotion, however. If you go to work in a bad 
mood for several days, you'll be demoted. 

*Friends: The number of friends you have impacts 
your chances for promotion. Along with skills, 
many promotion levels require you to have a 
certain number of friends (Sims with 
relationship scores of 50 or greater). Without 
them, you'll be passed over for promotion. 

Careers, Bust Out vs.
Free Play
Careers, Bust Out vs.
Free Play
There are some differences in how careers work in the two

modes of The Sims Bustin' Out. Most obviously, the modes

have different sets of career tracks (Bust Out has seven, and

Free Play has five). There are, however, other distinctions. 

The number of friends you
have and the number required
for your next promotion are
shown in the career pane.

In Bust Out mode, you

should advance in several

careers at once. Switching

careers doesn't affect

your advancement in oth-

ers. Also, the number of

friends required for pro-

motion is the number of

friends your Sim has. The

friends of your house-

mates are irrelevant. On

the upside, your house-

mates count as friends. 
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Sims Who Call on YouSims Who Call on You
Some Service NPCs come only when you've done something wrong. 
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For those used to previous

versions of The Sims, this

point demands emphasis. In

Bust Out mode, housemates count as your

friends for career purposes, but your house-

mates' friends don't count as your friends. 

In Free Play mode, you may only pursue one career at a time.
If you switch, your progress in your previous career is reset
(though advancement if you rejoin it will be easier since you
already have the skills). Friendships required for promotion
are "family friends," meaning your Sim's friends and the friends
of any other Sims residing in your house. This means you can
have a household in which one Sim works and the other takes
care of the house and does all the socializing for the both of
them. Unfortunately, your housemates don't count as friends
for the purposes of job promotion. 

Jobs are found by checking

the Newspaper or looking

for work on a Computer.

When you find the job you

want, select it. You'll be

expected to report to work

at the next available start

time (which could be on the

same day if the job starts

after you take it). 

In Bust Out mode, jobs are listed on both sources for every

career each day. In Free Play, the Newspaper contains only a few list-

ings each day. To get a larger selection, you must get a Computer. 

The Newspaper on the front
lawn is your ticket to gain-
ful employment.

When money's tight, buy a

Computer, find a job, and return

the machine within 24 hours for a

full refund. 

The bus arrives at your

house one hour before

your job's start time, and

it waits for the full hour

before departing. Thus, if

your job starts at 9:00, the

bus will arrive at 8:00, and

you don't need to leave

the house until 8:50, 

giving you an extra 50

Be on the bus before it leaves
or you may be unemployed.

Getting to WorkGetting to Work

minutes of skill or motive building before departure. Don't

cut it too close, but use this time wisely. 

In Bust Out mode, career tracks are tied to certain houses.

If you are in a career not served by your house's bus line, the

driver will take you to work and you'll get paid for the day,

but you won't get promoted no matter how qualified you are.

The following career listings show where you need to be to

advance in each career. 

Finding a JobFinding a Job

You needn't go to work

every day. In fact, you

should take the occasional

day or two off to work on

skills or friendships. If you

miss three straight 

days of work, however,

you'll be fired. 

What this means depends

on the mode you're playing.

After three of these warn-
ing phone calls, you're fired.

AttendanceAttendance

*In Bust Out mode, getting fired means you lose a 
random skill point and one level in the your 
most recent choice of career path. You need to 
go back to the Newspaper to resume your career
where you left off (minus one level) or pick up in
another one. 

*In Free Play mode, getting fired means you must 
start back at square one in your career track. 

There are six skills that you can develop to succeed in the 

Sim economy. 

SkillsSkills
*Body
*Charisma

*Cooking
*Creative

*Logic
*Mechanical

Each skill is developed

by interacting with a vari-

ety of skill objects. See

the directory in the "Sims'

Stuff" section. Note that

not all skill objects are

created equal–the more

expensive they are, the

faster they impart skill. 

Skills are broken down

into 10 levels each. The

time it takes to gain each skill level increases with the height of the

skill. Level 1, for example, might take a few moments while level 8

requires several sessions with breaks for motive regeneration. This

process can be sped up by using more expensive skill objects. 

Skill objects like the Artist's
Block let you build your 
skill points.
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Your levels in each skill, as

well as the skills required for pro-

motion to the next level of your current

career, are shown when you press the left

arrow on the D-pad. Green bars represent

skill levels you have; blinking yellow bars

represent the ones you need for promotion. 

Bust Out Career TracksBust Out Career Tracks
There are seven career tracks in The Sims Bustin' Out. While
the game is "won" by getting to level 10 in one of these
careers, you only experience every bit of the game by pursuing
all seven careers to fruition. 

Note that each table shows the job title, daily pay, hours,
skill and friend requirements, and motive change profile for
each job. The last of these is the amount your motives shift
while you're away at work; the numbers shown are:
Hunger/Comfort/Hygiene/Bladder/Energy/Fun/Social.

Career
Track

Movie Star Mall Clown §100 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/0/0/0 Mom's House
Mad Scientist Lab Cleaner §155 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/0/0/0 Mom's House
Counter Culture Panhandler §110 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/0/0/0 Mom's House
Jock Mascot §130 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/0/0/0 Mom's House
Gangster Vandal §140 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/0/0/0 Mom's House
Paramilitary Latrine Cleaner §250 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/0/0/0 Mom's House
Fashion Victim Hand Model §200 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/0/0/0 Mom's House
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Level 1 PositionsLevel 1 Positions

Career
Track

Movie Star Kiddie Show §150 9:00 am-1:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0 Mimi's Place
Sidekick

Mad Scientist Potion Tester §230 11:00 pm-3:00 am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0 Dudley's Trailer
Counter Culture Leaflet Distributor §120 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0 Mimi's Place
Jock Ball Collector §170 9:00 am-?pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0 Dudley's Trailer
Gangster Shoplifter §200 9:00 am-1:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0 Dudley's Trailer
Paramilitary Boot Polisher §325 8:00 am-12:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0 Dudley's Trailer
Fashion Victim Lingerie Model §225 10:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0 Mimi's Place
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Level 2 PositionsLevel 2 Positions

Career
Track

Movie Star Stunt Double §200 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/+25 Mimi's Place
Mad Scientist Pyro §320 2:00 pm-10:00 pm 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/+25 Dudley's Trailer
Counter Culture Basket Weaver §180 10:00 am-3:00 pm 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/+25 Mimi's Place
Jock Rookie §230 10:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/+25 Dudley's Trailer
Gangster Burglar §275 11:00 pm-5:00 am 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/+25 Dudley's Trailer
Paramilitary Drill Instructor §400 9:00 am-2:00 pm 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/+25 Dudley's Trailer
Fashion Victim Body Waxer §275 10:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/+25 Mimi's Place
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Career
Track

Movie Star Horror Movie §275 7:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 -7/0/-7/0/-42/-7/0 Goth Manor
Extra

Mad Scientist Virus Breeder §375 11:00 am-4:00 pm 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 -7/0/-7/0/-35/-7/0 Goth Manor
Counter Culture Flower Child §200 12:00 pm-5:00 pm 3 0 0 1 0 1 2 0/0/-5/0/-40/0/0 Studio 8
Jock Starter §300 10:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 -6/0/-18/0/-48/0/0 Toane's Gym
Gangster Car Thief §350 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 1 0 0 0 4 2 -6/0/-6/0/-42/-6/0 Toane's Gym
Paramilitary Paratrooper §450 6:00 am-12:00 pm 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 -6/0/-18/0/-42/-6/0 Toane's Gym
Fashion Victim Fingernail Painter §315 10:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 -7/0/-7/0/-42/-7/0 Studio 8
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Career
Track

Movie Star Soap Opera Star §375 7:00 am-4:00 pm 0 0 3 2 0 1 3 -7/0/-14/0/-42/-7/0 Goth Manor
Mad Scientist Chemist §450 10:00 am-5:00 pm 1 2 1 0 2 1 2 -7/0/-7/0/-42/-7/0 Goth Manor
Counter Culture Massage Therapist §220 11:00 am-4:00 pm 5 0 1 1 0 1 3 -5/0/-5/0/-40/0/0 Studio 8
Jock All-Star §385 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 -6/0/-24/0/-54/0/0 Toane's Gym
Gangster Mugger §425 5:00 pm-1:00 am 0 2 0 0 0 5 3 -8/0/-8/0/-40/-8/0 Toane's Gym
Paramilitary Chopper Pilot §500 6:00 am-12:00 pm 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 -6/0/-24/0/-42/-12/0 Toane's Gym
Fashion Victim Wig Designer §400 11:00 am-5:00 pm 0 0 1 1 0 5 2 -7/0/-14/0/-42/-7/0 Studio 8
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Career
Track

Movie Star Game Show Host §500 10:00 am-6:00 pm 0 0 4 2 0 2 4 -8/0/-16/0/-48/-8/0 Club Rubb
Mad Scientist Vivisectionist §540 10:00 am-7:00 pm 1 2 1 0 4 2 2 -9/0/-9/0/-45/-9/0 Shiny Things Labs
Counter Culture Yoga Instructor §300 10:00 am-5:00 pm 6 1 2 1 0 2 4 -7/0/-7/0/-49/0/0 Casa Caliente
Jock MVP §510 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 2 1 7 0 0 1 -12/0/-30/0/-60/0/0 Club Rubb
Gangster Body Guard §530 3:00 pm-11:00 pm 0 3 1 1 0 6 4 -8/0/-8/0/-48/-8/0 Casa Caliente
Paramilitary Covert Ops §550 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 1 2 4 6 0 1 -12/0/-24/0/-48/-12/0 Shiny Things Labs
Fashion Victim Hair Stylist §550 11:00 am-6:00 pm 0 0 2 1 0 6 3 -8/0/-16/0/-48/-8/0 Club Rubb
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Career
Track

Movie Star Sit Com Star §650 10:00 am-6:00 pm 0 0 6 3 0 2 6 -16/0/-24/0/-48/-16/0 Club Rubb
Mad Scientist Gene Splicer §640 11:00 am-3:00 pm 1 4 2 0 4 2 3 -15/0/-20/0/-45/-10/-10 Shiny Things Labs
Counter Culture Transcendentalist §350 12:00 pm-5:00 pm 7 2 2 2 0 2 6 -12/0/-24/0/-48/0/0 Casa Caliente
Jock Superstar §680 9:00 am-4:00 pm 1 2 2 8 0 0 2 -14/0/-35/0/-63/0/0 Club Rubb
Gangster Arsonist §640 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 3 1 3 0 7 6 -18/0/-18/0/-54/-12/-6 Casa Caliente
Paramilitary Secret Agent §580 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 1 2 5 7 0 2 -18/0/-30/0/-54/-18/0 Shiny Things Labs
Fashion Victim Make up Artist §650 12:00 pm-6:00 pm 1 0 3 3 0 7 4 -16/0/-24/0/-48/-16/0 Club Rubb
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Bust Out Career TracksBust Out Career Tracks ContinuedContinued
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Career
Track

Movie Star Sex Symbol §900 5:00 pm-1:00 am 0 0 7 3 0 2 6 -16/0/-24/0/-56/-16/0 Tinsel Bluffs
Mad Scientist Robotitician §740 12:00 pm-8:00 pm 1 6 3 0 5 2 4 -20/0/-25/0/-50/-10/-10 The Octagon
Counter Culture Love Guru §450 12:00 pm-5:00 pm 8 2 4 3 0 2 6 -20/0/-25/0/-45/0/0 Pixel Acres
Jock Head Coach §850 8:00 am-2:00 pm 2 2 3 9 0 0 3 -20/0/-40/0/-70/-5/0 Tinsel Bluffs
Gangster Extortionist §760 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 5 2 3 0 8 8 -18/0/-24/0/-54/-18/-12 Pixel Acres
Paramilitary Code Breaker §600 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 4 2 5 8 0 5 -18/0/-30/0/-60/-24/0 The Octagon
Fashion Victim Runway Model §900 6:00 pm-1:00 am 2 0 4 4 0 8 5 -16/0/-24/0/-56/-16/0 Tinsel Bluffs
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Career
Track

Movie Star Director §1,100 10:00 am-5:00 pm 0 0 8 4 0 5 8 -21/0/-35/0/-56/-21/0 Tinsel Bluffs
Mad Scientist Space-Time Tinkerer §870 10:00 am-4:00 pm 1 8 4 0 7 4 5 -24/0/-28/0/-56/-16/-16 The Octagon
Counter Culture Psychic Activist §550 2:00 pm-7:00 pm 9 3 6 4 0 3 7 -20/0/-30/0/-45/0/0 Pixel Acres
Jock Hall of Famer §1,000 9:00 am-3:00 pm 3 2 5 10 0 0 4 -24/0/-42/0/-72/-6/0 Tinsel Bluffs
Gangster Hit Man §900 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 5 3 5 0 9 8 -24/0/-30/0/-60/-18/-18 Pixel Acres
Paramilitary Intelligence §700 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 7 2 8 9 0 6 -24/0/-30/0/-60/-30/0 The Octagon

Director
Fashion Victim Centerfold §1,100 2:00 pm-9:00 pm 3 0 4 5 0 9 7 -21/0/-35/0/-56/-21/0 Tinsel Bluffs
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Career
Track

Movie Star Movie Mogul §1,400 10:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 10 4 0 8 10 -30/0/-40/0/-65/-25/0 Malcolm's Mansion
Mad Scientist Death Ray Inventor §1,000 10:00 am-2:00 pm 2 10 5 0 8 5 6 -28/0/-32/0/-60/-20/-20 Malcolm's Mansion
Counter Culture Full Time Freak §1,000 10:00 am-2:00 pm 10 3 8 5 0 4 8 -28/0/-40/0/-44/0/0 Malcolm's Mansion
Jock Living Legend §1,200 9:00 am-3:00 pm 4 2 5 10 0 0 6 -30/0/-48/0/-78/-6/0 Malcolm's Mansion
Gangster Mob Boss §1,100 6:00 pm-12:00 am 0 5 4 7 0 10 8 -30/0/-30/0/-66/-24/-24 Malcolm's Mansion
Paramilitary War Minister §1,000 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 8 4 10 10 0 6 -30/0/-36/0/-66/-30/0 Malcolm's Mansion
Fashion Victim Super Model §1,200 10:00 am-4:00 pm 4 0 5 8 0 10 9 -30/0/-40/0/-65/-25/0 Malcolm's Mansion
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Free Play CareersFree Play Careers
In Free Play, the careers are completely different but follow the same basic model. 

Career
Track

Computer Geek Cable Grunt §120 9:00 am-5:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-24/0/0
Artist Artist’s  Model §100 3:00 pm-8:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-30/0/0
Slacker Janitor §100 5:00 pm-10:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-30/0/0
Rock Star Groupie §100 10:00 am-4:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0
Swindler Traveling Salesman §120 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-30/0/0
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Career
Track

Computer Geek Video Game Tester §150 6:00 pm-2:00 am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-24/0/0
Artist House Painter §130 9:00 am-4:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-28/0/0
Slacker Convenience Store Clerk §120 9:00 pm-4:00 am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-28/0/0
Rock Star Roadie §120 9:00 am-4:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/0
Swindler Used Car Dealer §180 9:00 am-4:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-28/0/0
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Career
Track

Computer Geek Tech Support §200 8:00 am-4:00 pm 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0/0/0/0/-32/0/0
Artist Studio Cleaner §190 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0/0/0/0/-36/0/0
Slacker Gas Station Attendant §190 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-36/0/0
Rock Star Record Store Clerk §190 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0/0/0/0/-0/0/+25
Swindler Telemarketer §250 9:00 am-4:00 pm 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0/0/0/0/-35/0/0
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Career
Track

Computer Geek Virus Writer §240 12:00 pm-8:00 pm 0 3 0 0 2 0 1 0/0/0/0/-36/0/0
Artist Museum Guard §250 8:00 am-4:00 pm 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0/0/0/0/-40/0/0
Slacker Taxi Driver §250 8:00 am-4:00 pm 0 2 0 3 0 0 2 0/0/0/0/-40/0/0
Rock Star Elevator Music Composer §250 8:00 pm-4:00 am 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0/0/0/0/-40/0/0
Swindler Con Artist §320 9:00 am-4:00 pm 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 -7/0/-7/0/-42/-7/0
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Career
Track

Computer Geek Web Designer §400 10:00 am-7:00 pm 0 4 0 0 2 2 2 0/0/0/0/36/0/0
Artist Studio Artist §325 7:00 am-2:00 pm 0 2 0 0 0 6 2 -7/0/-7/0/-42/-7/0
Slacker Tow Truck Driver §325 7:00 am-2:00 pm 0 3 0 3 0 2 2 -7/0/-7/0/-42/-7/0
Rock Star Jingle Writer §325 7:00 am-2:00 pm 0 2 0 0 0 6 2 -7/0/-7/0/-42/-7/0
Swindler Fad Starter §400 9:00 am-4:00 pm 0 2 2 0 2 0 3 -7/0/-14/0/-42/-7/0
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Free Play CareersFree Play Careers ContinuedContinued
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Career
Track

Computer Geek Hacker §610 4:00 pm-11:00 pm 0 4 0 0 4 4 2 -9/0/-9/0/-45/-9/0
Artist Resident Artist §400 11:00 am-8:00 pm 0 5 0 0 0 7 3 0/0/0/0/-45/0/0
Slacker Car Mechanic §400 11:00 am-8:00 pm 0 3 3 3 0 3 4 0/0/0/0/-45/0/0
Rock Star Wedding Singer §400 11:00 am-8:00 pm 0 5 4 0 0 7 3 0/0/0/0/-45/0/0
Swindler Inventor §520 9:00 am-4:00 pm 0 2 3 0 3 2 4 -14/0/-14/0/-49/-7/0
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Career
Track

Computer Geek Programmer §800 10:00 am-8:00 pm 0 4 2 0 5 6 3 -10/0/-20/0/-40/-10/0
Artist Art Critic §550 12:00 pm-9:00 pm 0 5 0 4 0 8 4 -18/0/-18/0/-54/-9/0
Slacker Repo Sim §550 12:00 pm-9:00 pm 0 5 4 4 0 4 5 -18/0/-18/0/-54/-9/0
Rock Star Bar Band Singer §550 12:00 pm-9:00 pm 0 5 4 4 0 8 4 -18/0/-18/0/-54/-9/0
Swindler Loan Shark §660 9:00 am-5:00 pm 0 2 4 2 4 2 6 -16/0/-24/0/-48/-16/0
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Career
Track

Computer Geek Gizmo Inventor §1,100 10:00 am-7:00 pm 0 4 4 0 7 7 4 -9/0/-18/0/-54/-9/0
Artist L'Enfant Terrible §700 11:00 am-6:00 pm 0 5 2 5 0 10 5 -14/0/-21/0/-56/-14/0
Slacker Private Investigator §700 11:00 am-6:00 pm 0 5 4 5 2 5 8 -14/0/-21/0/-56/-14/0
Rock Star Rock Star §700 11:00 am-6:00 pm 0 5 2 5 0 10 4 -14/0/-21/0/-56/-14/0
Swindler Real Estate Developer §800 9:00 am-5:00 pm 0 2 5 2 6 3 8 -16/0/-24/0/-56/-16/0
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Career
Track

Computer Geek AI Theorist §1,300 11:00 am-8:00 pm 0 5 6 0 8 9 5 -27/0/-36/0/-63/-18/0
Artist Gallery Owner §1,100 5:00 pm-2:00 am 0 5 7 7 0 10 6 -18/0/-27/0/-54/-18/0
Slacker Cargo Pilot §1,100 5:00 pm-2:00 am 0 5 6 8 3 7 8 -18/0/-27/0/-54/-18/0
Rock Star Solo Artist §1,100 5:00 pm-2:00 am 0 5 7 7 0 10 6 -18/0/-27/0/-54/-18/0
Swindler Inside Trader §950 9:00 am-4:00 pm 0 2 6 2 7 5 8 -21/0/-35/0/-56/-21/0
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Career
Track

Computer Geek Cyborg §1,550 11:00 am-8:00 pm 0 7 8 0 10 10 6 -27/0/-36/0/-63/-18/0
Artist Museum Director §1,400 10:00 am-3:00 pm 0 5 10 7 4 10 8 -30/0/-40/0/-65/-25/5
Slacker Smuggler §1,400 10:00 am-3:00 pm 0 5 8 9 4 10 8 -30/0/-40/0/-65/-25/5
Rock Star Record Producer §1,400 10:00 am-3:00 pm 0 5 10 7 4 10 8 -30/0/-40/0/-65/-25/5
Swindler Monopolist §1,200 9:00 am-3:00 pm 0 2 8 2 9 6 8 -30/0/-36/0/-66/-24/0
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Studying can also raise a

youthful Sim's grades. 

Direct your child Sim to a

Bookshelf and select

"Study" (they won't do it

autonomously). The child

then studies for a period of

time and emerge with a one

notch increase in grade. 

As with skills, moving

between lower grades is

faster than higher ones

(for example, going from D+ to C- is quick while B+ to A- takes time). 

Studying can make up for a missed day, speed up achievement of 

an A+, or replace school entirely if you're willing to manage the

study time. 

Kids can study from
Bookshelves or Computers to
improve grades more quickly
or skip school entirely.

Building is of most interest for

players in Free Play mode. It's not as

important in Bust Out mode since that part of

the game contains many intricate and fully

developed houses. It is useful in that mode,

however, to improve a space for greater effi-

ciency or in preparation for a party (such as

adding another bathroom). 

SchoolSchool
Why stop at just building a person and collecting possessions? 

Why not go all the way and design and construct a home for 

yourself? Everything you need is right there in Build mode. With

enough money you can construct your own palatial paradise that'll

make Malcolm Landgrabb swoon with envy. Or build a modest but

perfectly efficient tract home that's a haven for autonomous Sims.

Or you can save all your money for possessions and build a single

wall with appliances lined up on it. Again, it's your choice. 

In this section, we examine the Build Tools that take you from

framing your new home to installing a garden and papering 

your walls. 

Keep in mind that The Sims Bustin' Out is a game made to be indi-

vidualized. If you don't like what you've built, just demolish it and

start over!

Don't build your own place

right away, or you'll be limited

by your paltry net worth.

Instead, make a nice bankroll,

sell and tear down everything,

and start fresh. 

Before you break ground on your tract of land, there are a few

general concepts that can help in designing an effective layout.

These tips will help you avoid trouble later on by using the space as

most Sims like to see it. 

*There's plenty of room on a lot, but that doesn't
mean you have to fill it. Start by building to the 
number of Sims you begin with. You can always 
build out later. 

*Make the bathroom big enough to allow easy 
entrance and exit. 

*Put the bathroom in a central location, 
preferably with two doors. 

*With three or more Sims, build two bathrooms, 
either two full ones or a full bath and a half 
bath (Sink and Toilet but not Shower/Bathtub).

Design ConsiderationsDesign Considerations

In Free Play mode, Sims can be

kids. Kids don't have jobs, but

they do go to school. 

The bus arrives at the

house every morning at 8:00

and waits until 9:00. Send 

the kid to the bus at around

8:45 and spend the extra

time building up motives. 

Instead of a job level, a

kid's skill/career view shows current grade (from A to F). Each day

a kid goes to school in a good mood (above 0), the grade goes up

one notch (for example, B becomes a B+). Each day the kid misses

school, the grade drops one notch. 

For each day a kid misses school, the grade drops an entire letter

grade (from B to C, for instance). When it falls to D, you get your

first warning about military school. If the grade then drops to an

F, off goes the child to the finest in marshaled education, leaving

the family forever. That'll teach you to get your kid to school. 

Success in school means cash. If you can maintain an A+ grade,

you'll receive random cash rewards for your Sim's studiousness. 

Sim kids, like adults, must
be on the bus on time to go
to school.

StudyingStudying
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*Locate the front door as closely as possible to 
the street so the run from house to bus is short. 

*Buy your kitchen countertops and appliances 
first and lay them out where your kitchen will 
be. Then build walls around them. Leave room for 
movement and added appliances as you can 
afford them. 

*Build an open dining area adjacent to the kitchen 
so there's plenty of room for a large Table for 
entertaining and space to scoot Chairs back 
and forth.

*Make bedrooms big enough for all necessary bed
room furniture and at least one skill object. 

Building ToolsBuilding Tools

You can't put win-

dows or doors or

place objects on

diagonal walls.

Rather than long

sections, use one or

two diagonal seg-

ments at corners

for an interesting

interior space. 

Begin by framing your house with the Wall Tool. Select the Wall Tool

and place the cursor at any tile intersection. Press the Start

Building button once to place a single wall section, or press Start

Building and drag to place a longer wall. Walls can be built straight

or diagonally. Using diagonal lines allows you to add interesting

angles to a square room; Sims appreciate this because it improves

Room score. 

Delete a wall section by

placing the Wall Tool cursor

on the wall, pressing the

Start Tear Down button, drag-

ging the cursor along the

undesired wall, and pressing

the Tear Down button. 

There are 60 wall coverings,

ranging from §4 to §17 per

segment. Though some are

designed for indoor or out-

door use, you can use any 

covering on any surface 

you want. 

To place wall covering, put

your cursor on a section of

wall and press Start Painting.

Drag the covering as far as

you want it to go and press

the Place button. 

As a shortcut, you can pick 

a segment of wall in the room

you'd like to decorate, then press and hold the Preview Room button.

This covers all adjacent wall sections with the same covering so you

can see what it'll look like in the whole room. If it looks good, cover

the room in one stroke by pressing the Paint Room button. 

Wall CoveringsWall Coverings

Both interior and exterior

floor sections can be covered

by a tile of your choosing. As

with wall coverings, you can

use indoor or outdoor cover-

ings anywhere you like. 

One tile covers a single grid

square. You can do an entire

room at once by pointing to a

tile in the chosen area, pressing the Preview Room button, and

pressing the Cover button to finish. 

The 42 floor coverings range in price from §4 to §22. 

Floor CoveringsFloor Coverings

Doors are important to the

flow of traffic through your

house. They also serve to

delineate a "room" for 

Room score purposes. For fun-

damental "door-ness," your

basic §80 Non-Materialistic

Door will do for all purposes. 

The 10 doors range from §80

to §420. Select your door and place it along a non-diagonal wall. 

Use the rotate buttons to get it facing and swinging the correct

direction. Press the Place button to select its location.

DoorsDoors

Walls and FencesWalls and Fences
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You can move doors, windows,

and Fireplaces just like any

other object in Buy mode. 

It should also be noted that

all these doors, windows, and Fireplaces can

be sold for cash. 

Windows are a crucial part

of your house's interior

Room scores. All windows

permit the same amount of

light, but Room score goes

up with the price (§50-§250)

and size of the windows. 

Place them along any non-

diagonal wall. The basic

strategy with windows is to place as many as you can afford. 

WindowsWindows

Fireplaces are another

great enhancement for

Room score, but only if

your Sims turn them on.

When they're off, they

have no effect. 

FireplacesFireplaces

Fireplace Room Score

Modesto Tile Fireplace 3
Värmenkozze Euro Fireplace 4
Bostonian Fireplace 4

Fireplace Room ScoreFireplace Room Score

Place Fireplaces along non-diagonal walls. When you begin to add

objects, keep anything flammable (like furniture) far away from them.

Once the structure of your

house is done, work on the

yard. Plant as much vegeta-

tion as you can afford. Living

plants are great exterior

Room score enhancers. A

green outdoors will send

your Sims off to work with a

nice boost from Room score. 

There are 22 kinds of plants (trees, shrubs, bushes, flowers, etc.),

ranging from §5 to §500. 

PlantsPlants

Your house can be enhanced

with any of five Swimming

Pools. They're beautiful to

look at and they provide

great exercise. For a dose of

Fun, you can place an Official

Diving Platform.

Pools vary in size and

shape and range in price from

§1,800 to §6,075.

PoolsPools

Object Category Unlocked House

NevaGess Secret Door Door Dudley's Trailer

Pathmatic Sliding Door Door Shiny Things Labs

That 70s Window Window Studio 8

Värmenkozze Fireplace Pixel Acres
Euro Fireplace

Topiary Skull Plant Mimi's Place

Bird of Paradise Plant Shiny Things Labs

Giant Fern Plant Shiny Things Labs

Cypress Tree Plant Toane's Gym

High Dive Pool Toane's Gym

Frigidarium Colossicus Pool Tinsel Bluffs

Unlockable Build ItemsUnlockable Build Items
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Part 2: Bust Out ModePart 2: Bust Out Mode
Can you take your unemployed Sim, living in his/her mother's house,

and reach the top of the professional ladder while along the way

tasting all the experiences life has to offer? That is, in a nutshell,

the quest behind Bust Out mode. This part will teach you how to

take it by the horns and make it a great ride. Let's go!

This part will outline the gameplay structure and flow of Bust

Out mode and discuss issues that pertain to every house within it. It

also provides walkthroughs of each house so you can blaze your

own path through the game. 

The game is structured in a freeform fashion with a few chal-

lenging things you must do and several dozen optional things

that provide you with interesting benefits. To get a leg up, it

helps to understand this structure. 

The game is built around 13 houses, each assigned 

career paths and specific levels of each career. You can

only be promoted to a certain level if you're living in the

correct house. 

You may pursue several or every career at once without losing

ground in any other careers. In other The Sims games (and in

Free Play mode), if you switch careers, you lose all progress in

the career you leave behind. That isn't the case in Bust Out

mode. To unlock everything, you must pursue multiple careers.

You can maintain a career in the

wrong house and be paid every day, 

but you won't be promoted no matter how

qualified you are until you're in the right

house. The bus driver will alert you where 

the right place for you is. 

Game StructureGame Structure
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Effectively, a single career path goes through six levels from

Mom's House to Malcolm's Mansion. Which combination of houses

you use is a function of which career(s) you elect to pursue. 

*Level 1: Mom's House
*Level 2: Mimi's Place, Dudley's House
*Level 3: Studio 8, Goth Manor, Toane's Gym
*Level 4: Casa Caliente, Shiny Things Labs, 

Club Rubb
*Level 5: Pixel Acres, The Octagon, 

Hollywood House
*Level 6: Malcolm's Mansion

Assuming you wish to go through the game on a single career path

(not the only or best way to play, mind you), here's the house pro-

gression for each career: 

House Careers Career Levels

Mom's House All 1

Mimi's Place Fashion Victim, Movie Star, 2, 3
Counter Culture

Dudley's Trailer Paramilitary, Mad Scientist, 2, 3
Jock, Gangster

Studio 8 Counter Culture, Fashion Victim 3, 4

Goth Manor Mad Scientist, Movie Star 3, 4

Toane's Gym Gangster, Paramilitary, Jock 3, 4

Casa Caliente Counter Culture, Gangster 5, 6

Shiny Things Labs Mad Scientist, Paramilitary 5, 6

Club Rubb Jock, Fashion Victim, Movie Star 5, 6

Pixel Acres Counter Culture, Gangster 7, 8

The Octagon Paramilitary, Mad Scientist 7, 8

Tinsel Bluffs Movie Star, Fashion Victim, Jock 7, 8

Malcolm's Mansion All 9, 10

Houses and Career PathsHouses and Career Paths

Career Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Movie Star Mom's House Mimi's House Goth Manor Club Rubb Tinsel Bluffs Malcolm's Mansion

Mad Scientist Mom's House Dudley's Trailer Goth Manor Shiny Things Labs The Octagon Malcolm's Mansion

Counter Culture Mom's House Mimi's House Studio 8 Casa Caliente Pixel Acres Malcolm's Mansion

Jock Mom's House Dudley's Trailer Toane's Gym Club Rubb Tinsel Bluffs Malcolm's Mansion

Gangster Mom's House Dudley's Trailer Toane's Gym Casa Caliente Pixel Acres Malcolm's Mansion

Paramilitary Mom's House Dudley's Trailer Toane's Gym Shiny Things Labs The Octagon Malcolm's Mansion

Fashion Victim Mom's House Mimi's House Studio 8 Club Rubb Tinsel Bluffs Malcolm's Mansion

Career Progression by HouseCareer Progression by House

Xbox players can have multiple

saved games, but other consoles can

only save to one file per card. If you over-

write a saved game, all your unlocks will be lost. 

House Goals and UnlockablesHouse Goals and Unlockables
Each house has a series of goals and unlockable things. Goals are

only available when you move into the house and can't be completed

as a visitor. 

The only mandatory goals in each house are the career goals, 

and which ones you do determine which of those are mandatory. 

To qualify to move out of a house, you must complete all goals that

correspond to a single career. In other words, if a house's goals

ask you to get promoted to level 3 and 4 of several careers, getting

promoted to level 4 in just one of those careers will enable you to

move out. 

The goal list shows which
items have been unlocked for
a house.

Goals and
Unlockables
Goals and
Unlockables

Every Bust Out house has a

series of unlockable items.

Other elements of the game

unlock items as well. Once

unlocked, these items

become available in both

Bust Out and Free Play mode

when using the same saved

game file. 
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Read messages from your

housemates. They provide

reminders and clues as to how

to finish goals. 

There's more to do, than the mandatory. You can do all a house's

career goals before leaving, providing you more options as you go

through the game and unlocking even more items and special treats.

It's up to you how to handle this. 

Other goals involve doing something around the house or under-

taking some activity, and still others involve visiting another house

and doing something there. Each of these goals unlocks something

else of value. 

Some goals can unlock other houses, but only for visitation. 

To unlock a house for moving, you must achieve the necessary

career goals. 

The more goals you complete, the more things you unlock for your

use in the game. 

Floating UnlockablesFloating Unlockables

Even if you're trying to unlock

every social interaction in the game, you

don't have to befriend Malcolm Landgrabb. He

has no signature social interaction.

There are many unlockables that aren't tied to any one house. 

It's an unstated goal of the game to meet and/or befriend every

NPC Sim in the game. Meeting a Sim for the first time unlocks an 

element of attire that you can, in future, apply to your Sim when you

load a saved game or to a new Sim in Free Play mode. 

Befriending a Sim (getting relationship score above 50) lets you

learn that Sim's "signature" social interaction. Collecting these

broadens your social arsenal and lets you do all kinds of things

with other Sims. 

Family GoalsFamily Goals
There is a special class of floating goals called family goals.

Although these appear in lists of house goals, they're actually tied

to several houses. 

Proposal, Bust Out style

You can satisfy a family goal at any house in which it appears, and

it will be marked satisfied for all others. The unlocked object for

each family goal is the same. 

Family goals are: 

*Get Married: Level 4, 5, 6 houses. See "Making 
Friends and Influencing Sims" for the how-to on 
proposing. 

*Raising Babies: Level 5, 6 houses. See "Making 
Friends and Influencing Sims" for the how-to on 
making babies and raising kids. 

*Educate Kid: Level 6. See "Skills and Careers" for
details on educating kids. 

In each case, the spouse and child you acquire join you in every

house thereafter. Family goals are optional and can be ignored 

completely if you wish. 

Unlocking Free Play and
Two-Player
Mode

Unlocking Free Play and
Two-Player Mode
Free Play and Two-Player

modes aren't available 

immediately after creating a

Sim. You must first complete

the Dream Sequence that

begins the game and save at

Mom's House to make these

available for your use.

Afterwards, you can access

these options from the

game's startup menu.

For Two-Player mode, you must have two save games available (one

per player) that are saved at Mom's House or later. (On the

PlayStation 2 and GameCube, this requires two memory cards since

there can only be one saved game per card.) To initiate Two-Player

mode, attach two controllers and insert both memory cards if

using a PlayStation 2 or GameCube. When the main menu displays,

load the first player's Bust Out game and press 5on the second

controller. Then load the second saved Sim. 

The goal list shows which
items have been unlocked for
a house.

Online Weekend Mode with
PlayStation 2
Online Weekend Mode with
PlayStation 2
PlayStation 2 owners who also own a PlayStation 2 network 

adaptor can play in a whole new way. Invite friends to visit your

home in Bust Out or Free Play mode for an “online weekend” where

you can work together to achieve goals, make money, and unlock

objects! The basic requirement for the Online Weekend is the same as

Two-Player mode: You must first complete the Dream Sequence, then

save your game at Mom’s House or later. Consult your manual for

the mechanics of online play.
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Bust Out Mode and
Free Play Houses
Bust Out Mode and
Free Play Houses

When playing Free Play mode, you

can't invite over Bust Out NPCs or

saved Sims. Likewise, they won't drop by 

for visits. 

On the other hand, Free Play Sims can 

be called and visited from Bust Out mode. 

They also attend parties thrown by your Bust

Out Sim. 

When playing Bust Out mode, you can (after moving into one of the

level 4 houses) visit the three Free Play lots and invite their inhabi-

tants over to visit. You can essentially create your own levels and

set up destinations in Free Play that benefit your Bust Out Sims. 

You could, for example, set up a Free Play house with Sims of com-

patible star signs to make gaining of friends for career promotions

easier. You may also play these Free Play Sims to earns lots of

money and buy lots of stuff, particularly high-level skill objects

that your Bust Out Sim has unlocked but can't yet afford. Your Bust

Out Sim may then visit this lot to take advantage of its amenities. 

Living in a HouseLiving in a House
Being a housemate confers all kinds of benefits and imposes several

responsibilities. You can, for instance, prepare food in a house

you inhabit and sleep in its beds, but that's just a small taste of

the advantages. You can also access that house's goals. 

Learn what you can and cannot get away with, and you'll be able

to leverage each house to your advantage. 

Switching SimsSwitching Sims
Once you move into a house, starting with level 3 houses (Studio 8,

Goth Manor, and Toane's Gym), you may switch control to one other

Sim in your house. As the game progresses, you control more and

more Sims, eventually manning an entire household. 

This can be very useful. Although these Sims can't achieve your

goals for you, they can be used to do chores, prepare meals, or do

time-consuming repairs that your Sim is too busy for. Early on, set

these Sims to improving their Cooking and Mechanical skills, and

you may never need to hire a Repairman again. 

BillsBills
When you live in a house,

the bills are your responsi-

bility; your NPC roomies

won't pay them. If you neg-

lect them, the Repo Man

will come and take his debt

in objects. 

Those bills are going to make
her feel even worse.

Changing Your HouseChanging Your House
Once you live in a house, you can do anything you want with its

objects. Sell everything if you like and start from scratch; the cur-

rent residents won't be offended. 

If you're strapped for cash, sell all the art objects in the house

and spend the proceeds on useful motive or skill objects to facili-

tate your goals. 

The only important limitation is maintaining the value of the

house, which you'll have to settle up when you move out. 

Moving OutMoving Out
When you've achieved the mandatory career goals for a house (gen-

erally gaining two promotions in one career path), you are permit-

ted to move to another house. As mentioned earlier, you have free-

dom of choice as far as houses are concerned. Anything that has

been unlocked for moving is fair game.

You can move back into a house

you've inhabited before to complete

any unfinished goals or just to hang out for

a while. 

To move out, select your vehicle and choose "Move Out." 

When you move out, your

erstwhile housemates tally

up the household finances

and tell you if you owe any-

thing or if they owe you. 

Getting back your simoleans.

Settling up the Simoleons Settling up the Simoleons 
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This amount is calculated by taking the collective net worth of the

house when you leave and subtracting the net worth when you

arrived. This takes into account any objects you've bought for the

house and any objects you've sold. If the net worth of the house is

less than when you arrived, you must pay the difference. If it's more,

they pay you so they can keep the objects you bought. 

Rest assured, it all comes out even in the end. 

Choosing a New HomeChoosing a New Home
Once in your vehicle, you

pick the next place you

want to go. You may select

any house you've lived in

previously or any house

you've unlocked by achiev-

ing career goals. Houses

unlocked for visitation

only are not available. 

Consult the tables in this

section to decide where to go next for your desired career. 

Good luck, it's going to be exciting. 

SimCity is your oyster. Where
will you go?

*Unlocked How: Complete Dream Sequence
*Careers/Levels: All, level 1
*Number of Unlockables : 5
* Unlocks Houses: Mimi's Place (Move or Visit) or 

Dudley's Trailer (Move or Visit)
*Resident(s): Mom

UnlockablesUnlockables
*§50
*§50
*§50
*Maid services
*Cancilla 75 Super Scooter

The game begins, or so it

seems, at Club Rubb. An

alluring Sim of the opposite

sex beckons, and things

quickly escalate. Select the

wildly gesturing Sim and

plant a kiss on him/her. 

The Dream SequenceThe Dream Sequence

Then, as happens every

night, Mom pops up and

ruins the fun. You really

need therapy. 

Mom has very high Cooking skills.

Let her make meals, and her home

cooking will refresh you. 

Objective: Activate
Double Speed
Objective: Activate
Double Speed

By default, changing the game

speed only lasts as long as you hold

down the button. If you want the button to

switch double speed on and off with each

press, go to "Options" and activate "Fast

Forward Toggle."(Level 1)(Level 1)

*Unlock: §50

Press the Change Game Speed button to switch back and forth to

double speed. 

*Unlock: §50

Venture into the kitchen and

devour whatever Mom

cooks. Whatever you do,

don't do the cooking your-

self (you'll probably start a

fire). When your Hunger

motive meter reaches the

top, the goal is satisfied. 

Objective: Eat
Enough Food to Fill
Your Stomach

Objective: Eat
Enough Food to Fill
Your Stomach

Build skills at Mom's. There are

many maternal forces at work at

Mom's House that artificially

support your mood. This makes it

a great place to work on skills; just move back

to Mom's any time you need some training. 

Use this advantage and get your Cooking and

Mechanical skills up to at least 3 before you

get a job. 
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There's always money to be had

at Mom's.  When your balance

drops below §100, the phone will

eventually ring with more money.

Repeat this as many times as you like. When it's

time to move out, sell all the things you

bought, and you'll have more cash than you

started with.

Head out to the front yard and pick up the Newspaper, selecting

"Find a Job." Pick whichever career track you want to start with

(see "Bust Out Mode,

Overview" for more detail).

Once you're gainfully

employed, the objective is

complete, and you can move

to a new house. 

Objective: Use a
Toilet to Empty Your
Bladder

Objective: Use a
Toilet to Empty Your
Bladder
*Unlock: Maid Service

There are

no bills to

pay at Mom's House.

Unlocking the Maid

service is crucial

since one of the

first things you

should do in each

house is call for

a Maid. Otherwise,

you and your

housemates will

have to do all the

cleaning, and

that's a bummer. 

*Unlock: §50

Sit on the Couch and watch

TV or dance to the Stereo

until your Fun is high. When

it's high enough, the objec-

tive is complete.

Objective: Do Fun
Stuff to Raise Your
Fun Level

Objective: Do Fun
Stuff to Raise Your
Fun Level

*Unlock: Cancilla 75 Super Scooter
*Unlock: Mimi's Place, Move or Visit
*Unlock: Dudley's Trailer, Move or Visit

Use the Newspaper
to Find a Job
Use the Newspaper
to Find a Job

Once the Scooter is unlocked,

either Mimi or Dudley (depending

on which job you took and which

house it unlocked) will periodi-

cally drop by. While you're at Mom's, raise

your relationship score with Mimi or Dudley

up to 50. With the motive support from

Mom's house, it's easier to do here than

after you move. Also become friends with

mom. You’ll need lots of friends later in the

game and mom is almost a “free friend”.

*Unlocked How: Take a level 1 job in Paramilitary, 
Jock, Mad Scientist, or Gangster careers. 

*Careers/Levels: Paramilitary, Jock, Mad Scientist, 
Gangster (levels 2 and 3)

*Number of Unlockables: 15
*Unlocks Houses: Mimi's Place (Move), Goth Manor 

(Move or Visit), Toane's Gym (Move or Visit), 
Octagon (Visit), Shiny Things Labs (Visit), Club 
Rubb (Visit)

*Resident(s): Dudley Landgrabb

(Level 2)(Level 2)

Head to the bathroom and use the
Toilet. When you're all done, the
objective is done. 
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UnlockablesUnlockables
*§200 Simoleons
*§50 Simoleons
*Big Mouth Chair
*DOT-55C Disposal 
*Dude Buggy
*Experimental Lamp
*HellaGraphix 1024 

"Diamond Edition"
*Nag about House 

*Neon Flamingo Sign
*NevaGess Secret Door
*Portable Up-Light
*Pull My Finger Social
*Serenade Social
*Torchemada Wall Torch
*What the Puck! Air 

Hockey Table

As at Mom's House, if you deplete

your bank account below §100,

you'll get a phone call providing

free money. 

*Unlock: §50

Interact with anyone (including Dudley) just to get the hang of it.

When your Social motive rises a bit, the objective is done. 

Objective: Interact
with Other Sims 
to Satisfy Your 
Social Needs

Objective: Interact
with Other Sims 
to Satisfy Your 
Social Needs

Objective: Get to
Know Dudley Better
Objective: Get to
Know Dudley Better

*Unlock: §200

If you didn't do it already at

Mom's House, study Cooking

at the Bookshelf to get at

least 1 Cooking skill point. 

Objective: Have One
Skill Point in
Cooking 

Objective: Have One
Skill Point in
Cooking 

Dudley's a very good cook. Enjoy

his food rather than wasting time

making your own. 

*Unlock: Nag about 
House Social 

Call Mom on the phone and

invite her over. The goal is

complete when she accepts. 

Objective: Invite
Mom over to Your
New Place

Objective: Invite
Mom over to Your
New Place

*Unlock: Big Mouth Chair

Get on your vehicle and visit

Mimi's Place. Once there, use

the Pull My Finger interac-

tion you learned from inter-

acting with Dudley. 

Only do this one if you've

already completed the "Get

to Know Dudley Better"

objective.

Objective: Visit
Mimi's Place and
Get Her to Pull 
Your Finger

Objective: Visit
Mimi's Place and
Get Her to Pull 
Your Finger

Drum

Social

*Unlock: Pull My 
Finger Social

Interact with Dudley and 

get the relationship score to 35.
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Get a job in the Mad Scientist career and go to work in a good mood.

There are no other requirements for this career level. 

Objective: Get to
Potion Tester in Mad
Scientist Career

Objective: Get to
Potion Tester in Mad
Scientist Career
*Unlock: Torchemada Wall Torch
*Unlock: Dude Buggy
*Unlock: Shiny Things Labs, Visit

*Unlock: DOT-55C 
Disposal Drum

Pick up all the junk off the

floor or hire a Maid (via the

telephone) to do it. 

Objective: Clean up
the Mess
Objective: Clean up
the Mess

Objective: Get to
Shoplifter in the
Gangster Career

Objective: Get to
Shoplifter in the
Gangster Career
*Unlock: NevaGess Secret Door
*Unlock: Club Rubb, Visit
*Unlock: Dude Buggy

Get a job in the Gangster career and go to work in a good mood.

There are no other requirements for this career level. 

Objective: Get to
Ball Collector in the
Jock Career

Objective: Get to
Ball Collector in the
Jock Career
*Unlock: What the Puck! Air Hockey Table
*Unlock: Dude Buggy

Get a job in the Jock career and go to work in a good mood. There

are no other requirements for this career level. 

Objective: Get to
Boot Polisher in the
Paramilitary Career

Objective: Get to
Boot Polisher in the
Paramilitary Career
*Unlock: HellaGraphix 1024 "Diamond Edition"
*Unlock: Dude Buggy
*Unlock: The Octagon, Visit
Get a job in the Paramilitary career and go to work in a good mood.

There are no other requirements for this career level. 

Objective: Get to
Pyro in the Mad
Scientist Career

Objective: Get to
Pyro in the Mad
Scientist Career
*Unlock: Experimental Lamp 
*Unlock: Goth Manor, Move or Visit
With a job as Potion Tester in the Mad Scientist career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skill points. 

Objective: Get to
Burglar in the
Gangster Career

Objective: Get to
Burglar in the
Gangster Career
*Unlock: Serenade Social
With a job as Shoplifter in the Gangster career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skill points. You have to buy an

Easel to get the necessary skill, or use the one at Mimi's or Mom's.

Objective: Get to
Rookie in the Jock
Career

Objective: Get to
Rookie in the Jock
Career
*Unlock: Neon Flamingo Sign 
With a job as Ball Collector in the Jock career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skill points. 

Objective: Get to
Drill Instructor in
the Paramilitary
Career

Objective: Get to
Drill Instructor in
the Paramilitary
Career
*Unlock: Portable Up-Light 
*Unlock: Toane's Gym, Visit or Move

With a job as Boot Polisher in the Paramilitary career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skill points. 
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*Unlocked How: Take a level 1 job in Counter Culture,
Fashion Victim, or Movie Star careers. 

*Careers/Levels: Counter Culture, Fashion Victim, 
Movie Star (levels 2 and 3)

*Number of Unlockables: 13
*Unlocks Houses: Dudley's Trailer (Move), Goth 

Manor (Move or Visit), Studio 8 (Move or Visit), 
Tinsel Bluffs (Visit)

*Resident(s): Mimi Landgrabb

(Level 2)(Level 2)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*"VenuSpice" Dresser 

by Polly Vinyl 
*§200 Simoleons
*§50 Simoleons
*Confucius Wall Lamp 
*Epicurious Gourmet 

Stove 
*Exoticalistism Floor 

Lamp
*Give Money Social

*Gossip Social
*Matsuura Imposter 

Type-S
*Repairman Service
*SlushRush Bar 

Counter
*Topiary Skull
*Use "Sign Language" 

Social

As at Mom's House and Dudley's

Trailer, if you deplete your

bank account below §100,

you'll get a phone call provid-

ing free money. 

Interact with anyone (including Mimi) for a bit just to get the hang

of it. When your Social motive rises a bit, the objective is done. 

Objective: Interact
with Other Sims to
Satisfy Your Social
Needs

Objective: Interact
with Other Sims to
Satisfy Your Social
Needs
*Unlock: §50

Mimi's a good cook. Enjoy her

food rather than wasting time

making your own. 

Objective: Get to
Know Mimi Better
Objective: Get to
Know Mimi Better
*Unlock: Use "Sign 

Language" Social
Interact with Mimi and get

the relationship score to 35. 

Objective: Have One
Skill Point in Cooking 
Objective: Have One
Skill Point in Cooking 
*Unlock: §200
If you didn't do it already at

Mom's House or Dudley's

Trailer, study Cooking at

the Bookshelf to get at

least 1 Cooking skill point. 

Objective: Invite Mom
Over to Your New Place
Objective: Invite Mom
Over to Your New Place
*Unlock: Give Money 

Social
Call Mom on the phone and

invite her over. The goal is

complete when she accepts. 

*Unlock: Topiary 
Skull 

Get on your vehicle and visit

Dudley's Trailer. Once there,

use the Use "Sign Language"

interaction you learned by

interacting with Mimi. 

Only do this one if you've already completed the "Get to Know

Mimi Better" objective.

Objective: Visit Dudley
and Use "Sign
Language" on Him 

Objective: Visit Dudley
and Use "Sign
Language" on Him 
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*Unlock: Repairman 
Service

Repair the Espresso Machine

(in the kitchen) or hire a

Repairman (via the telephone)

to do it. 

Objective: Fix All the
Broken Things
Objective: Fix All the
Broken Things

*Unlock: Gossip Social
*Unlock: Matsuura Imposter Type-S
*Unlock: Tinsel Bluffs, Visit

Get a job in the Movie Star career and go to work in a good mood.

There are no other requirements for this career level. 

Objective: Get to Kiddie
Show Sidekick in Movie
Star Career

Objective: Get to Kiddie
Show Sidekick in Movie
Star Career

*Unlock: SlushRush Bar Counter
*Unlock: Matsuura Imposter Type-S

Get a job in the Fashion Victim career and go to work in a good

mood. There are no other requirements for this career level. 

Objective: Get to
Lingerie Model in the
Fashion Victim Career

Objective: Get to
Lingerie Model in the
Fashion Victim Career

*Unlock: Epicurious Gourmet Stove 
*Unlock: Pixel Acres, Visit
*Unlock: Matsuura Imposter Type-S

Get a job in the Counter Culture career and go to work in a good

mood. There are no other requirements for this career level. 

Objective: Get to Leaflet
Distributor in the Counter
Culture Career

Objective: Get to Leaflet
Distributor in the Counter
Culture Career

*Unlock: Exoticalistism Floor Lamp
*Unlock: Goth Manor, Move or Visit

With a job as Kiddie Show Sidekick in the Movie Star career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Stunt
Double in the Movie
Star Career

Objective: Get to Stunt
Double in the Movie
Star Career

*Unlock: "VenuSpice" Dresser by Polly Vinyl 
*Unlock: Studio 8, Move or Visit

With a job as Lingerie Model in the Fashion Victim career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Body
Waxer in the Fashion
Victim Career

Objective: Get to Body
Waxer in the Fashion
Victim Career

*Unlock: Confucius Wall Lamp 
*Unlock: Studio 8, Move or Visit

With a job as Leaflet Distributor in the Counter Culture career, go

to work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Basket Weaver in the
Counter Culture Career

Objective: Get to
Basket Weaver in the
Counter Culture Career

*Unlocked How: Mimi's Place (Movie Star), Dudley's 
Trailer (Mad Scientist)

*Careers/Levels: Movie Star, Mad Scientist (levels 4 
and 5) 

*Number of Unlockables: 10
*Unlocks Houses: Shiny Things Lab (Move or Visit), 

Club Rubb (Move or Visit)
*Resident(s): Bella Goth, Mortimer Goth 
*Malcolm Repossess: Specter Detector Séance Table, 

Anatomical Skeleton Display 

(Level 3)(Level 3)
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UnlockablesUnlockables
*Gene Genie Incubator 
*Boggs' Memorial 

Commode
*TumulTech "Sim-

Phony" Synthesizer 
*Do Magic Trick Social 
*Tell Story Social
*Specter Detector 

Séance Table 

*Anatomical Skeleton 
Display 

*RGB Flashback
*Nag about Friends 

Social
*Kiss Hand Social

With its high-end Logic (Incubator)

and Creative (Synthesizer) skill

items, Goth Manor is the place to

work on those two skills. 

*Unlock: Nag about 
Friends Social 
and/or Kiss 
Hand Social 

Elevate your relationship

score with either Bella or

Mortimer Goth (or both) to 50 or more and receive their

respective signature social interactions. 

Objective: Make
Friends with Bella or
Mortimer

Objective: Make
Friends with Bella or
Mortimer

*Unlock: Tell Story Social

Press the Change Sim button and shift control from your pri-

mary Sim to the housemate Sim of the same gender. Once this is

done, you can switch back and forth as you please. 

Objective: Control
Another Sim by
Pressing the Change
Sim Button 

Objective: Control
Another Sim by
Pressing the Change
Sim Button 

*Unlock: RGB 
Flashback

Visit Dudley's Trailer and

walk to the rear of his prop-

erty. Near the broken-down

car is a large fern. Select it

and choose "Steal Fern." Return to Goth Manor. 

Objective: Find the Fern
That Was Stolen from
the Goths

Objective: Find the Fern
That Was Stolen from
the Goths

*Unlock: Specter Detector Séance Table 

Purchase any objects for the house that total at least §1,000. When

you've placed objects of enough value, the objective is complete. 

You must do this before the "Exorcise the Ghosts" objective.

Objective: Buy §1,000
Worth of Improvements
for the Goths

Objective: Buy §1,000
Worth of Improvements
for the Goths

*Unlock: Anatomical 
Skeleton Display 

Once you have unlocked the

Séance Table (see "Buy §1,000

worth of Improvements for

the Goths"), buy it and place it somewhere in the house with a Chair 

next to it. 

Use the Contact Spirits interaction after nightfall as many times

as necessary to exorcise all the house's ghosts. When the last one is

freed, the objective is complete. 

Objective: Exorcise
the Ghosts by Holding
a Séance 

Objective: Exorcise
the Ghosts by Holding
a Séance 

*Unlock: TumulTech "Sim-Phony" Synthesizer 

With a job as Stunt Double in the Movie Star career, go to work in a

good mood and with at least Charisma skill 2, Body 1, and two Friends. 

Objective: Get to Horror
Movie Extra in the
Movie Star Career

Objective: Get to Horror
Movie Extra in the
Movie Star Career
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Objective: Get to Virus
Breeder in the Mad
Scientist Career

Objective: Get to Virus
Breeder in the Mad
Scientist Career
*Unlock: Gene Genie Incubator 
With a job as Pyro in the Mad Scientist career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Soap
Opera Star in the Movie
Star Career

Objective: Get to Soap
Opera Star in the Movie
Star Career
*Unlock: Do Magic Trick Social 
*Unlock: Club Rubb, Move or Visit 
With a job as Horror Movie Extra in the Movie Star career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Chemist in the Mad
Scientist Career

Objective: Get to
Chemist in the Mad
Scientist Career
*Unlock: Boggs' Memorial Commode 
*Unlock: Shiny Things Lab, Move or Visit
With a job as Virus Breeder in the Mad Scientist career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

*Unlocked How: Dudley's Trailer (Jock, Gangster, 
Paramilitary) 

*Careers/Levels: Jock, Gangster, Paramilitary 
(levels 4 and 5) 

*Number of Unlockables: 12
*Unlocks Houses: Casa Caliente (Move or Visit), 

Shiny Things Labs (Move or Visit), Club Rubb (Move 
or Visit)

*Resident(s): Goldie Toane, Max Toane 
*Malcolm Repossess: Life Rocks! Climbing Wall, 

PerspirAction Executive Treadmill

(Level 3)(Level 3)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*Aromaster Whifferpuff

"Gold" 
*Bear Hug Social
*Flush Force 5 XLT
*High Dive
*Life Rocks! Climbing 

Wall
*Maximoto Tsunami 

X-TEQ

*Miss Memo Sleeper
*Nuggie Social
*Show Off Muscles 

Social
*Snap Towel Social
*Sonic Shower
*Turntablitz DJ Booth

*Unlock: Bear Hug 
Social and/or 
Nuggie Social 

Elevate your relationship

score with either Goldie or

Max (or both) to 50 or 

more and receive their

respective signature social

interactions.

Objective: Make
Friends with Max
or Goldie

Objective: Make
Friends with Max
or Goldie

Objective: Control
Another Sim by
Pressing the Change
Sim Button 

Objective: Control
Another Sim by
Pressing the Change
Sim Button 
*Unlock: Snap Towel Social 
Press the Change Sim button and shift control from your primary

Sim to the housemate Sim of the same gender. Once this is done, you

can switch back and forth as you please. 

*Unlock: Maximoto
Tsunami X-TEQ
Visit Dudley's Trailer, and

he'll throw a party in your

honor. Go in the afternoon

so there's time for the

party to get swinging before the cops come. You must exchange

pleasantries with everyone at the party. To fulfill the objective, you

must have a relationship score of 5 or greater with Dudley and

every guest. 

Objective: Go to
Dudley's Trailer 
and Party

Objective: Go to
Dudley's Trailer 
and Party
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Objective: Buy §1,000
Worth of Improvements
for the Gym

Objective: Buy §1,000
Worth of Improvements
for the Gym
*Unlock: Flush Force 5 XLT
Purchase any objects for the house that total at least §1,000. When

you've placed objects of enough value, the objective is complete. 

Soon after your arrival, put Max

or Goldie to work improving their

Cooking skill. Buy the Epicurious

Gourmet Stove and let them train

at high speed. Then, at the membership party, get

them interacting with it and serving up food to

the hungry guests. 

The Laser Light Show or the

Aromaster are good things to put

in the party room, set to their

Energy enhancement settings. This

gives a passive Energy boost to everyone in the

room, the hardest motive to supply to guests. 

Be sure there's an Espresso Machine that's easy to get to and

keep the food coming. Use the roommate you can control to cook

the food, leaving you free to mingle. 

On the day of the party, skip work and max out your motives

around lunchtime. Use the phone to invite four friends; this starts

the party. Go make the first batch of food. 

The goal is to have the party rage

on long enough to satisfy the

objective. This means starting

early because after 1:00 am, the

police show up and shut you down. 

If the party peters out before you enroll four Sims, you'll have to

try again another day. 

While the party rages, pick out four friend Sims and invite them

to join the Gym. If you get four of them to accept your offer, you

satisfy the objective. Nonfriends will not accept. 

Objective: Get to
Starter in the Jock
Career

Objective: Get to
Starter in the Jock
Career
*Unlock: Life Rocks! Climbing Wall 
With a job as Rookie in the Jock career, go to work in a good mood

and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Car
Thief in the Gangster
Career

Objective: Get to Car
Thief in the Gangster
Career
*Unlock: High Dive 
With a job as Burglar in the Gangster career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Paratrooper in the
Paramilitary Career

Objective: Get to
Paratrooper in the
Paramilitary Career
*Unlock: Show off Muscles Social 
With a job as Drill Instructor in the Paramilitary career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends.

*Unlock: Turntablitz 
DJ Booth 

To bring in the potential

members, you have to throw

a shindig. Cater to your

guest's motives so they

won't leave before you can

enroll four Sims. 

Start by selling off anything unnecessary. This includes the exer-

cise equipment. Next, buy as many Fun group objects as you can

afford and put them in the party rooms with plenty of places to sit.

The Video Game Console works nicely for parties. Make sure the Hot

Tub is clean and functional. Remember, you must increase the house

value by §1,000 or your friends won’t accept your invitation later.

Objective: Get Four
Sims to Join Toane's
Gym as Members 

Objective: Get Four
Sims to Join Toane's
Gym as Members 
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Objective: Get to All-
Star in the Jock Career
Objective: Get to All-
Star in the Jock Career
*Unlock: Aromaster Whifferpuff "Gold" 
*Unlock: Move or Visit, Club Rubb
With a job as Starter in the Jock career, go to work in a good mood

and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Mugger in the Gangster
Career

Objective: Get to
Mugger in the Gangster
Career
*Unlock: Sonic Shower 
*Unlock: Casa Caliente, Move or Visit
With a job as Car Thief in the Gangster career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Chopper Pilot in the
Paramilitary Career

Objective: Get to
Chopper Pilot in the
Paramilitary Career
*Unlock: Miss Memo Sleeper
*Unlock: Shiny Things Labs, Move or Visit 
With a job as Paratrooper in the Paramilitary career, go to work in

a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

*Unlocked How: Mimi's House (Counter Culture, 
Fashion Victim) 

*Careers/Levels: Counter Culture, Fashion Victim 
(levels 4 and 5) 

*Number of Unlockables: 9
*Unlocks Houses: Club Rubb (Move or Visit), Casa 

Caliente (Move or Visit) 
*Resident(s): Charity Grant, Artie Fischl 
*Malcolm Repossess: KraftKing Potter's Wheel, 

Artist's Block

(Level 3)(Level 3)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*8-Step "Love Yourself"

Wall Lamp 
*Air Kiss Social
*Artist's Block
*Cruisette Leviathan
*Fake out Social

*Floyd Co. Laser Light 
Show 

*KraftKing Potter's 
Wheel

*Sissy Fight Social
*Tell Lies Social 

*Unlock: Fake out 
Social and/or Tell 
Lies Social 

Elevate your relationship

score with either Artie or

Charity (or both) to 50 or

more and receive their

respective signature social

interactions. 

Objective: Make Friends
with Artie or Charity
Objective: Make Friends
with Artie or Charity

Objective: Control
Another Sim by
Pressing the Change
Sim Button 

Objective: Control
Another Sim by
Pressing the Change
Sim Button 
*Unlock: Sissy Fight Social 
Press the Change Sim button and shift control from your primary

Sim to the housemate Sim of the same gender. Once this is done, you

can switch back and forth as you please. 

*Unlock: Cruisette 
Leviathan

Visit Mimi's Place and pick up

her trash. When every piece

is in the can, you complete

this objective.

Objective: Visit Mimi's
Place and Make Sure
Mimi is OK

Objective: Visit Mimi's
Place and Make Sure
Mimi is OK
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Objective: Buy §1,000
Worth of Improvements
for the Studio

Objective: Buy §1,000
Worth of Improvements
for the Studio
*Unlock: Beejaphone Guitar  
Purchase any objects for the house that total at least §1,000. When

you've placed objects of enough value, the objective is complete. 

You don't actually have to

rearrange the art; the point is to

throw a big gallery party. 

*Unlock: KraftKing 
Potter's Wheel 

To present your gallery to

the world, you have to

throw a shindig. Cater to

your guests' motives so they

won't leave until the party is

considered a success. 

Objective: Have a Great
Art Opening by
Rearranging the Art

Objective: Have a Great
Art Opening by
Rearranging the Art

The Laser Light Show and the

Aromaster are good things to put

in the party room, set to their

Energy enhancement settings. This

gives a passive Energy boost to everyone in the

room, the hardest motive to supply to guests. 

Be sure there's an Espresso Machine that's easy to get to and keep

the food coming. Use the roommate you can control to cook the

food, leaving you free to mingle. 

On the day of the party, skip work and max out your motives

around lunchtime. Use the phone to start the party, then go make

the first batch of food. 

The goal is to have the party rage

on long enough to satisfy the

objective. This means starting

early because after 1:00 am, the

police show up and shut you down. 

If the party's a success,

you'll read the rave reviews

onscreen and the objective

will be yours. If the party

peters out, you'll have to try

again another day. 

Objective: Get to Flower
Child in the Counter
Culture Career

Objective: Get to Flower
Child in the Counter
Culture Career
*Unlock: Artist's Block 
With a job as Basket Weaver in the Counter Culture career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Fingernail Painter in the
Fashion Victim Career

Objective: Get to
Fingernail Painter in the
Fashion Victim Career
*Unlock: Floyd Co. Laser Light Show 
With a job as Body Waxer in the Fashion Victim career, go to work in

a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Massage
Therapist in the Counter
Culture Career

Objective: Get to Massage
Therapist in the Counter
Culture Career
*Unlock: 8-Step "Love Yourself" Wall Lamp  
With a job as Flower Child in the Counter Culture career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Wig
Designer in the Fashion
Victim Career

Objective: Get to Wig
Designer in the Fashion
Victim Career
*Unlock: Air Kiss Social 
With a job as Fingernail Painter in the Fashion Victim career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

To fulfill the party requirements, you’ll need five visitors in the

same room during a party, and that room’s score must be at or

above 90. The left room already meets this requirement, but the

front right room does not.

Start by selling off anything unnecessary. This includes the art

that's anywhere but the two big rooms (which serve as party

rooms). Next, buy as many Fun group objects as you can afford and

put them in the party rooms with plenty of places to sit. The Video

Game Console works nicely for parties. If you don't have a Hot Tub,

buy the best one you can afford (you can return it after the party). 
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*Unlocked How: Studio 8 (Counter Culture), Toane's 
Gym (Gangster) 

*Careers/Levels: Counter Culture, Gangster (levels 
6 and 7) 

*Number of Unlockables: 10
*Unlocks Houses: Pixel Acres (Move or Visit), 1 Free 

Street (Visit), 2 Free Street (Visit), 3 Free Street 
(Visit), Goth Manor (Visit)

*Resident(s): Chase Skurtz, Paisley Rainbow 

(Level 4)(Level 4)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*Force to Slap Self 

Social 
*Hawaiian Fantasy Tiki 

Torch
*Niagara Love Tub
*Romantic Kiss Social 
*Sham-Shag Polar 

Bear Rug

*Sili-Camp Tent 
*SpritzenFunken Q3 

(Family Goal)
*That 70s Window
*Torchemada 

Candelabra
*Vibromatic Heart Bed

*Unlock: Hawaiian 
Fantasy Tiki Torch  

Get any Sim to fall in love

with you, or invite over a Sim

who already is. 

For a new love, build a relationship above 70 and begin to attempt

romantic interactions with that Sim (like kissing). There's a random

chance each time that both Sims will fall in love. 

When an already-established love arrives at your place, get that

Sim in a good mood and plant a kiss on him or her. 

Objective: Fall In
Love/Invite Your 
Lover Over

Objective: Fall In
Love/Invite Your 
Lover Over

Objective: Buy §1,500
Worth of Improvements
for Casa Caliente

Objective: Buy §1,500
Worth of Improvements
for Casa Caliente
*Unlock: Sham-Shag Polar Bear Rug
Purchase any objects for the house that total at least §1,500. Once

you've placed the objects, the objective is complete.

*Unlock: That 70s Window
*Unlock: Goth Manor, Visit 

Objective: Go to Studio
8 and Help with the
"Outsider Art"

Objective: Go to Studio
8 and Help with the
"Outsider Art"

Visit Studio 8 and paint a complete picture on the Easel in the

kitchen. When it's good enough, Artie will tell you. 

*Unlock: Romantic Kiss Social 
Though the Try and Score

interaction is always avail-

able in the Casa Caliente, it

will only work if there's 

a party underway. So 

have a party. 

Make sure there are at

least two Sims attending

with whom you have very

high relationships if not 

outright love. Call and invite

them before you call to 

start the party or, better,

have two lovers residing in

the house (tricky but not

impossible). 

Give your guests some time to get their moods up. Establish love

with your intended make out recipients (with a kiss or two), then fol-

low up with the Try and Score interaction. If the recipient's mood is

high enough, you'll be successful. Make sure that another Sim who's

in love with your Sim isn't in the same room, or there'll be slapping. 

Objective: Score with
Two Sims at the 
Same Party

Objective: Score with
Two Sims at the 
Same Party
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*Unlock: Torchemada 
Candelabra

Go to Goth Manor. If 

it's not already unlocked

for visiting, you must do

the "Outsider Art" objec-

tive first. 

You must also have the

Romantic Kiss interaction unlocked, so do the "Score with Two

Sims" objective in this house first. 

At Goth Manor, develop a relationship with either Bella or

Mortimer above 70. Then try the Romantic Kiss interaction on

him/her. If it works, you'll receive the Candelabra. 

Objective: Find a
Neighbor Who Knows
about Candelabras

Objective: Find a
Neighbor Who Knows
about Candelabras

Objective: Get to Body
Guard in the Gangster
Career

Objective: Get to Body
Guard in the Gangster
Career
*Unlock: Force to Slap Self Social 
With a job as Mugger in the Gangster career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
*Unlock: SpritzenFunken Q3
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 4 or higher house, it'll appear as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse will be an automatic roommate. 

Objective: Get to
Transcendentalist in the
Counter Culture Career

Objective: Get to
Transcendentalist in the
Counter Culture Career
*Unlock: Sili-Camp Tent  
*Unlock: Pixel Acres, Move or Visit
With a job as Yoga Instructor in the Counter Culture career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Arsonist in the
Gangster Career

Objective: Get to
Arsonist in the
Gangster Career
*Unlock: Niagara Love Tub
*Unlock: Pixel Acres (Move or Visit)

With a job as Body Guard in the Gangster career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

(Level 4)(Level 4)
*Unlocked How: Goth Manor (Mad Scientist), Toane's 

Gym (Paramilitary) 
*Careers/Levels: Mad Scientist, Paramilitary 

(levels 6 and 7) 
*Number of Unlockables: 10
*Unlocks Houses: The Octagon (Move or Visit), 1 Free

Street (Visit), 2 Free Street (Visit), 3 Free Street 
(Visit), Studio 8

*Resident(s): Vaughn Braun and Mikino Nada

UnlockablesUnlockables
*Bird of Paradise
*Giant Fern
*Horrorwitz "Star-

Track" Telescope
*Hypnotize Social 
*KraftKing Inventor's 

Workshop 

*Pathmatic Sliding Door
*SLP Lamp
*SpritzenFunken Q3 

(Family Goal) 
*Tesla Coil 3.0
*WarKraft Radar Dish 

Objective: Buy §1,500
Worth of Lab Equipment
Objective: Buy §1,500
Worth of Lab Equipment
*Unlock: KraftKing Inventor's Workshop 
Purchase any objects (they don't have to be actual lab equipment)

for the house whose value adds up to at least §1,500. When you've

placed objects of enough value, the objective is complete. 
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*Unlock: Giant Fern
*Unlock: Studio 8, 

Visit

Go to Goth Manor and

select the Giant Fern near

the front door. Select

"Steal Fern."

Objective: Find out
Where the
Contaminating Spores
Are Coming From

Objective: Find out
Where the
Contaminating Spores
Are Coming From

*Unlock: Hypnotize 
Social 

Once you have the

KraftKing Inventor's

Workshop and have pro-

duced a Rocket Gnome (you

must have at least 8

Mechanical skill), throw a

party. You should produce

five Rocket Gnomes and

move one outside before

sending out the party

invitation. 

During the party, fire off

the first Rocket Gnome. Of

course, someone just has

to challenge you to fire off five in a row. Move them outside in

a line via Buy mode and queue the last four up to go off in

order. If you can do all this before the party ends, you com-

plete the objective. 

Objective: Show off
Rocket Gnomes at
"Launch Party"

Objective: Show off
Rocket Gnomes at
"Launch Party"

*Unlock: Pathmatic 
Sliding Door 

Visit Studio 8 and use the

Hypnotize interaction on

either Artie or Charity.

Objective: Go to Studio
8 and Change Their
Minds about Scientists

Objective: Go to Studio
8 and Change Their
Minds about Scientists

*Unlock: Bird of 
Paradise 

Get any Sim to fall in love

with you, or invite over a

Sim who already is. 

For a new love, build a

relationship above 70 and

begin to attempt romantic

interactions with that Sim (like kissing). There's a random

chance each time that both Sims will fall in love. 

When an already-established love arrives at your place, get

that Sim in a good mood and plant a kiss on him or her. 

Fall in Love/Invite Your
Lover Over
Fall in Love/Invite Your
Lover Over

Objective: Get to
Vivisectionist in the
Mad Scientist Career

Objective: Get to
Vivisectionist in the
Mad Scientist Career
*Unlock: Tesla Coil 3.0
With a job as Chemist in the Mad Scientist career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skills and friends.

Objective: Get to
Covert Ops in the
Paramilitary Career 

Objective: Get to
Covert Ops in the
Paramilitary Career 
*Unlock: Horrorwitz "Star-Track" Telescope
With a job as Chopper Pilot in the Paramilitary career, go to work in

a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 
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Objective: Get to Gene
Splicer in the Mad
Scientist Career

Objective: Get to Gene
Splicer in the Mad
Scientist Career
*Unlock: SLP Lamp
*Unlock: The Octagon, Move or Visit
With a job as Vivisectionist in the Mad Scientist career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends.

Objective: Get to
Secret Agent in the
Paramilitary Career

Objective: Get to
Secret Agent in the
Paramilitary Career
*Unlock: WarKraft Radar Dish 
*Unlock: The Octagon, Move or Visit
With a job as Covert Ops in the Paramilitary career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Get Married 
(Family Goal)
Get Married 
(Family Goal)
*Unlock: SpritzenFunken Q3
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 4 or higher house, it'll appear as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse will be an automatic roommate. 

*Unlocked How: Studio 8 (Fashion Victim), Toane's 
Gym (Jock), Goth Manor (Movie Star) 

*Careers/Levels: Fashion Victim, Toane's Gym, Movie 
Star (levels 6 and 7) 

*Number of Unlockables: 12
*Unlocks Houses: Hollywood House (Move or Visit), 

1 Free Street (Visit), 2 Free Street (Visit), 3 Free 
Street (Visit), Studio 8 (Visit)

*Resident(s): Bing Bling, Mona Lott

(Level 4)(Level 4)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*Admire Body Social
*Booty Tease Social
*Bounce My Booty 

Dance Floor
*KlassiKlean 

"More-saic" Tub 
*Moon Walk Social
*Q3 Recliner

*Slow Dance Social
*SpritzenFunken Q3
*Tell Dirty Joke Social 
*The Apoplectic 

Photolectric 
*Wicked Breeze 

Outdoor Shower 
*Wolf Whistle Social

Objective: Buy §1,500
Worth of Improvements
for the Club

Objective: Buy §1,500
Worth of Improvements
for the Club
*Unlock: Bounce My Booty Dance Floor 
Purchase any objects for the house whose value adds up to at least

§1,500. When you've placed objects of enough value, the objective 

is complete. 

It's a good idea to build a respectable kitchen, a multi-door and

multi-bowl bathroom, and a bedroom or two off the main room since

Club Rubb comes with nowhere to sleep or pee and has only minimal

cooking facilities (not remotely adequate for a crowd of partygoers). 

*Unlock: Wicked 
Breeze Outdoor 
Shower 

*Unlock: Studio 8, 
Visit

Visit Toane's Gym and per-

form three triple jumps in

a row off the high dive

board. If you fail in one or do a different kind of dive, you must

start over. The higher your Body skill, the better the chances

of doing each dive correctly. 

Objective: Find out
What's Going on at
Toane's Gym

Objective: Find out
What's Going on at
Toane's Gym
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*Unlock: Q3 Recliner

To complete this objective,

you need two things: a

Dance Floor (unlocked by

the previous objective and

placed in the same room 

as the DJ Booth) and at

least Creative 7 (the 

higher the better). 

Next, get your motives high and make the call for the party.

When the throngs arrive,

duck behind the DJ Booth

and choose to "Spin." The

better your Creative skill,

the better you'll be at run-

ning the DJ Booth.

The goal is to have at

least five Sims on the

Dance Floor. Three of these

can be your playable roommates, so switch through them and

get each to the floor. They can then invite any nondancing

attendees to join. With the combination of five or more

dancers and a DJ with 7 or higher Creativity, the objective 

is complete. 

Objective: Throw the
Ultimate DJ Dance Party
Objective: Throw the
Ultimate DJ Dance Party

*Unlock: The 
Apoplectic 
Photolectric 

Befriend Bing Bling (rela-

tionship score over 50) to

learn his Break Dance

interaction. 

Visit Studio 8 and use the

interaction on either Artie or Charity. 

Objective: Show off
Some Club Rubb Moves
at Studio 8

Objective: Show off
Some Club Rubb Moves
at Studio 8

Objective: Fall in
Love/Invite Your 
Lover Over

Objective: Fall in
Love/Invite Your 
Lover Over
*Unlock: KlassiKlean "More-saic" Tub 
Get any Sim to fall in love with you or invite over a Sim who 

already is. 

For a new love, build a relationship above 70 and begin to attempt

romantic interactions with that Sim (like kissing). There's a random

chance each time that both Sims will fall in love. 

When an already-established love arrives at your place, get that

Sim in a good mood and plant a kiss on him or her. 

Objective: Get to Game
Show Host in the
Movie Star Career

Objective: Get to Game
Show Host in the
Movie Star Career
*Unlock: Booty Tease Social
With a job as Soap Opera Star in the Movie Star career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to MVP
in the Jock Career 
Objective: Get to MVP
in the Jock Career 
*Unlock: Tell Dirty Joke Social 
With a job as All-Star in the Jock career, go to work in a good mood

and with all required skills and friends.

Objective: Get to Hair
Stylist in the Fashion
Victim Career

Objective: Get to Hair
Stylist in the Fashion
Victim Career
*Unlock: Admire Body Social 
With a job as Wig Designer in the Fashion Victim career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends.  
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Objective: Get to
Sitcom Star in the
Movie Star Career

Objective: Get to
Sitcom Star in the
Movie Star Career
*Unlock: Moon Walk Social 
*Unlock: Tinsel Bluffs, Move or Visit 
With a job as Game Show Host in the Movie Star career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Super
Star in the Jock Career
Objective: Get to Super
Star in the Jock Career
*Unlock: Wolf Whistle Social 
*Unlock: Tinsel Bluffs, Move or Visit 
With a job as MVP in the Jock career, go to work in a good mood and

with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Makeup Artist in the
Fashion Victim Career

Objective: Get to
Makeup Artist in the
Fashion Victim Career
*Unlock: Slow Dance Social 
*Unlock: Tinsel Bluffs, Move or Visit 
With a job as Hair Stylist in the Fashion Victim career, go to work in

a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
*Unlock: SpritzenFunken Q3
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 4 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse will be an automatic roommate. 

* Unlocked How: Love Shack (Gangster, Counter 
Culture)

*Careers/Levels: Gangster, Counter Culture (levels 
8 and 9) 

*Number of Unlockables: 11
*Unlocks Houses: Malcolm's Mansion (Move or 

Visit), Shiny Things Labs (Visit), Goth Manor (Visit)
*Resident(s): Chase Skurtz, Ying Yangst

(Level 5)(Level 5)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*§5,000
*Barnyard Taunt Social 
*Boomtowne Redwood 

Table
*BroilBastard Stone 

Grill
*RustyRedneck Stump 

Chair 
*SchnellMeister 

"Technik" Edition" 
(Family Goal) 

*SpritzenFunken Q3 
(Family Goal)

*Table Tennis from 
Slammo

*Hot Spring 
Conversion Kit

*Tetherball
*Värmenkozze Euro 

Fireplace

Objective: Buy §2,000
Worth of Improvements
for Pixel Acres

Objective: Buy §2,000
Worth of Improvements
for Pixel Acres
*Unlock: Hot Spring Conversion Kit
Purchase any objects for the house whose value adds up to at least

§2,000. When you've placed objects of enough value, the objective 

is complete.

*Unlock:
Värmenkozze Euro
Fireplace
*Unlock: Shiny Things
Labs, Visit

Go visit Casa Caliente.

There, raise your relation-

ship with either Randy or

Paisley to romantic heights. Settle down on the cozy Sham-

Shag Polar Bear Rug, then click on your sweetie and invite him

or her to "Join" you for a little lovin'. 

Objective: Seduce
Someone at Casa Caliente
Objective: Seduce
Someone at Casa Caliente
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Find Someone
Interested in Chase's
Secret Formula

Find Someone
Interested in Chase's
Secret Formula
*Unlock: Boomtowne Redwood Table
*Unlock: Goth Manor, Visit
First, befriend Chase to learn his Tell Secrets interaction. Next, 

visit Shiny Things Labs and use the interaction on either Vaughn 

or Mikino. 

Objective: Find out
What "Ghost" of a
Problem the Goths Are
Having

Objective: Find out
What "Ghost" of a
Problem the Goths Are
Having
*Unlock: RustyRedneck Stump Chair 
Attain 9 Creative skill

points and visit Goth

Manor. Use the TumulTech

"Sim-Phony" Synthesizer.

If you have the requisite

Creative skill, you'll

acquire the ability to play

the Pixel Booty Song, a

tune so alluring it inspires

anyone who hears it to disrobe. Could come in handy. 

*Unlock: §5,000
To help Pixel Acres get

revenge on Malcolm, you

need to find a way to get

him here and comfortable

enough to join in and dis-

robe. When he does, he'll be booked for indecent exposure. 

Objective: Frame
Malcolm and Get Him
Busted for Indecent
Exposure

Objective: Frame
Malcolm and Get Him
Busted for Indecent
Exposure

Call Malcolm and invite

him over. You must, at the

very least, have a positive

relationship with Malcolm,

and his overall mood must

be above 15 (feed him a bit

and have some Fun). 

Once he's comfortable,

get five other Sims to disrobe. This can be done two ways. First you

and your three roommates could use the special Get Free interac-

tion on any Sim with whom they have a relationship score of at least

25 and whose mood is over 10. Second, you could buy a Synthesizer

and play the Pixel Booty Song. If you play the Pixel Booty Song,

everyone will strip, including Malcolm. 

To make sure there are enough

Sims around to make Malcolm

feel comfortable, call to throw

a party right after you invite him. 

Objective: Get to
Extortionist in the
Gangster Career

Objective: Get to
Extortionist in the
Gangster Career
*Unlock: Table Tennis from Slammo
With a job as Arsonist in the Gangster career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Love
Guru in the Counter
Culture Career 

Objective: Get to Love
Guru in the Counter
Culture Career 
*Unlock: Tetherball 
With a job as Transcendentalist in the Counter Culture career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Hit
Man in the Gangster
Career Path

Objective: Get to Hit
Man in the Gangster
Career Path
*Unlock: BroilBastard Stone Grill 
*Unlock: Malcolm's Mansion, Move or Visit 
With a job as Extortionist in the Gangster career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skills and friends. 
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Objective: Get to
Psychic Activist in the
Counter Culture 
Career Path

Objective: Get to
Psychic Activist in the
Counter Culture 
Career Path
*Unlock: Barnyard Taunt Social 
*Unlock: Malcolm's Mansion, Move or Visit 
With a job as Love Guru in the Counter Culture career, go to work in

a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 4 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse will be an automatic roommate. 

You can't move out of a house when

a child is still a baby. You must wait the

three days for it to achieve child status. 

Objective: Raise a
Baby to a Child
(Family Goal)

Objective: Raise a
Baby to a Child
(Family Goal)
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 5 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse and child will be automatic roommates. 

*Unlocked How: Shiny Things Labs (Mad Scientist, 
Paramilitary)

*Careers/Levels: Mad Scientist, Paramilitary
(levels 8 and 9) 

*Number of Unlockables: 11
*Unlocks Houses: Malcolm's Mansion (Move 

or Visit)
*Resident(s): General Payne, Maxine Powers
*Malcolm Repossess: Miss Gyrotic, SimSentry 

CDXLVIII Motion Detector

(Level 5)(Level 5)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*§5,000
*Atlantean Column
*Flip Social 
*GyroSport 

"AbDominator"
*Miss Gyrotic
*RiteLite Spotlight
*SchnellMeister 

"Technik" Edition" 
(Family Goal) 

*SimSentry CDXLVIII 
Motion Detector

*Spartan Special 
Desk Lamp

*SpritzenFunken Q3 
(Family Goal)

*Toy Parrot by 
FauxFriend

Objective: Buy §2,000
Worth of Equipment for
the Octagon

Objective: Buy §2,000
Worth of Equipment for
the Octagon
*Unlock: Atlantean Column
Purchase any objects for the house whose value adds up to at least

§2,000. When you've placed objects of enough value, the objective is

complete. 

The Miss Gyrotic robotic monkey butler is highly recommended, not

only for its cleaning prowess but also its Malcolm-beating power. 

*Unlock: Toy Parrot by
FauxFriend

With a fairly high Body skill

(greater than 5), visit Club

Rubb and attack either resi-

dent. You must win the fight

to fulfill the objective. 

Objective: Find and
Suppress Antiwar
Protesters 

Objective: Find and
Suppress Antiwar
Protesters 

*Unlock: Spartan 
Special Desk Lamp

*Unlock: Club Rubb, 
Visit

Visit Shiny Things Labs, select

any Computer, and steal it. 

Objective: Find and
Shut down the Hackers
Objective: Find and
Shut down the Hackers
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*Unlock: GyroSport 
"AbDominator"

Visit Goth Manor and locate

the Incubator around back.

Use the Destroy Bio Weapon

interaction to demolish it

(and any others that might

have been added to the lot). 

Objective: Seek and
Destroy Bio Weapons
Objective: Seek and
Destroy Bio Weapons

*Unlock: §5,000
Invite Malcolm to the Octagon

or greet him when he stops by.

The basic goal is to drop any

one of his motives to 0. There

are many ways to do this; here

are a few: 

*Fight Malcolm and Win.
*Wall him into a room without a Toilet. 
*Program the robot to run "defense program," 

and it'll attack Malcolm. 
*Catch him on fire. He won't die, but it'll do the trick.
*Lock him in a room with a crying baby. 

Many of these tactics are automatic; when they happen the objective

is complete. Some, however, require a gradual approach. So it's crucial

that you don't let Malcolm leave the lot or have access to things

that'll satisfy his motives. This usually means isolation via building

walls in Build mode or just surrounding him with objects. 

*Unlock: Flip Social 
With a job as Secret Agent in the Paramilitary career, go 

to work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Code
Breaker in the
Paramilitary Career

Objective: Get to Code
Breaker in the
Paramilitary Career

Eliminate Senator
Landgrabb
Eliminate Senator
Landgrabb

*Unlock: Miss Gyrotic
With a job as Gene Splicer in the Mad Scientist career, go to work in

a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Robotician in the Mad
Scientist Career Path

Objective: Get to
Robotician in the Mad
Scientist Career Path

*Unlock: SimSentry CDXLVIII Motion Detector
*Unlock: Malcolm's Mansion, Move or Visit 
With a job as Code Breaker in the Paramilitary career, go to work in

a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Intelligence Director in
the Paramilitary Career 

Objective: Get to
Intelligence Director in
the Paramilitary Career 

*Unlock: RiteLite Spotlight
*Unlock: Malcolm's Mansion, Move or Visit 
With a job as Robotician in the Mad Scientist career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Space-Time Tinkerer in
the Mad Scientist
Career Path

Objective: Get to
Space-Time Tinkerer in
the Mad Scientist
Career Path

Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 4 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse will be an automatic roommate. 

Objective: Raise a
Baby to a Child
(Family Goal)

Objective: Raise a
Baby to a Child
(Family Goal)
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 5 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse and child will be automatic roommates. 
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You can't move out of a house when

a child is still a baby. You must wait the

three days for it to achieve child status. 

*Unlocked How: Club Rubb (Movie Star, Fashion 
Victim, Jock)

*Careers/Levels: Movie Star, Fashion Victim, Jock 
(levels 8 and 9) 

*Number of Unlockables: 13
*Unlocks Houses: Malcolm's Mansion (Move or 

Visit), Shiny Things Labs (Visit)
*Resident(s): Fannie Adore, Humphrey Hawks

(Level 5)(Level 5)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*§5,000
*Autocrat by Emporium 

Imperium
*Constructed Table
*CYMK Floodlight
*Cypress Tree
*Fontis Publicus
*Frigidarium Colossicus
*Information Overlord 

by Bu Butubu

*Manila 1000 Marine 
Aquarium

*NostalgiCo 
Microphone

*Overlord Pool Table
*SchnellMeister 

“Technik” Edition 
(Family Goal) 

*SpritzenFunken Q3 
(Family Goal)

Objective: Buy §2,000
Worth of Improvements
for the House

Objective: Buy §2,000
Worth of Improvements
for the House
*Unlock: Constructed Table
Purchase any objects for the house whose value adds up to at

least §2,000. When you've placed objects of enough value, the

objective is complete. 

*Unlock: Frigidarium 
Colossicus

Visit the Gym and you'll

find a party just beginning.

Once it starts, seek out

either Max or Goldie 

and attack them to start

a fight. 

Objective: Muscle the
Muscle at the Gym 
Objective: Muscle the
Muscle at the Gym 

*Unlock: Overlord 
Pool Table

*Unlock: Shiny Things 
Lab, Visit

Pay a visit to Club Rubb and

start to play pool on the Red

Pool Table. Challenge Bing to a game by inviting him to join. To

win, your Body skill must be at or above 7. Emerge the victor

and the objective is yours. 

Objective: Find Out Where
You Can Score a Red 
Pool Table

Objective: Find Out Where
You Can Score a Red 
Pool Table

*Unlock: Cypress Tree

Take a trip to visit Shiny

Things Labs and locate the

Think Tank in the corner.

Talk to it with the Steal

Script interaction. When the

conversation's finished,

you'll have your idea. You

must be in a positive mood,

or the brain won't want to

speak to you. 

Objective: Find a Good
Sci-Fi Movie Script
Objective: Find a Good
Sci-Fi Movie Script
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*Unlock: §5,000

So you want into show

business? In this town,

alas, you have to go

through Malcolm. 

To begin the process, you

must throw a party

(Malcolm will attend).

After that, there are three ways to expose your talent to him. 

1. Talent. During the party, have a roommate with 
Creative of 9 or more play a musical instrument 
or work the DJ Booth, or put one with Charisma 9
on the microphone. With Malcolm in the same 
room as the musician(s) and with a mood at or 
greater than 10, ask him using the Ask for Movie 
Role interaction. If all these conditions exist 
and Malcolm is a friend (relationship score at or
better than 50), he'll say yes. It's advisable to 
build that relationship before the party 
starts so you won't waste time. Focus party time 
instead on getting him in the proper mood. 

2. Intimidation. Beat him up. Get him in a bad 
mood first, then use the Attack interaction. It 
helps if you’re in a bad mood too. If your Body 
score is higher than his (Body 3, unless he's been
working on it), you'll win. When he's vanquished,
he'll consent to your Ask for Movie Role 
interaction.

3. Sleep your way to the top, sort of. Get your 
relationship with Malcolm up over 90 (before 
the party) and his mood over 10 (at the party). If 
you Ask for Movie Role then, he'll accept. 

Remember, there must

be a party underway for

any of these to work. 

Get Malcolm to Put You
in His Big Movie
Get Malcolm to Put You
in His Big Movie

Objective: Get to Sex
Symbol in the Movie
Star Career

Objective: Get to Sex
Symbol in the Movie
Star Career
*Unlock: NostalgiCo Microphone
With a job as Sit Com Star in the Movie Star career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Head
Coach in the Jock
Career 

Objective: Get to Head
Coach in the Jock
Career 
*Unlock: Information Overlord by Bu Butubu
With a job as Superstar in the Jock career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Runway Model in the
Fashion Victim Career 

Objective: Get to
Runway Model in the
Fashion Victim Career 
*Unlock: CYMK Floodlight
With a job as Make Up Artist in the Fashion Victim career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Director in the Movie
Star Career 

Objective: Get to
Director in the Movie
Star Career 
*Unlock: Manila 1000 Marine Aquarium
*Unlock: Malcolm's Mansion, Move or Visit 
With a job as Sex Symbol in the Movie Star career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Hall
of Famer in the Jock
Career Path

Objective: Get to Hall
of Famer in the Jock
Career Path
*Unlock: Autocrat by Emporium Imperium
*Unlock: Malcolm's Mansion, Move or Visit 
With a job as Head Coach in the Jock career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 
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*Unlock: Fontis Publicus
*Unlock: Malcolm's Mansion, Move or Visit 
With a job as Runway Model in the Fashion Victim career, go to work

in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Centerfold in the
Fashion Victim Career 

Objective: Get to
Centerfold in the
Fashion Victim Career 

*SpritzenFunken Q3 (Family Goal)
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 4 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse will be an automatic roommate. 

Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)
Objective: Get Married
(Family Goal)

Objective: Raise a
Baby to a Child
(Family Goal)

Objective: Raise a
Baby to a Child
(Family Goal)

You can't move out of a house

when a child is still a baby. You must

wait the three days for it to achieve 

child status. 

*Unlocked How: Tinsel Bluffs (Movie Star, Fashion 
Victim, Jock), The Octagon (Mad Scientist, 
Paramilitary), Pixel Acres (Counter Culture, 
Gangster)

*Careers/Levels: All (level 10) 
*Number of Unlockables: 12
*Resident: Malcolm Landgrabb

(Level 6)(Level 6)

UnlockablesUnlockables
*Seven Career Gnomes
*Limo Ultimo
*Temple of the Simoleon 
*Sataniti "Diavolo" GT

1000" (Family Goal)

*SchnellMeister 
"Technik” Edition 
(Family Goal) 

*SpritzenFunken Q3 
(Family Goal)

To see your Career Gnomes 

collected so far, activate the Temple

of the Simoleon. 

Objective: Show off
Your Fortune and
Upgrade the Mansion

Objective: Show off
Your Fortune and
Upgrade the Mansion
*Limo Ultimo
Purchase any objects for the house whose value adds up to at

least §20,000. When you've placed objects of enough value, the

objective is complete. 

Objective: Get to Movie
Mogul in the Movie
Star Career 

Objective: Get to Movie
Mogul in the Movie
Star Career 
*Movie Star Career Gnome
With a job as Director in the Movie Star career, go to work in a

good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

*SchnellMeister "Technik" Edition (Family Goal) 
See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 5 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse and child will be automatic roommates. 
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*Mad Scientist Career Gnome
With a job as Space-Time Tinkerer in the Mad Scientist career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Death
Ray Inventor in the
Mad Scientist Career 

Objective: Get to Death
Ray Inventor in the
Mad Scientist Career 

*Counter Culture Career Gnome
With a job as Psychic Activist in the Counter Culture career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Full
Time Freak in the
Counter Culture Career 

Objective: Get to Full
Time Freak in the
Counter Culture Career  

*Jock Career Gnome
With a job as Hall of Famer in the Jock career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Living Legend in the
Jock Career 

Objective: Get to
Living Legend in the
Jock Career 

*Gangster Career Gnome
With a job as Hit Man in the Gangster career, go to work in a good

mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to
Mob Boss in the
Gangster Career 

Objective: Get to
Mob Boss in the
Gangster Career 

*Paramilitary Star Career Gnome
With a job as Intelligence Director in the Paramilitary career, go to

work in a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to War
Minister in the
Paramilitary Career 

Objective: Get to War
Minister in the
Paramilitary Career 

*Fashion Victim Career Gnome
With a job as Centerfold in the Fashion Victim career, go to work in

a good mood and with all required skills and friends. 

Objective: Get to Super
Model in the Fashion
Victim Career 

Objective: Get to Super
Model in the Fashion
Victim Career   

Achieve level 10 in all seven career paths and place each Career

Gnome on the Temple of the Simoleon located in the front yard.

When all seven are in place, great wonders await. 

*Temple of the Simoleon

Objective: Finish All
Seven Careers to See
Your Dreams Come True

Objective: Finish All
Seven Careers to See
Your Dreams Come True
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See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 4 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse will be an automatic roommate. 

Get Married 
(Family Goal)
Get Married 
(Family Goal)

See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 5 or higher house, it appears as fulfilled in your

goals list, and your spouse and child will be automatic roommates. 

Raise a Baby to a Child
(Family Goal)
Raise a Baby to a Child
(Family Goal)

You can't move out of a house when

a child is still a baby. You must wait the

three days for it to achieve child status. 

See "Bust Out Mode, Overview" ("Satisfying Family Goals") for com-

plete details on satisfying this family goal. If you satisfied this goal

in any other level 6 or higher house.

Send Your Child to Prep
School With Straight As
(Family Goal)

Send Your Child to Prep
School With Straight As
(Family Goal)
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Owners of Nintendo's GameCube and/or Game Boy
Advance have a whole set of treats available only 
to them. 

For Game Boy owners, the delight is a unique 
version of The Sims Bustin’ Out, available only for the
Game Boy Advance. This is The Sims as you've never experi-
enced it, and you can take it with you anywhere. This part
will give you the full rundown on The Sims Bustin’ Out
for the Game Boy Advance, including how to manage your
Sim, how to make friends (and enemies), and a full walk-
through of the game's five missions. 

Players lucky enough to have access to both a
GameCube and a Game Boy Advance will have access to a
special item in the GameCube version that connects 
with the minigames on the Game Boy Advance. They can
also download their GameCube Sims onto the Game Boy
Advance and work on their skills, motives, and 
bank balances. 

Finally, Game Boy Advance players can also link to
other Game Boy Advance players via Link Cable and 
conduct and participate in auctions for rare and 
needed objects.

Part 3: Part 3: 

for Game Boy® Advance and GameCube™ Special Featuresfor Game Boy® Advance and GameCube™ Special Features

The Object of 
the Game
The Object of 
the Game
The Game Boy Advance version of The Sims Bustin’ Out,
is different from its console brethren in myriad ways.
Even the object of the game is different. 

The ultimate goal is to complete the game's 
five objective-based missions, graduating to progressive-
ly swankier digs, dizzying popularity, and  awesome
power. In the end, you discover what it is that makes
you so special; you might be surprised. 

Along the way, you get to interact with a large cast
of characters who populate the town of SimValley,
earn large piles of cash, advance in all the various odd
jobs, collect rare and powerful objects, and decorate
your home to fit your personal needs and style. 

Step 1: Create a SimStep 1: Create a Sim
Your adventure begins by creating your Sim. 
To start you must pick your Sim's: 

* Name
* Appearance

* Personality
* Zodiac Sign

NameName
Name is the easiest of these and is entirely a 
matter of your whim. Name your Sim after yourself,
your dog, your favorite root vegetable, whatever you
fancy (so long as it's no longer 
than eight characters).

You can change your Sim's

clothes if you purchase a dresser

and place it in your Sim's home. 

AppearanceAppearance
Your Sim's appearance
is set once you make
the selections on this
screen. Carefully
choose your skin 
tone, hairstyle, 
hair color, shirt,
pants/skirt, and
shoes, making sure
everything pleases
you before you begin. What do you want to look like? 

The most important element here, the only one that
somewhat affects gameplay, is gender. What gender
you pick dictates which characters you can fall in love
with. Love is a powerful tool, making relationship
building easier, so take a look at all the NPCs if
you're strategically (or romantically) minded. 

The Personality screen is where
you define your Sim's nature.

PersonalityPersonality
Your Sim's personality
is defined by five 
attributes: 

* Neat/Messy
* Outgoing/Shy
* Active/Lazy
* Playful/Serious
* Nice/Mean

TM
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In Create-A-Sim, you can allocate twenty-five 
personality points between the five attributes. 
The more points you allocate (each attribute has 10
slots), the more the Sim will tend toward the 
"positive" side of the characteristic (e.g. Neat,
Outgoing, Active, Playful, and Nice). The fewer points
an attribute gets, the more "negative" the trait will be
(e.g. Messy, Shy, Lazy, Serious, Mean). A well-balanced
Sim would have five points in each attribute. 

The choices you make here dictate how well you get
along with various Non-Player Character ("NPC") Sims.
Conversing with an NPC of compatible personality gets
you 1-2 bonus points for every interaction. A positive
interaction that would normally get you 3 relation-
ship points instead gets you up to 5 points, if done
with a like personality.

Players of the PC and console

versions of The Sims will note

the major difference in the role

of personality attributes.

Most importantly, the usual strategy of maxing

out your Sim's Nice and Outgoing attributes to

win friends only helps you here with other Nice

and Outgoing Sims. Grouchy Sims are harder 

to befriend. 

Though there are benefits to every 

combination of attributes, a balanced Sim is 

probably best. 

Zodiac Sign Zodiac Sign 
In The Sims Bustin’ Out for Game Boy Advance
(unlike other incarnations of The Sims you get to 
pick your Sim's astrological sign independent of 
personality traits. 

The choice you make determines which of a series of
secret items you see in the game. Every zodiac sign cor-
responds to two unique items (a chair and a statuette)
that are only available to Sims of a specific star sign. 

Just because you're limited to one sign, 
however, doesn't mean your Sim can't acquire all the
zodiac objects. Thanks to the GBA link, you can hook up
with friends who have Sims of different zodiac signs
and trade to collect the zodiac objects via auction. 

Welcome to SimValleyWelcome to SimValley
SimValley, your new home, is a small place, but knowing
your way around is crucial. Since most of your time is
spent racing against your falling motives (Hunger,
Energy, Bladder, etc.), finding the most efficient way
from point A to point B is a real boon. 

To find everywhere you need to be, consult this map. 
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Not all locations are accessible all the time. For
example, in the beginning of the game, you can't 
venture outside Uncle Hayseed's farm. As a general
rule, if an area is blocked off with a barrier, you 
probably must do something to unlock it. The 
walkthroughs that follow will help there. 

You may only enter homes in which you reside. 
This means unless you live in the Barn, Clock Tower,
Waterfront Villa, or Imperial Estates, you can't get in
the door. 

Getting AroundGetting Around
There are four ways to get around SimValley, each with
its own benefits and drawbacks. 

WalkingWalking
Walking is the slowest way to get about. Walking is
fine for short distances, but you want a faster, more
efficient way for the bulk of your movement. 

RunningRunning
Running is a much faster way to go. Once you get the
hang of it, you may find yourself dashing even the few
steps from the Bed to the Toilet. 

To run, press 2 while holding down the direction
you want to go. 

Even running at top speed, however, going across
town may be more than your finger or your motives
can bear. 

ScooterScooter

The Scooter is the most efficient
mode of transportation. 

Once you complete
Mission 2/Objective 5
("Get Some Wheels!"),
you have access to a
Scooter to help you
rush about town. 

When you select the Scooter, 

you can also repaint it one 

of several available colors. 

Select the Scooter like any other object and 
choose "Hop On!" Propel the Scooter by pressing 1,
and steer with the D-pad. Hop off the Scooter by 
pressing 2..

Riding the Scooter is faster than running, but you
have to stick largely to the roads (vacant lots are fair
game, though). 

Two little-known facts about the Scooter involve its
effect on motives. If you look carefully at your Fun
indicator, you'll see that riding the Scooter raises Fun
every second you're in the seat. 

The harder-to-notice side effect is that all other
motives freeze when you're on the Scooter. As long as
you're on board, your Hunger, Hygiene, Energy,
Comfort, Bladder, and Social stop decaying. Therefore,
riding the Scooter may not be the fastest way around
town, but it might be the smartest. 

The Steam TunnelsThe Steam Tunnels
By far the fastest way to go is through SimValley's
underground Steam Tunnels. Only accessible after
Mission 3/Objective 5, the Steam Tunnels offer short
jogs between crucial locations. It takes a while to
learn the layout, but once you get it, you may never run
in the streets or look at your Scooter again. 

Manholes are your
doors to the Steam
Tunnels, but not until
you unlock them and
lower the ladders.
Until then, they're just
holes in the ground. 

The Steam Tunnels are also host to a hidden bonus,
the location of one of your special zodiac items. The
location of this hidden room is shown on the previous
Steam Tunnel map. 

To learn your way around the tunnels, consult the
tunnel map (see "Welcome to SimValley"). 
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The map below shows the location of each ladder and what they lead to. 

Each ladder corresponds to a manhole on the surface map. To see the location of 
all manholes, consult the map below. 
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Bills arrive in your
abode's mailbox every
five days. To pay them,
select the mailbox and
choose "Pay Bills." The
amount of your bills is
determined by the
house in which you
live; it's a fixed sum.
Bill amounts are: 
* Barn: §0
* Clock Tower: §300
* Waterfront Villa: §400
* Imperial Estates: §600

The only way these amounts become higher is if
you've passed out recently and had to visit the hospital
or failed to return a moving crate. These add to the
weight of your bills. 

Failure to pay your bills within five days (by the time
the next set arrives) sends you to the SimValley Jail.

JailJail
Even a sweet little town like SimValley has a Jail for
the occasional wrongdoer. If you're not careful, that
might be you. 

There are two ways to end up in jail, each with its
own way out.

Check your mailbox for bills
so you don't miss a payment
and end up behind bars. 

Bills, Bills, Bills Bills, Bills, Bills 

Failure to pay bills
within five days of
their arrival results
in a trip to the
pokey. Once inside
the lockup, you have
three choices (avail-
able by selecting the
cell door).

To get out of jail for nonpay-
ment of bills, you must
square your account. 

Nonpayment of BillsNonpayment of Bills

* Pay Bills in Full: If you have the money, you pay both 
the overdue bills and the newly arrived bills. 

* Pay toward Bill: If you have less than the full 
amount, you can pay everything you have now to be 
released. You then have two days to earn and pay the 

rest, or you'll be transported back to solitary 
confinement. 

* Declare Bankruptcy: If you select this option, all 
your bills are wiped out, but a random item is 
repossessed from your home.

Bankruptcy is a less-

than-desirable option

since the repossessed

item might be your bed. If none are available at

the stores that day, you could be forced to

sleep on the couch in the biker bar. 

Public UrinationPublic Urination
Each time you let your Bladder motive hit bottom,
your Sim urinates on the floor. Such an antisocial act,
however, carries a 50 percent chance of immediate
incarceration. 

To get out, you must either pay a §100 fine for 
immediate release or wait six game hours to serve
your sentence. Upon release, you're dumped outside
the Jail, ready to resume life "on the outside." 

Luckily, you can spend your time behind bars well.
There's a Toilet and a Bed and even Free Weights, so
you can work on your Body skill. 

Passing OutPassing Out
There are several things that cause your Sim to pass 
out and go to the hospital.

* Critical Motive Failure: See "Passing Out" in the 
"Motives" section.

* Accidental Injury by Fire or Electrocution: See "Skills 
and Earning Money." 

* Pecking by the Veloci-Rooster: The nefarious Veloci-
Rooster lurks in randomly selected dark corners of 
SimValley. If you happen upon him and he touches 
you, you pass out. Try to escape him by running to 
another location. 

If you pass out, you immediately awaken in either
Uncle Hayseed's bedroom (Levels 1 and 2) or in the
Hospital with your motives mostly restored. The hospital
charges you §20 per visit, added to your weekly bills. 

MovingMoving
At the end of Levels 2, 3, and 4, you must move to
your new digs. Doing this means locating Giuseppi
Mezzoalto (aka "The Van Man") and enlisting his help.
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Any items still in the crate when

you return it are lost. Giuseppi

won't admit it, but he probably sold them

out of the van. 

Fortunately, he moves all your stuff (including your
Scooter) for free with one catch–you must return the
moving crate or face a stiff crate fee. 

When you arrive at your new home, the only object
in the house is a wooden crate full of all the stuff you
placed in your previous house. Select the crate to
transfer items to your Pocket  (inventory) menu and
place those things in your house. 

Do this immediately because if you keep the crate
more than a week, you'll be charged §500 (added to
your weekly bills) per week. Giuseppi really likes 
his crates. 

Your Fellow SimValley DenizensYour Fellow SimValley Denizens
You are not alone. In fact, SimValley is full of other
Sims, most of whom have a great deal to say. 
These Non-Player Characters (or "NPCs") are very
important to your life in the game. 

NPC TypesNPC Types
There are several kinds of NPCs, distinguished largely
by their abilities and their functions. 
* Signature NPCs
* Roommate NPCs
* Service NPCs
* Shopkeeper NPCs

The best way to locate Sims is

by calling them on the telephone. 

If they're in town, they tell you where

they'll be for at least the remain-

der of the current hour. 

The following locations are 

a sample of the places NPC Sims

are most commonly found, but

should be no substitute for 

checking via phone. 

Signature NPCsSignature NPCs
Signature NPCs are major characters in the
game. They are distinguished from the slightly
less prominent Roommate NPCs in that they
can't be your roommates. 

You can interact fully with these Sims, 
including engaging them in conversation, giving
them objects, or running errands for them. 

Unpack that crate and
get it back to Giuseppi
before the week's out,
or you'll see a steep
charge in your bills.

* Personality Type: Normal
* Favorite Interaction: Compliment 
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Call Name
* Auction Wealth: Wealthy
* Locations: Farm, Country Café, 

Burning Spoke

Bucki BrockBucki Brock

* Personality Type: Normal
* Favorite Interaction: Compliment 
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Call Name
* Auction Wealth: Wealthy
* Locations: Farm, Country Café, 

Burning Spoke

Chet R. ChaseChet R. Chase

* Personality Type: Rich
* Favorite Interaction: Compliment
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Intimidate
* Auction Wealth: Filthy Rich
* Locations: Park, VirtuChem, Club 

Rubb, Paradise Island, Cheatum 
and Howe's

Daddy BigbucksDaddy Bigbucks
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* Personality Type: Normal
* Favorite Interaction: Jokes
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Intimidate
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: General Store, Burning 

Spoke, Jail

Det. Dan D. MannDet. Dan D. Mann

* Personality Type: Mean
* Favorite Interaction: Talking about

Interests
* Least Favorite Interaction: Call 

Name/Insult
* Auction Wealth: Struggling
* Locations: Biker Bar

Dusty HoggDusty Hogg

* Personality Type: Bubbly
* Favorite Interaction: Cheer up
* Least Favorite Interaction: Call 

Names
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Fitness Center, Clock 

Tower, Beach

Eddie RenalinEddie Renalin

* Personality Type: Crazy
* Favorite Interaction: Cheer up
* Least Favorite Interaction: Insults
* Auction Wealth: Filthy Rich
* Locations: Haunted Shack 

(12:00 am-4:00 am)

Ephram EarlEphram Earl

* Personality Type: Happy
* Favorite Interaction: Cheer up
* Least Favorite Interaction: Annoy
* Auction Wealth: Wealthy
* Locations: Burning Spoke, Riddle 

Machine (Van store)

Giuseppi MezzoaltoGiuseppi Mezzoalto

* Personality Type: Mean
* Favorite Interaction: Intimidate
* Least Favorite Interaction: Insult
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Fitness Center, Park

Mad Willy HurtzyaMad Willy Hurtzya

* Personality Type: Bubbly
* Favorite Interaction: Cheer up
* Least Favorite Interaction: Insults
* Auction Wealth: Struggling
* Locations: Gym, Beach, Bric-a-Brac 

Shop, Country Café

Misty WatersMisty Waters

* Personality Type: Normal
* Favorite Interaction: Compliments
* Least Favorite Interaction: Tease
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Bric-a-Brac Shop, 

Dockside Diner

Nicki KnackNicki Knack

* Personality Type: Grumpy
* Favorite Interaction: Talking about

Interests 
* Least Favorite Interaction: Annoy
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Docks, Fish-n-Chips, 

Country  Café, Dockside Diner

O. Phil McCleanO. Phil McClean

* Personality Type: Happy
* Favorite Interaction: Cheer up
* Least Favorite Interaction: Apology
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Fish-n-Chips, Docks, 

Dockside Diner, Club Rubb

Olde SaltyOlde Salty

* Personality Type: Normal
* Favorite Interaction: Jokes
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Compliments
* Auction Wealth: Struggling
* Locations: Farm, Country Café

Uncle HayseedUncle Hayseed
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Roommate NPCsRoommate NPCs
The primary difference between Roommate and
Signature NPCs is that only Roommate NPCs can be
your roommates (hence the name). 

As with Signature NPCs, you can interact fully with
Roommate NPCs. 

* Personality Type: Normal
* Favorite Interaction: Joke
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Intimidate
* Auction Wealth: Struggling
* Locations: Clock Tower, Farm, 

Country Café

Claire ClutterbellClaire Clutterbell

* Personality Type: Bubbly
* Favorite Interaction: Gossip
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Call Names
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Park, Dock, Cheatum 

and Howe's

Daschell SwankDaschell Swank

* Personality Type: Bubbly
* Favorite Interaction: Secrets
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Call Names
* Auction Wealth: Struggling
* Locations: Fitness Center, Country

Café, Clock Tower

Duane DoldrumDuane Doldrum

* Personality Type: Grumpy
* Favorite Interaction: Compliments
* Least Favorite Interaction: Tease
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Library, Clock Tower, 

Dockside Diner

Hester PrimmHester Primm

* Personality Type: Grumpy
* Favorite Interaction: Compliments
* Least Favorite Interaction: Tease
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Library, Clock Tower, 

Dockside Diner

Lottie CashLottie Cash

* Personality Type: Happy
* Favorite Interaction: Jokes
* Least Favorite Interaction: Insults 
* Auction Wealth: Wealthy
* Locations: Hospital, Country Café, 

VirtuChem, Fitness Center

Maximilian MooreMaximilian Moore

* Personality Type: Grumpy
* Favorite Interaction: Jokes
* Least Favorite Interaction:
Compliments 
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Docks, Fish-n-Chips, 

Beach, Park

Mel OdiousMel Odious

* Personality Type: Happy
* Favorite Interaction: Compliments
* Least Favorite Interaction: Tease
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: General Store, Farm, 

Burning Spoke

Nora Zeal-OttNora Zeal-Ott

* Personality Type: Bubbly
* Favorite Interaction: Compliments
* Least Favorite Interaction: 

Call Names
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Clock Tower, Burning 

Spoke, Club Rubb

Vera VexVera Vex

* Personality Type: Rich
* Favorite Interaction: Secrets
* Least Favorite Interaction: Brag
* Auction Wealth: Average
* Locations: Docks, Burning Spoke, 

Country Café

Vernon PeeveVernon Peeve
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Service NPCsService NPCs

Repair ManRepair Man

FirefighterFirefighter

MaidMaid

Each Service NPC charges a fee for work on a 
per-visit basis.

* Maid: §50 (Level 1), §100 (Level 2), §200 
(Level 3), §300 (Level 4), §400 (Level 5) 
per visit. 

* Repair Man: §100 per visit
* Firefighter: §100 per visit

Shopkeeper NPCsShopkeeper NPCs
Shopkeeper NPCs run the various shops throughout
SimValley. Interacting with them is limited to the
buying and selling of goods 
or food. 

Motives represent your Sim's basic needs, both physical
and psychological. The average of these five basic
motives represents your Sim's overall Happiness. Keep
your motives high and Happiness will follow. 

In the world of The Sims: Bustin' Out, the essentials
of a happy life are: 

Service NPCs only come when called, and they per-
form a specific service for money. You can't interact
with them and can only summon them from your 
home phone. 

HungerHunger
Your need for nourishment is one of the most impor-
tant. To satisfy Hunger, you must consume food from
Refrigerators, Stoves/Ovens, or restaurants. 

Hunger satisfac-
tion degrades steadily
over time, reaching
bottom in eight hours.
To counteract this
degradation, consume
food. The amount of
satisfaction you get
from a meal depends

on how nourishing it is, which is, in turn, determined by
how much the food or its cooking object costs. The 
pricier the purchased meal or the "cooler" the cooking
object, the more nourishing the food. 

Hunger is a critical need. If you let it sink completely,
your Sim will pass out. 

HygieneHygiene
Keep yourself clean by
taking showers and
washing hands.
Swimming in pools
increases Hygiene as
well. 

Hygiene falls
steadily as you go
through the activities
of your day. Hygiene decay is also accelerated by
having a Bladder accident, developing Body skill, 
bull riding, and some job minigames. Without any
acceleration, Hygiene completely depletes in 16 hours. 

Bought food costs Simoleons,
but it's quick and easy.

Showering or swimming can
perk up your Hygiene.
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SocialSocial
No Sim is an island. Every minute you're not interacting
with other Sims, your Social need is going unmet. Keep
it high by regularly interacting with other Sims in 
conversation. 

Social decays 
completely if you don't
interact with anyone
for 18 hours. 

Talking is the cure for low
Social motive.

EnergyEnergy
Your need for rest is represented by Energy. Replenish
Energy by sleeping in Beds or on Couches, drinking
espresso, or using the Crystal Ball. 

Energy depletes
steadily over 14 hours 
if nothing affects it.
Decay can be sped up
by bull riding, weight
lifting, some job
minigames, and danc-
ing. Running, however,
does not affect Energy. 

Energy is a critical
need. If you let it drop completely, your Sim will pass out. 

Sleeping in your own Bed is
great, but a Couch will do when
you're out and about.

ComfortComfort
Comfort may seem like
a luxury, but it's not.
Satisfy your Comfort
need by sitting on
Chairs, Recliners, or
Couches, or by sleeping
in Beds or on Couches.

Comfort decays 
completely if you go
without a sit-down or a rest for eight hours. Comfort
also takes a negative dive if you let your Bladder need
go unmet; wet Sims are not 
comfortable Sims. 

Sometimes, you've just got 
to sit.

BladderBladder
Your need for Bladder
relief is a fact of life. It
decays steadily over
seven hours, making it
your most demanding
need. Bladder decay
can also be sped up by
drinking espresso,
water from fountains,
or bar drinks. 

The only way to satisfy your Bladder need is to use a
Toilet. You can always relieve yourself on the floor, but
there are several repercussions. Having an "accident"
results in a puddle that drags down your Room motive
until mopped up (if you're at home), as well as a dra-
matic drop in both Hygiene and Comfort. It can also, if
you do it outside your house, result in a trip to the Jail
and either a six-hour sentence or a §100 fine. 

When Bladder gets low, have a
sit-down of another sort and
catch up on the news.

Riding the Scooter fills the

need for Fun, but it also freezes

all other motives. Other than the

increase in Fun, your motives don't change

as long as you're riding the Scooter. 

FunFun
Fun is just as important to your Sim's life as other
motives. To feed this need, do entertaining things like
interacting with recre-
ational objects, dancing
at a nightclub, swim-
ming in the pool, riding
your Scooter, playing
with a pet, or admiring
decorative objects. 

Over time, Fun runs
dry in 12 hours. 

Recreational objects feed Fun.
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RoomRoom
Room is a combination
of the condition of the
objects in your house
and your time away
from home. 

Every minute you
spend in your place of
residence replenishes
your Room need. The
speed of this need sat-
isfaction is determined by the collective 
coolness of your possessions and their condition. The
maximum possible replenishment is decreased by hav-
ing a messy house (dirty bathroom fixtures, an unmade
Bed, Sim or pet puddles on the floor) or broken objects.
Cleaning helps raise this temporary cap (whether it's
done by you, a Maid, or a Robot Monkey Butler), as
does fixing broken objects (again by you or by a 
professional repairman). 

Conversely, every minute away from your house
depletes your Room need–essentially Sim homesick-
ness. Room degrades completely in 24 hours away 
from home. 

Room score is capped by messes
and items in disrepair. To get
the full boost while home,
clean or hire someone to do it.

Why Worry about MotivesWhy Worry about Motives
As in life, there are times when tending to your needs
can seem like a nuisance. It helps to keep in mind what
you're getting by keeping your motives high. 

Can't talk with a full Bladder.
When you gotta go, you gotta go.

Social InteractionsSocial Interactions

You may not use any skill-building objects if your over-
all Happiness (the average of all your motives) or any of
the critical needs (Hunger, Energy, Bladder) are too
low. Likewise, you get kicked from using a skill object
before reaching your next skill point if Happiness or a
critical need falls too low while you're using it. Tend to
any sagging needs to get back in the action. 

Skill ObjectsSkill Objects

As with skill objects, low Happiness or near-bottom
critical needs (Hunger, Energy, Bladder) 
prohibit you from entering any job minigames. 

Job MinigamesJob Minigames

Conversation is impor-
tant, but not more
important than your
needs. As such, you
can't engage in conver-
sation with another Sim
if any of your motives
(except Social) is too
low. You must tend to
any low needs before
anyone will talk to you. 

Passing Out can occur
if you let either Hunger
or Energy drop to
absolute bottom. Fail to
tend to these needs
and your Sim will drop
like a sack of bricks
and awaken in the
Hospital.  Hospitalized
Sims will find their
motives (except Social and Comfort) at about 1/2 full
and their wallets lightened by a §20 per visit charge
added to their weekly bills. 

Let critical motives like Hunger
get too low and this is what
you get.

Passing OutPassing Out

Satisfying Motives
Away from Home
Satisfying Motives
Away from Home
Though home is the pri-
mary place for dealing
with your needs, there
are many places you
can satisfy your
motives even when
you're not home. 
* Hunger: Buy food at 

restaurant, grill 
food on a public 
grill (§20), drink from water fountain. 

* Hygiene: Hit the public showers in the first floor of 
the Fitness Center.

* Energy: You can catch a nap on the Couches in the 
Burning Spoke and the Hospital (open 24 hours). 

* Social: Talk to any Sim anywhere. 
* Comfort: Sit on public Benches, Chairs in restaurants,

or on Couches in the Burning Spoke and Hospital. 
* Bladder: Public Toilets are located in the Fitness 

Center, the Burning Spoke, the Docks, and the 
Country Café.

* Fun: Fun objects can be found in the Country Café, the 
Beach, Club Rubb, Burning Spoke, the pools in the 
Fitness Center and behind the Clock Tower, on 

The public grills let Sims with
high Cooking skill get nourish-
ing meals away from home.
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your Scooter, and anywhere there's an object 
to"Admire."

* Room: Sorry, there's generally no place like home. A 
little known secret, however, is that family is some
thing special and you always have a home at the 
Hayseeds'. When you can get into it, you  can replenish
Room by entering Uncle Hayseed's farmhouse. 

Getting along well with your fellow Sims is another cen-
tral part of the game. Try to make the most of every
encounter. 

Relationships are important because: 

* You need large numbers of friends to advance 
between levels.

* Some objectives require certain popularity scores. 
* When a friend Sim sees you, they wave. When enemies

(0 or less) see you, they make a rude gesture. 

Relationship ScoreRelationship Score
All of your interactions
with other Sims are
rated by a "relationship
score" ranging from -
100 to 100. This score 
is shown on the
Popularity menu for
the highlighted Sim
(on the right side) or
off to the right during
conversations. 

Nearly every interaction you have with an NPC 
Sim has a positive or negative effect on this 
relationship score. 

All your relationship informa-
tion is contained on the
Popularity menu. 

A friend is defined as any Sim with whom you have a
relationship score of 50 or greater. Many game objec-
tives require you to have a certain number of Sims who
qualify as friends, so collecting as many as possible 
is crucial.

Making FriendsMaking Friends

Love is a special rela-
tionship that can arise
with a Sim of the oppo-
site gender in certain
circumstances. 

Love can result from
a successful hug, kiss,
or flirt. The higher your
relationship score
with a Sim, the greater
the chance one of
these will cause love.
If you have a relation-
ship score of 50 and you do certain interactions,
there's a 50 percent chance love 
will bloom.

Which interactions you choose, however, changes
the odds. A hug only inspires love in rare cases, 
reducing the probability substantially. A flirt or
friendly kiss can escalate things to romance more
often, reducing the probability but less so. A passion-
ate kiss, however, is your most likely trigger, not
affecting the basic probability at all. 

For example, if the relationship is at 70, the chances
of love with each interaction are: hug (40 percent),
friendly kiss or flirt (60 percent), passionate kiss 
(70 percent). 

The benefit of having a love relationship is that it
boosts all social interactions (both positive and 
negative) between you and the loved one by 2 points. 

Love can, however, be lost. If you cause a Sim
to give you the silent treatment or the relationship
score drops below 0, the Sim will fall out 
of love. 

A Sim in love shows a back-
ground of hearts.

LoveLove

Every day, untended relationships decay randomly by 
1-3 points.

Relationship DecayRelationship Decay

Popularity (shown in the Popularity menu) is the
average of all your relationship scores with every
Sim you've met. To keep this high, keep individual rela-
tionship scores up and offset any low scores with
extremely high ones. 

PopularityPopularity

A person stays a friend until either the relationship
score drops below 0 or there's a 
10-point drop in one conversation. 

The best way to tell if someone's a friend is to look
at the background during a conversation. A friend's
background is covered in smiley faces.
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Your primary vehicle
for developing relation-
ships is conversation. 

There are two differ-
ent kinds of interac-
tions, normal and
rejectable. 

Relationships are built by
effective conversation. 

Conversational 
Interactions
Conversational 
Interactions

Normal interactions are, if used, always accepted and pro-
duce a predictable response from an NPC Sim. There are 15
kinds of normal interactions: annoy, apologize, brag, call
name, cheer up, complain, compliment, joke, flirt, insult,
intimidate, gossip, interests, secret, and tease. 

Normal InteractionsNormal Interactions

Sims with "!" over their heads

indicate one of two things. They

either want to meet you for the first time,

or you need to speak with them regarding a

mission objective.

When you converse, it's not always

clear what kind of interaction a state-

ment is. As you gain experience, you learn to

identify interactions by their phrasing. For 

example, "Tell Secret" always starts with "Psst." 

Normal InteractionsNormal Interactions
NPC Annoy Apologize Brag Call Cheer Complain

Name Up

Bucky Brock -2 1 -2 -5 2 -1
Chet R. Chase 1 1 -2 -3 3 -2
Claire Clutterbell -2 1 2 -3 4 -2
Daddy Bigbucks -2 2 2 -2 1 -1
Daschell Swank -1 1 -2 -4 2 -1
Det. Dan D. Mann -2 1 -2 -3 2 -1
Duane Doldrum -2 0 0 -4 1 1
Dusty Hogg -5 1 1 -6 3 -3
Eddie Renalin -3 -3 0 -4 4 -2
Ephram Earl -2 -2 2 -1 3 -1
Giuseppi Mezzoalto -5 1 -2 2 3 -2
Hester Primm -1 2 2 0 2 -1
Lottie Cash -1 -3 2 -2 3 2
Mad Willy Hurtzya -4 -1 -3 1 0 -3
Maximillian Moore -1 -1 2 -4 3 -2
Mel Odious -1 1 -1 1 1 -2
Misty Waters -5 -3 1 -3 3 -3
Nicki Knack -2 1 -1 -2 2 2
Nora Zel-Ott -1 2 0 -2 2 2
O. Phil McClean -4 -1 -2 -2 3 -2
Old Salty 2 -7 2 -5 3 -2
Uncle Hayseed -2 1 -1 -3 2 -4
Vera Vex -3 -1 0 -4 2 1
Vernon Peeve 0 -1 -4 -2 -1 2
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Only Roommate NPCs can accept 

a roommate invitation. Signature 

NPCs never accept, regardless of 

relationship score. 

For example, if a rela-
tionship score is 60, the
chance of a tickle being
accepted is 75 percent
while a passionate kiss is 
45 percent. 

Having a rejectable
interaction accepted gives
a relationship boost 
based on the NPC, but a
rejection gives an
across-the-board -5
point hit to the relation-
ship score. The payoff is big, but there's always a risk.

She's pretty happy about
that kiss.

Each NPC Sim is hardwired to react in predictable ways to each
kind of conversational interaction, causing a change to the
relationship score. 

NPCs and InteractionNPCs and Interaction

Compliment Joke Flirt Insult Intimidate Gossip interests Secret Tease

3 2 0 -3 -2 2 3 1 -2
3 2 6 -2 -3 1 2 2 -1
3 1 1 -2 -4 2 1 3 -2
4 -2 0 -2 -3 1 -1 -2 -2
2 1 2 0 -3 2 -1 1 -1
2 3 -1 -2 -4 1 3 2 -1
3 2 0 -2 -1 1 0 4 2
1 3 0 -6 2 2 4 1 -2
2 3 3 -2 -1 2 3 -1 -3
3 2 2 -3 -2 -1 -1 -2 -1
2 -1 4 -2 -3 2 2 2 1
3 2 -3 -5 -2 3 2 1 -2
0 2 5 -1 -4 2 1 1 -3
1 1 1 -4 2 0 -2 1 0
2 3 2 -4 -1 2 1 -1 0
2 3 2 -2 0 4 2 1 1
2 2 -1 -3 -2 2 2 2 -2
4 1 -1 -3 -2 2 1 2 -3
3 2 2 0 -2 -1 2 2 -5
0 3 -1 -2 -1 2 5 -1 -1
2 1 0 2 -3 1 -2 1 -1
1 4 -10 -2 -4 2 3 2 -1
1 2 -2 0 -2 -1 2 1 -2
2 1 1 -3 -1 2 1 3 0

Rejectable interactions can be either accepted or 
rejected by the recipient, based on your relationship 
score and the kind of interaction. The better your relation-
ship score and the less intimate the interaction, the higher
the probability of acceptance. 

Rejectable interactions and their probabilities are: tickle
(relationship score +15 percent), hug (relationship score +10
percent), friendly kiss (relationship score -10 percent), pas-
sionate kiss (relationship score -15 percent), roommate 
invitation (relationship score). 

Rejectable Interactions Rejectable Interactions 
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NPC Tickle Hug Friendly Passionate Roommate 
Kiss Kiss Invitation

Bucky Brock 4 2 4 8 N/A
Chet R. Chase 5 2 4 2 N/A
Claire Clutterbell 3 4 4 7 1
Daddy Bigbucks 1 3 2 3 N/A
Daschell Swank 3 3 4 6 1
Det. Dan D. Mann 1 2 2 1 N/A
Duane Doldrum 3 3 4 7 1
Dusty Hogg 2 4 3 2 N/A
Eddie Renalin 3 1 4 6 N/A
Ephram Earl 3 1 2 2 N/A
Giuseppi Mezzoalto 1 3 4 6 N/A
Hester Primm 3 4 3 7 0
Lottie Cash 4 4 5 8 1
Mad Willy Hurtzya 2 3 4 4 N/A
Maximillian Moore 4 4 4 7 2
Mel Odious 3 4 5 7 2
Misty Waters 4 2 4 7 N/A
Nicki Knack 3 3 2 4 N/A
Nora Zel-Ott 3 5 4 9 3
O. Phil McClean 2 1 2 2 N/A
Old Salty 4 4 2 4 N/A
Uncle Hayseed 1 2 2 2 N/A
Vera Vex 2 3 4 7 2
Vernon Peeve 3 3 4 7 0

If none of the conversational

selections yield a positive 

relationship effect, say 

goodbye and immediately 

reengage the conversation. A new slate of 

interactions is randomly generated. 

There's one last variable in the equation, you. Your Sim's 
personality changes the way different kinds of Sims react 
to you. 

Each NPC Sim has a general personality type that dictates
how the NPC reacts to your personality elements (Nice/Mean,
Playful/Serious, etc.). These reactions change the numbers
you see in the previous tables. 

Personality Types 
and Relationships
Personality Types 
and Relationships

* Bubbly: +1 if Playful 7 or more, +1 if Active 7 
or more

* Crazy: +1 if Outgoing 3 or less, +1 if Outgoing 
7 or more

* Grumpy: +1 if Nice 3 or less, +1 if Playful 3 
or less

* Happy: +1 if Neat 7 or more, +1 if Nice 7 
or more

* Mean: +1 if Nice 3 or less, +1 if Outgoing 7 
or more

* Normal: +1 if Nice 7 or more, +1 if Playful 7 
or more

* Rich: +1 if Active 7 or more, +1 if Neat 7 
or more

Here's a quick example. Let's say you complain to Daddy
Bigbucks (a "Rich" NPC) and you have an Active score of 8.
Normally, this would get you a -1. Because of your high
Active personality, however, the negative impact is neutral-
ized to 0. This feature can't, however, turn a negative inter-
action into a positive or vice versa. 

The best way to avoid this complication is to design a 
balanced Sim (5 points to each characteristic). There's no real
downside to doing it this way (unlike in the console version
of The Sims: Bustin' Out, and it allows you to get along with
all kinds 
of Sims. 

If you lower the rela-
tionship score with an
NPC by 10 or more
points in a single con-
versation, the NPC
cuts off the conversa-
tion and refuses to
talk to you for a day.
If the drop occurs in a
single interaction,
the silent treatment
can last two or three
days. This can be very

awkward if you need to talk to this person to complete 
an objective. 

If one of your motives is critically low, you can't engage in
or continue conversation. 

You've gone too far. Now she
won't talk to you for days. 

The Silent TreatmentThe Silent Treatment

Motives and InteractionMotives and Interaction

Rejectable Interactions (If Accepted)Rejectable Interactions (If Accepted)
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Other 
Relationship Tools
Other 
Relationship Tools
There are several other ways to affect relationships.

* Give Gift: You can buy gifts from the Bric-a-Brac
shop to give to NPCs for a relationship boost. 
Giving quest items can provide positive 
relationship changes too. 

* Running Errands: Taking things to other NPCs 
gets you a boost in relationship to sender and 
recipient. Failing to deliver harms your 
relationship with the sender. 

You can ask any of the Roommate NPC Sims to be your room-
mate, but it's a rejectable interaction. The probability of
acceptance depends on your 
relationship score–the higher the more likely. 

The offer is always rejected if you already have 
a roommate; you can only have one roommate at 
a time. 

A roommate lives in your home with you but doesn't per-
form any household chores or pay half the bills. The main 
benefit to having a roommate is that you always know where
he or she is. It's a good idea to make a Sim a roommate if you
know you'll need that NPC frequently for an objective.

RoommatesRoommates

Money is as essential as any of your basic Sim needs. It may be even
more important since you can't satisfy your needs without it. 

How to develop the skills necessary to earn a living and how
and where to make money are, therefore, major concerns. 

SkillsSkills
There are five essential
skills in any Sim's life. 

To increase a skill
through its 10 stages,
you must interact with

* Body
* Charisma
* Cooking
* Creativity
* Logic
* Mechanical

objects that grant skill points. Lower skill points are quick
to achieve, but the higher the level, the longer the interaction
required to earn a skill point. For example, reading a Book to
earn your first Logic point takes a few minutes, but earning
Logic 8 will probably require a bathroom break for your Sim. 

Each skill has several corresponding skill-building objects.

* Body: Workout Equipment at the Fitness Center, 
Book in Library, Free Weights, Punching Bag. 
* Charisma: Any Mirror (bought object or in 

Fitness Center), Book in Library. 
* Cooking: Books in Library.
* Creativity: Books in Library, Pottery Wheel, 

Guitar, Easel (bought or in Park Maze). 
* Logic: Books in Library, any purchased 

Computer, Chess Board.
* Mechanical: Books in Library, Tesla Coil, Uncle 

Hayseed's Tractor. 

Using these objects
takes time, and your
motives decay while you're
engaged with them. If
motives drop too low, you
can't work on your skill
until you tend to your
needs. Try to begin inter-
acting with these objects
with your motives full. 

There are four reasons to develop skills: objectives, possible
injury, speed of accomplishment, and jobs. 

1. Several objectives in the game require you to 
achieve certain skill thresholds. 

2. Trying to fix something with low Mechanical 
skill or trying to use a heat-generating 
stove with low Cooking skill can result in 
electrocution or a fire. Either can result in 
Passing Out and a costly trip to the hospital. 

3. The higher your Mechanical skill, the faster 
you can fix broken objects. The higher your 
Cooking skill, the faster you can prepare food, 
and the more a meal satisfies your Hunger need. 

4. Skills also improve your moneymaking ability. 
Every job minigame has five levels of promotion,
each more difficult but  more lucrative. 
Promotions aren't just about high scores. For 
each job promotion, you must meet certain 
minimum skill requirements. Without these 
minimums, you won't be promoted, no  matter 
how high a score you earn. 

Reading in the Library is a
great way to work on all 
your skills. 

This Sim won't punch the heavy
bag until he gets some rest. 

Why Develop SkillsWhy Develop Skills
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MoneymakingMoneymaking

Collecting StuffCollecting Stuff

Selling Your StuffSelling Your Stuff

There are many ways to make money. 

The streets and corners of SimValley are 
littered with objects you can collect and sell
to the VirtuChem Lab Technician. 

* Aluminum Cans
* Old Glass Jars
* Mechanical Cogs
* Nuclear Fuel 

Rods
* 3-Eared Mice

These objects
appear in recur-
ring locations,
regenerating peri-

odically. When you see one, stop near it and
press 1. These objects don't consume room in
your inventory; they are stored in a special 
section of the Pockets screen just for 
collectible items.

To earn money, you can sell them at VirtuChem
during its business hours (8:00 pm-8:00 am). The
price for each object varies randomly each day.
On any given day, the ranges are: 

* Aluminum Cans: §3-§16
* Old Glass Jars: §9-§20
* Mechanical Cogs: §11-§25
* Nuclear Fuel Rods: §61-§190
* 3-Eared Mice: §81-§220

Knowing these ranges, don't sell (especially
the rods and mice) until the price is up, or
you'll be wasting your resources. 

Note that Aluminum Cans are part of two
game objectives, so make sure you hold on to
enough to satisfy those objectives when the
need arises. 

When interacting with an NPC, you might be
given the opportunity to offer help to that NPC.
If you don't already have an errand assigned to

Your collectables are tallied
in the upper left of your
Pockets screen.

Errand RunningErrand Running

you (you can only have one at a time), there's a
chance the NPC you're talking to will give you an
object to deliver to another NPC. 

The chance of
getting an errand
is related to your
relationship with
the NPC. The higher
the relationship
score, the higher
the probability. 

If you offer to
help and the NPC
accepts your offer,
the object will

appear in a slot in your inventory. If you forget
who the delivery is for, check the item's descrip-
tion on the Pockets menu.

Successfully deliver an item and you get two
rewards, one financial and one social. The 
money you get for a delivery is related to the
personality of the recipient (multiplied by the
level number).

* Grumpy: §25
* Mean: §13
* Bubbly: §80
* Happy: §95
* Normal: §80
* Crazy: §75
* Rich: §150

The second reward is social. Successful 
delivery results in a +3 to your relationship
with both parties. 

Once you have an errand item in your 
inventory, you have two game days to deliver it.
If you fail to deliver the item on time, you lose a
random number of relationship points (between
1 and 6 points) with the Sim who asked you 
to deliver the item. You also walk away empty-
handed–no reward money for late deliveries. 

You can generate money by selling objects you
own. Objects can be sold in two ways. 

* Stores: Stores buy most kinds of objects, but 
at a substantial discount of the original 
purchase price. 

* GBA Link Auctions: If you hold an auction with 
other players via a GBA Link Cable, you can 
auction off any of your items. You can get a 
better price than you would at a store, 
especially on rare items. 

Getting an assignment from
an NPC is a good way to earn
extra cash.

To make the kind of money you need to win
the game, you must win minigame promotions
and play at the highest levels. Advancing
between levels in the game (moving from
house to house) usually requires you to earn
promotionsin specific games. 
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Especially valuable for both methods are your zodiac
items, the secret items that correspond to the zodiac sign you
chose for your Sim. Once you find them, you may keep them for
your home or sell them off for considerable cash. 

The Sims Bustin' Out contains eight minigames that constitute
your primary source of income. 

The games are unlocked gradually–one each for the first
two Levels and two per Level thereafter. You unlock these
games by completing missions and talking to NPC Sims. 

Once a game is unlocked, you can play it once per day during
its listed hours of operation. The location of each game is
marked by a blue sign with a "§" on it. Approach the sign and
press 1 to begin. 

* Level Unlocked: 1
* Location: Farm
* Hours: 5:00 am-

7:00 pm
* Shift Time: Three 

hours

The object of the game is
to run over the most
weeds in the lawn before
time runs out. There are

two major impediments. Hitting a rock spins your mower out of
control (wasting time), and mowing down a flower (located in
dirt \beds around the yard) subtracts points (5 per flower)
from your score. 

As you advance through the promotion levels, the number of
weeds increases, as do the scores for each weed and each
flower. Scores are multiplied (up to x10 for level 5). On level 5,
you find three chickens running loose in the yard. Running
over them doesn't cost you Simoleons, but it reduces your
relationship score with Uncle Hayseed. 

The mower has no reverse gear and can only be turned 
while accelerating. 

The object is to score
points by delivering
drinks to customers down
the bar. You must do this by sliding and banking glasses to 
distant patrons by controlling the direction and power of
your throw. 

Each patron displays his order by putting up a color-coded
coaster–dark blue for milkshake, pale blue for lemonade, and
red for root beer. 

To score maximum points, deliver the correct drink to the
most distant patrons. The farther the throw, the higher the
score. If you throw too hard, you'll break your limited supply
of glasses. Run out of glasses and you'll get thrown out of
the bar.

You also get bonus points each time a glass banks off the
side of the bar. 

Patrons each have a primary order (indicated by their coast-
er), but they also accept an "alternative" order for a smaller
tip. Since there are three types of drink, this also means that
there is a drink that your patron will refuse. Deliver the 
unacceptable option, and the patron will break the glass. 

Acceptable alternatives are: 

* Root Beer accepts milkshake but not lemonade
* Lemonade accepts root beer but not milkshake
* Milkshake accepts lemonade but not root beer

Keep these alternatives in mind when your drink-in-hand
isn't being ordered by anyone in the round. 

MinigamesMinigames

Save before playing minigames in

case you dislike your score and

want to try again. 

Mower Madness

Mower MadnessMower Madness

Promotion Level Score Mechanical Body

Level 2 50 1 0
Level 3 150 2 0
Level 4 300 3 2
Level 5 600 4 3

Mower Madness Promotion RequirementsMower Madness Promotion Requirements

Promotion Level Score Mechanical Body

Level 2 75 0 0
Level 3 250 2 1
Level 4 400 2 3
Level 5 900 2 5

Smoothie Slider Promotion RequirementsSmoothie Slider Promotion Requirements

powerlifterPowerlifter
* Level Unlocked: 3
* Location: Fitness 

Center (upstairs) 
* Hours: 3:00 pm-

5:00 pm
* Shift Time: Two 

hours

The object is to score
points by lifting the heaviest possible weights. 

A successful lift requires to you repeatedly mash 1 (the
heavier the weight, the faster you must push the button) 
until the weight reaches your Sim's waist. When the arrow

Powerlifter

Smoothie SliderSmoothie Slider

Smoothie Slider

* Level Unlocked: 2
* Location: Burning 

Spoke (behind bar)
* Hours: 8:00 pm-11:00 pm
* Shift Time: Two hours
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prompt comes up on the screen, stop pressing 1 and push
down on the D-pad. Resume pressing 1 until the next arrow
prompt instructs you to press up on the D-pad. 

This game is all about timing. Pressing the D-pad too soon
or in conjunction with 1 causes you to drop the weight. You
get a partial score but nothing near full value. You also
reduce the maximum weight available, further lowering your
potential score. 

To achieve promotion-worthy scores, you must lift all
weights without failure. 

Promotion Level Score Mechanical Body

Level 2 50 0 2
Level 3 150 0 4
Level 4 450 0 7
Level 5 800 0 10

Powerlifter Promotion RequirementsPowerlifter Promotion Requirements

Bait FlingerBait Flinger
* Level Unlocked: 3
* Location: Fish-n-

Chips (down
stairs) and Docks 
(end of pier)

* Hours: 3:00 am-
3:00 pm

* Shift Time: Five 
hours

The object is to catch the biggest fish on five casts. To do this,
you have to guess which fish are the most valuable and which
bait to use. 

Baits are color coded to their appropriate depths. 

* Light Blue: Shallow
* Green: Medium
* Blue: Deep

Only fish of the same color (same depth) as the bait
respond to a given bait. 

The size of a fish can be determined by looking at the size of
its shadow relative to its depth. A large fish in shallow water
has a massive blue shadow while the same fish in deep water
has a small shadow. The key is to look at other fish at the
same depth. If one black fish is larger than the others, it's the
heaviest, even if there are larger shadows at lesser depths. 

There are five kinds of fish (perch, sea bass, salmon, mar-
lin, shark), though all five only appear once you've been pro-
moted to level 5. You can see the kind of fish you have when it
breaks the water. Once you see it, consider if you want to keep
it, then either reel it in or let it go. You have more than five

Bait Flinger

baits, so you can let a few fish go and still catch your five. 
Once you hook a fish, reel it in by mashing 1. If it runs,

stop pushing 1 and push down on the D-pad. This pulls the
fish out of the water and tires it out. Once the fish breaks
the surface, release the D-pad and resume pressing 1. If you
press both at once, there's a chance that the line will break
and you'll lose your fish. 

A few tips: 

* Small fish swim faster than large ones, so a 
less-valuable fish next to a more-valuable fish 
will always get to the bait first. Cast 
precisely to avoid this problem. 

* If you reel in your bait quickly (by holding 1), 
any fish close enough to have been attracted 
to it will flee. This is a good way to weed out 
smaller fish. If you cause all the fish to flee,
a new set will appear.

Promotion Level Score Mechanical Body

Level 2 70 1 0
Level 3 150 2 1
Level 4 300 4 2
Level 5 500 6 3

Bait Flinger Promotion RequirementsBait Flinger Promotion Requirements

Jam SessionJam Session
* Level Unlocked: 4
* Location: Club Rubb
* Hours: 7:00 pm-

2:00 am
* Shift Time: Three 

hours

Jam Session requires tim-
ing and good rhythm.
Listen to the beat of the
music and watch the button/D-pad combinations as they
scroll up the screen's right-hand side. Press the correct com-
bination within the colored area to score. Press them in time
(between the blue lines on the bar) to get full points. Press
the wrong buttons or press them at the wrong time and you
get no points. 

The more correct combinations you hit in a row, the more
the power meter in the upper left of the screen fills. When it
reaches the top, your Sim performs a fancy stage move for
extra points. The higher the promotion level, the more moves
are available. If you miss a chord, the meter resets. 

The highest score comes from hitting all chords between
the blue lines. 

Jam Session

Promotion Level Score Mechanical Body

Level 2 80 2 2
Level 3 130 4 2
Level 4 400 6 3
Level 5 690 8 4

Jam Session Promotion RequirementsJam Session Promotion Requirements



* Level Unlocked: 4
* Location: Dockside 

Diner
* Hours: 11:00 am-

10:00 pm
* Shift Time: Four 

hours

The object is to make a
pizza to match the exam-
ple shown. To do this, select a slice of the pizza and note the
topping contained on the master pizza. Match this topping by
tossing the pie in the air (pushing 1) when the correct top-
ping passes overhead. Switch slices by pressing up (clock-
wise) and down (counterclockwise) on the D-pad. 

The number of toppings increases with promotion level,
with three toppings on level 1 and seven on level 5. The top-
pings each carry a different point value, and your score is
based on the number of correctly placed toppings. The more
valuable the topping, the higher on the screen it is and the
faster it moves. Focus on the upper toppings before working
on the lower, easier ones.

Jam Session

Pizza Pandemonium Pizza Pandemonium 

Promotion Level Score Mechanical Body

Level 2 100 3 2
Level 3 200 5 3
Level 4 350 7 4
Level 5 1100 9 5

Pizza Pandemonium  
Promotion Requirements
Pizza Pandemonium  
Promotion Requirements

Cliff Diver XCliff Diver X
* Level Unlocked: 5
* Location: Diving 

Cliffs (east of 
Country Café)

* Hours: 9:00 am-
4:00 pm

* Shift Time: Three 
hours

Score as high as possible on all three dives for maximum
points. Press 1 to jump, and perform flips by pressing left
(reverse pike), up (pike), down (spin), and right (tuck) on the 
D-pad. Stop doing tricks in time to enter the water in proper
form, and quickly press up on the D-pad to avoid planting your
head in the sand. 

A good combination on the first level is, for example: left,
up, right. 

You get points for every flip you do, but you only get full
credit if you enter the water correctly and avoid the bottom. 

The greater the difficulty of a successful dive, the greater
the final score. 

* Reverse Pike: §16, difficulty modifier of 30%
* Pike Flip: §12, difficulty modifier of 20%
* Tuck Flip: §8, difficulty modifier of 10%
* Spin: §4, difficulty modifier of 5%

Cliff Diver X

Promotion Level Score Mechanical Body

Level 2 90 3 2
Level 3 180 4 3
Level 4 425 5 4
Level 5 650 6 5

Cliff Diver X Promotion RequirementsCliff Diver X Promotion Requirements

Petri DishPetri Dish

Petri Dish

Promotion Level Score Mechanical Body

Level 2 175 4 3
Level 3 225 6 4
Level 4 450 8 5
Level 5 900 10 6

Petri Dish Promotion RequirementsPetri Dish Promotion Requirements

With your Game Boy
Advance connected to
your GameCube, you can
play the job minigames
and earn money for your
GameCube-based Sim. Four
of these games (Smoothie
Slider, Bait Flinger, Pizza
Pandemonium, and Cliff
Diver X) are  available
even if you don't own a You have your link.

Minigames and
GameCube Link
Minigames and
GameCube Link

* Level Unlocked: 5
* Location: VirtuChem
* Hours: 12:00 am-

8:00 am
* Shift Time: Six 

hours

Try to eliminate the largest possible chains of like-colored
amoebas. Selecting an amoeba of a given color clears it and
any others adjacent to it vertically or horizontally. The 
larger the chain, the higher the score. 

Having only one or two amoebas remaining at the end of the
game gets you an extra bonus. 

Complicating things is the presence of a mutagen that can
spontaneously appear and change the color of any top-row 
amoeba. To minimize the impact of the mutagen, focus on chains
near the top.
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In The Sims, objects make the world go around. How you get
them and what they do should be two of your primary concerns. 

There are five kinds of objects. 

* Common ("C"): Widely available in stores
* Uncommon ("U"): Available in stores but about 

half as frequently as common 
* Rare ("R"): Available in stores but very 

infrequently 
* Gift ("G"): Items intended solely to give to NPCs 
* Quest: Special items for objectives–can't be 

given to anyone but the object's intended 
recipient and can't be dropped (As such, these 
objects are not listed here but are mentioned 
as necessary in the walkthroughs.) 

The "coolness" of an object dictates how quickly it replenish-
es its intended motive(s). The higher the coolness, the faster
the motive satisfaction, and the less time you have to spend
interacting with the object. 

Most objects have a specific motive or motives assigned to
them. Beds, for instance, satisfy both Energy and Comfort
while a Couch provides only Comfort (if sat on) or Energy
(if slept on). 

Coolness also affects your home's overall Room score.
The greater the coolness of the objects in your house, the
faster the Room motive replenishes. 

As a general rule, the higher the coolness, the higher the
price. Money can, therefore, buy happiness. 

Object Coolness
and Motives
Object Coolness
and Motives

Object Type Price Coolness Motive Skill Rarity Note

Espresso, Gagmia Simore Appliance §350 3 Energy None C Requires table or countertop, lowers 

Microwave, Positive Potential Appliance §250 3 Hunger None C Costs money, requires table or countertop
Refrigerator, Arctechnology Appliance §1,650 5 Hunger None U Costs money
Refrigerator, Sno-Time Appliance §525 3 Hunger None C Costs money
Stove, Dialectic Range Appliance §440 2 Hunger None C Costs money
Stove, Epicurious Gourmet Appliance §1,730 4 Hunger None C Costs money
Stove, PyroInferno AtomBurner Appliance §4,000 5 Hunger None R Costs money
Trash Compactor, Junk Genie Appliance §750 3 None None C – 
Vending Machine Appliance §1,270 2 Hunger None U Costs money
Aquarium, Manila-100 Marine Decorative §335 2 Fun/Room None C – 
Aquarium, Poseidon's Adventure Decorative §950 4 Fun/Room None C – 
Ball, Prognoss Family Sized Crystal Decorative §2,500 3 Fun/Room None R – 
Houseplant, Potted Jade Decorative §160 3 Fun/Room None C – 
Houseplant, Potted Rubber Decorative §120 2 Fun/Room None C – 
Mirror, Baroque Decorative §450 3 Room Charisma C – 
Mirror, Shaker Floor Decorative §650 3 Room Charisma C – 
Tiki Head, Giant Decorative §1,300 4 Fun/Room None C Avail. only on Paradise Island
Venus Flytrap Decorative §1,190 4 Fun/Room None R – 
Tropical Birdcage Decorative §650 4 Fun/Room None C – 
Statue, Roman Decorative §500 4 Fun/Room None C – 

Bladder motive

Object TypesObject Types

copy of The Sims Bustin'
Out for the GBA. You
must have the GBA 
version of the game in
your GBA to play the
other four games. 

Once a connection is
established for the first
time, a notice arises on
the GameCube informing
you of the availability of
a new object, the Game
Cabinet. Once it's purchased and placed in your home, your
GameCube Sim can use the Game Cabinet to bring up the
minigames on your GBA. Any Simoleons earned this way are
credited to your GameCube Sim.

Note that your GameCube Sim's motives decrease while she's
playing on the Game Cabinet, so she can be kicked out if her
motives go too low. Money earned in interrupted games is not
credited to your GameCube bank account. 

A GameCube Sim using the
Game Cabinet

The Game Cabinet can only be

used when your GBA is turned on and

connected to your GameCube.
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Object Type Price Coolness Motive Skill Rarity Note

Sarcophagus Decorative §717 4 Fun/Room None U – 
Sculpture, Modern Decorative §1,095 4 Fun/Room None C – 
Prop, Life-Size Alien Decorative §799 4 Fun/Room None C – 
Fountain, Zen Decorative §700 4 Fun/Room None C – 
Mannequin Decorative §399 3 Fun/Room None C – 
Armor, Suit of Decorative §915 4 Fun/Room None C – 
Trophy Case Decorative §750 4 Fun/Room None C – 
Guillotine Decorative §950 4 Fun/Room None U – 
Chicken, Chainsaw Decorative §180 2 Fun/Room None C – 
Zodiac Statue Decorative §1,000 5 Fun/Room None R – 
Casino, Plunkett Home Electronics §499 3 Fun None C Costs money
Casino, Viva Lost Wages Home Electronics §899 4 Fun None C Costs money
Computer, Brahma 5000  Electronics §2,500 5 Fun Logic C – 
Hyper-Media Behemoth
Computer, Moneywell BSC-100 Electronics §550 3 Fun Logic C – 
Pinball Machine, Newton's Apple Electronics §1,800 4 Fun None C – 
Smoke Detector, FireBrand Electronics §450 1 None None C Automatically calls fire department
Stereo, Doom Vox Boom Box Electronics §650 2 Fun None C – 
Stereo, Zimantz Unity Electronics §650 4 Fun None C – 
Television, Monochrome Electronics §150 2 Fun None C Must turn on and then watch
Television, Soma Electronics §2,500 5 Fun None U Must turn on and then watch
Consumer Electronics Plasma
Television, Trottco RGB Ultra Electronics §500 3 Fun None C Must turn on and then watch
Tesla Coil, Electrix Technics Electronics §1,400 5 None Mechanical R – 
Arcade Game Electronics §1,250 4 Fun None U – 
Burglar Alarm, Jesse James Electronics §650 1 None None C Prevents burglary house-wide, must 
be placed on wall
Robot Monkey Butler Electronics §3,999 1 None None R Cleans like maid but for one-time fee
Bed, Denizen Cane Bamboo Furniture §900 4 Energy/Comfort None C Avail. only on Paradise Island
Bed, Amberson's Magnificent Sleigh Furniture §750 3 Energy/Comfort None C – 
Bed, Amberson's Magnificent Furniture §1,400 5 Energy/Comfort None U – 
Sleigh Double
Bed, Spartan Special Furniture §275 1 Energy/Comfort None C – 
Bed, TykeNyte Furniture §550 2 Energy/Comfort None C – 
Chair, Denizen Cane Bamboo Furniture §650 4 Comfort None C Avail. only on Paradise Island
Chair, Country Class Furniture §150 3 Comfort None C – 
Chair, Work-Bunst All Purpose Furniture §80 1 Comfort None C – 
Chair, Recliner, Back Slack Furniture §250 4 Comfort None C – 
Chair, Recliner, Denizen Cane Bamboo Furniture §750 4 Comfort None C Avail. only on Paradise Island
Chair, Recliner, Plaid Furniture §700 4 Comfort None C – 
Chair, Recliner, Zebra Furniture §610 4 Comfort None C – 
Couch, Biker Furniture §50 1 Comfort or Energy None C – 
Couch, Cheap Eazzze Furniture §180 2 Comfort or Energy None C – 
Couch, Country Class Furniture §450 3 Comfort or Energy None C – 
Couch, The Wally Whitman Repose Furniture §1,100 5 Comfort or Energy None C – 
Couch, Zebra Faux-Fur Furniture §820 4 Comfort or Energy None C – 
Countertop, SteriLife Bathroom Furniture §50 1 None None C – 
Countertop, SteriLife Furniture §150 3 None None C – 
Bathroom with Sink
Countertop, Tiled Furniture §800 1 None None C – 
Countertop, Tiled with Sink Furniture §180 3 None None C – 
Countertop, DTS Wood Furniture §100 1 None None C – 
Countertop, DTS Wood with Sink Furniture §200 3 None None C – 
Dresser, Pinegulcher Furniture §175 1 None None C – 
Love Seat, Amorous Inc. Furniture §620 4 Comfort None U – 
Table, Anywhere End Furniture §45 1 None None C – 
Table, Aluminum Card Furniture §115 1 None None C – 
Table, London Mesa Dining Furniture §350 1 None None C – 
Chair, Recliner, Comfy Furniture §295 4 Comfort None C Can't use at tables
Chair, Recliner, Giant Leather Furniture §595 5 Comfort None C Can't use at tables
Chair, Recliner, Astrological Furniture §2,000 3 Comfort None R Can't use at tables
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Object Type Price Coolness Motive Skill Rarity Note

Ball, Bumpin' Beach Recreation §29 2 Fun None R – 
Chess Board, Max Recreation §375 4 Fun Logic C – 
Matewell's Professional
Easel Kit, Dilly Taunt's Portable Recreation §290 3 Fun Creativity C Can sell paintings
Free Weight Set Recreation §325 3 None Body C – 
Guitar and Amplifier, Offender Recreation §600 4 Fun Creativity C – 
Punching Bag, Iron Might Canvas Recreation §575 4 None Body C – 
Telescope, GalleLayman Backyard Recreation §999 3 None None U – 
Pottery Wheel Recreation §380 3 None Creativity C – 
DJ Booth Recreation §650 4 Fun None U – 
Dishwasher, DishDuster Utilities §1,200 1 None None C – 
Lamp, Table, Spartan Space Utilities §40 1 Room None C Must turn on to affect Room
Lamp, Floor, Heavenly Halogen Utilities §65 1 Room None C Must turn on to affect Room
Lamp, Floor, Torchesterone Utilities §75 1 Room None C Must turn on to affect Room
Shower, The Savvy Utilities §130 3 None None C Must touch wall
Shower, SaniQueen Luxury Utilities §1,500 5 Hygiene None U Must touch wall
Sink, Andersonville Utilities §105 3 Hygiene None C – 
Telephone, Hanging Utilities §75 1 None None C Must touch wall, only home  
services phone  can call 
Toilet, HygeiaOmatic Utilities §120 3 Bladder None C Must touch wall
Toilet, Pee-K-Boo Mfc. Utilities §380 5 Bladder None R Must touch wall
Rubbish Bin Utilities §30 1 None None C – 
Comic Book Gift Items §8 N/A None None G – 
Flower Bouquet Gift Items §25 N/A None None G – 
Red Rose Gift Items §12 N/A None None G – 
Olde Salty Action Figure Gift Items §15 N/A None None G – 
Box of Chocolates Gift Items §22 N/A None None G – 
Gold Ring Gift Items §55 N/A None None G – 
Book of Poetry Gift Items §19 N/A None None G – 
Jailhouse Teddy Gift Items §32 N/A None None G – 

Objects are primarily bought at stores. There are essentially
two kinds of stores in SimValley, food and merchandise. 

Food stores sell only
items that can be eaten to
satisfy Hunger. When you
buy these items, your Sim
consumes them immediate-
ly; they don't go in your
inventory for later. Thus,
don't buy food unless
you're pretty hungry.

Generally, the more
expensive the food, the
greater the Hunger satis-
faction. The only 
exception seems to be the drinks at Club Rubb. 
They are overpriced, but provide little satisfaction. 

Food stores are: 

* Burning Spoke
* Fish-n-Chips Stand
* Dockside Diner
* Country Café
* Club Rubb

Merchandise stores carry
many of the items in the
previous directory. On any
given day, a store carries
about four to eight items
randomly selected from
that list. You may buy one
of the items for sale or
sell something you have in
your pockets (if the store
buys that sort of thing
and it's not a game-critical
item). Selling price is
always substantially less
than the purchase price. 

How to Get ObjectsHow to Get Objects

Food StoresFood Stores

Store-bought food keeps
you fed but at relatively
high expense.

Merchandise StoresMerchandise Stores

Merchandise stores like
Cheatum and Howe's carry
the things you need to fur-
nish your home.
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Merchandise stores are: 

* General Store: Sells most items (except gifts), 
though favoring the middle and low end of the 
price spectrum. 

* Cheatum and Howe's: Sells items in all 
categories (except gifts), generally tilting 
toward higher-price items. 

* The Riddle Machine (aka Giuseppi's Van): Open 
only at night, sells hard-to-find items. 

* Nicki Knack's Bric-A-Brac: Sells exclusively 
gift items. 

* Paradise Island Emporium: Sells only island-
themed items. 

Auctions are held at the
General Store and Cheatum
and Howe's every day from
5:00 to 7:00 pm. If you
interact with the shop-
keeper during these hours,
you go directly into the
auction system. 

You begin by choosing
which item to auction.
Then you and three ran-
domly selected NPCs duke
it out for the item, rais-
ing and lowering your
bids with the D-pad.
Whoever's bid is highest when time runs out is the winner. 

Every NPC has a wealth rating for auctions that dictates
how much they'll consider bidding. You'll likely get a good
bargain with three low-wealth Sims, but you can pay way
above retail with Daddy Bigbucks in the lineup. Each Sim's
wealth level is shown in "Non-Player Characters: Your
Fellow SimValley Denizens." 

As described in your game
manual, multiple players
can hold their own 
auctions via GBA 
Link Cable. 

Using the computer in
the Library, each player
logs into the auction. The
first player to select an
item from inventory gets
to put his or her item
onthe block. 

The only way to collect
the various zodiac objects
is to acquire them from
other players via auction. Auctions are also a way to get
hard-to-find items if you know someone who's willing to part
with them. 

Objects can be lost in two ways. 

* Repossession: If you are jailed for nonpayment 
of bills and have no money to pay them, you can 
get immediate release by declaring bankruptcy. 
The cost of this extreme solution is the repos
session of a random item from your home. 

* Theft: Until he's jailed in Level 5, the town thief
Giuseppi steals things from your home. Each 
time you enter your house, there's a random 
chance that an item will be missing. The chance 
is based on your relationship with 
Giuseppi–the higher your relationship 
score with him, the lower the chance of a 
theft. The only way to avoid theft entirely, is to 
purchase a burglar alarm and mount it on any 
wall in your house. 

Pets are a special kind of
item that can be purchased
and returned only to the
Pet Pals Animal Shelter. 

Pets can be put in your
pocket like any other
object and placed in your
home. Once installed
there, they wander 
about freely. 

You may own only one
pet at a time, and pets can
be returned to the shel-
ter, though you don't get any of your money back. 

There are several kinds of pets, varying in price. 

* Dogs: Many colors and kinds
* Cats: Many colors and kinds
* Rare: Very expensive and hard to get 

(Miniature Llama and Iguana) 

A roaming pet can be petted by interacting with it. This
raises your Fun and Comfort. More expensive pets can also be
played with, resulting in faster Fun satisfaction. 

Pets require frequent petting or they develop Bladder
issues. If you find puddles around your home and they're not
yours, you're not giving your pet enough attention. 

To restore your pet's well-being, pet it for a while and fol-
low up on subsequent days.

Auctions can be a bargain,
but only if the Sims you're
competing with aren't rich.

AuctionAuction

Once you establish a link
between GBAs, all players
must go to the Library and
interact with the computer
to start an auction.

Game Boy to Game Boy AuctionsGame Boy to Game Boy Auctions

Object LossObject Loss

PetsPets

Care of PetsCare of Pets

Having pets can be very
rewarding but requires
additional responsibility.
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The objectives under this
first level are sequential;
finishing one unlocks the
next. Unlike all subsequent
levels, there is no Mission
6 (the moving mission)
since you'll be in The Barn
for the next level too. 

Your first order of business after being dropped off
at the farm is get to know your host, Uncle Hayseed. 

* Befriend Your Uncle: Engage Hayseed in 
conversation, stressing Jokes and avoiding 
Compliments. Be gracious and courteous and you 
can easily boost your relationship to 30. When that
threshold is reached, the objective is done. 

* Give Uncle Family Photo Album: During the 
conversation, pick "I've got something for you!" 
The only thing in your pocket is the Photo Album, 
so hand it over. This helps your relationship and 
satisfies the objective. 

Next, you get to move into a place of your own. West
of the farmhouse is the barn; you can place all your
stuff upstairs. The door on the first floor leads to the
bathroom that contains only a Toilet. First, however,
you have to get some stuff to move. 

Start by talking to
Uncle Hayseed.

Follow Hayseed's
instructions and go
through his house, out
the backdoor, and 
collect his unneeded
stuff in your pocket. 

* Chainsaw Chicken
* TV
* Refrigerator
* Couch
* Bed

When you have it
all, take it to the
barn and go upstairs. 

* Decorate the Barn with the Wood Chicken: Place 
the chicken statue anywhere you like. 

* Bring Uncle's Broken TV to the Barn: Place the 
TV anywhere. 

* Bring Uncle's Broken Fridge to the Barn: Place the 
Refrigerator anywhere. 

* Move the Old Couch into the Barn: Place the 
Couch anywhere. 

* Move the Bed into the Barn: Place the Bed 
anywhere. 
When you're done with all objectives, talk to 
Uncle Hayseed. 

Next, you have a chance to get to know the farm-
house and learn a few basic motive management
methods. Talk to Uncle Hayseed. 

* Find Something to Eat: Look in the Refrigerator for 
a snack. You don't get much Hunger satisfaction 
out of this nibble, but it's enough to keep you 
going and fulfill the objective. Don't try to prepare
a meal on the Stove. Without some Cooking skill, 
you'll certainly start a fire. 

* Take a Nap: That Couch looks pretty sweet. Select 
it and choose to Sleep. You can wait until you're 
fully rested or press 2 to end the nap any time. 

* Take a Shower: Go to the Shower and hop in. 

Mission 2: Welcome to SimValleyMission 2: Welcome to SimValley

Mission 3: Inherit the BarnMission 3: Inherit the Barn

All Hayseed's old stuff is
strewn around the backyard.

The stairs lead up to your liv-
ing area. The door in the wall
is where you find the Toilet. 

Put the Toilet in your pocket and

move it to the loft upstairs with

the rest of your stuff. 

Level 1: The Barn

Mission 1: Meet Uncle HayseedMission 1: Meet Uncle Hayseed
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Mission 4:Farmhand BluesMission 4: Farmhand Blues

When you've done all objectives, talk to 
Uncle Hayseed. 

When you begin repairing an object,

a progress bar appears above your

Sim's head. This shows the progress of the

repair (not any acquisition of Mechanical skill). 

Time now for a little skill acquisition. This mission
introduces you to skills and how they're acquired. Do
the Tractor objective first to gain some Mechanical
proficiency, or your Sim's lack of handiness will
make fixing the appliances a shocking experience. 

Talk to Uncle Hayseed to begin. 

* Tune up the Tractor:
Locate the Tractor 
south of the farm
house front door 
and select it. 
Choose "Tune Up" 
to tune the old 
monster. Doing it 
once completes 
the objective, but 
you'd do well to 
repeat the process. This takes time, but it earns 
you 2 full points of Mechanical skill. 

* Fix the Old Refrigerator: Head up to your loft and 
select the fridge. Choose "Repair" and get the old 
icebox running again. 

* Fix the Old Television: Do the same for the TV. 

Tuning up the Tractor twice
gets you 2 Mechanical skill
points.

Mission 5:Earn Some SimoleonsMission 5: Earn Some Simoleons
Your primary source of income in The Sims: Bustin'
Out for the Game Boy Advance is from the eight job
minigames. This mission introduces you to the first,
Mower Madness. 

You also witness how to get promoted in these
jobs. It's a combination of level in one or two skills
and your score in the minigames. Keep these require-
ments in mind when you take on these jobs. 

To receive this mission, talk to Uncle Hayseed.

* Mow the Lawn: Parked next to the farmhouse is 
the Lawnmower (near a signpost marked with a 
"§"). Select the sign to play Mower Madness. 
Merely playing the game (regardless of score) is 
enough to satisfy this objective. 

* Get a Promotion: You can do both of these 
objectives at once if you perform well the first 
time. To get promoted you must have 1 Mechanical
skill point and score 50 points. Avoid the flowers; 
they subtract Simoleons from your score. 

When both objectives are done, check in with
Uncle Hayseed. 

Mower Madness can be found
just outside Hayseed's house. 

Always save before entering a

minigame. Since you can only play

each once per day, you want to be

able to go back and try again if

you aren't happy with your score. 

This level takes you outside the
farm and into a bit of the town of
SimValley. Again, the six missions
are unlocked sequentially, ending
in your first big move to a true
room of your own. Along the way,
you also gain motorized trans-
portation and learn more about

the world you're inhabiting. 

Level 2: The Barn Redux
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Collecting stuff is important to your life in SimValley,
even when the stuff in question is running away from
you. It may seem like pocketing chickens won't have
any future application, but it does. 

Talk to Uncle Hayseed. 

* Bring Eight Chickens to Your Uncle: Look around 
the farm and the town for eight runaway chickens. 
Pocket them by getting close, pressing 1, and 
selecting "Put in Pocket." When your inventory 
fills, bring them to your uncle and select "I've got 
something for you" to transfer them. Chickens can 
be found (1) on the barn stairs, (2) in the back 
room on the first floor of the barn, (3) in 
Hayseed's front yard, (4) in the trees across the 
street from the farm, (5) in the alley behind the 
Burning Spoke biker bar, (6) in the bathroom of 
the Burning Spoke, (7) in the vacant lot across the 
street from the General Store, (8) in the parking 
lot of the General Store. 

* Find Detective Dan: Check around and in the 
General Store for the trench coat-clad Detective 
Dan D. Mann. Chat with him about the chicken 
situation to fulfill the objective. 

When both are done, track down and talk to Uncle
Hayseed.

Your next life lesson is in the buying and selling 
of goods. Talk to Uncle Hayseed to learn what to 
do next. 

* Sell the Old Couch to the Bartender: Go into your 
barn and put the Couch in your pocket. Next, jog 
to the Burning Spoke biker bar and interact with 
the bartender. Select your Couch and sell it for 
whatever he offers. 

* Buy a Shower: Stroll to the General Store and buy 
a Savvy Shower. You may not have enough 
Simoleons, and that means another shift of 
Mower Madness. 

* Place the Shower in the Barn: Return to the barn 
and place the Shower anywhere. 

When the Shower's installed, check with Uncle
Hayseed. He advises you to find Detective Dan again.

You can collect certain objects

and sell them to make extra

money. These include Glass Jars,

Mechanical Cogs, and Nuclear Fuel

Rods. The most important (though not the most

lucrative) are the Aluminum Cans since they fac-

tor into two mission objectives (one now and one

in Level 5). 

Save Aluminum Cans and do not sell them

unless an objective tells you to. You need 30 of

them for Level 5 Mission 1, so collect them avidly

and hold onto the requisite number. Beyond 30,

you can sell them. 

Mission 1: Escape of the ChickensMission 1: Escape of the Chickens

Mission 2: Shopping TimeMission 2: Shopping Time

Next on your agenda is learning about socializing
and auctions. The former can be done anytime while
the latter can be done at any goods store (General
Store and Cheatum and Howe's) from 5:00-7:00 pm,
every day. 

Find Detective Dan in or near the General Store
and have a little heart-to-heart. 

* Become Pals with 
Nora: Locate Nora 
Zeal-Ott. She is usu
ally in or near the 
General Store or the 
Burning Spoke. Use 
lots of Compliments 
on her and get to a 
relationship score 
of 10. 

* Attend General Store Auction: Go to the General 
Store between 5:00 and 7:00 pm and participate in
an auction. You don't have to win the auction to 
finish the objective. 

Tell Detective Dan what you found out about 
the auctions. 

Mission 2: Serve the PublicMission 3: Serve the Public

Nora can usually be found
near the General Store.
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Mission 4: Clear the RoadblockMission 4: Clear the Roadblock
Talk to Uncle Hayseed, and he tells you about a new
problem with a bunch of bikers who've blocked the
road out of town. He asks you to get them to move.
Lucky you. Find one of the bikers. 

Locate Dusty Hogg near or in the Burning Spoke.
Chat with him to receive your new objectives; they
all involve ingratiating yourself to Mr. Hogg. 

* Calm Dusty Hogg: Build a relationship with the 
head biker by gaining a relationship score of 25 or
more. You can be tough with Dusty; he likes it 
when you boast or talk big. 

* Return Dusty Hogg's Missing Helmet: The Helmet is 
in the vacant lot across from the General Store. 
Pocket it and give it to Hogg. Do this objective first
since giving the Helmet to Hogg earns you relation
ship points that help in the other objective. 

* Fix Dusty Hogg's Bike: Approach and select Hogg's 
Motorcycle, then select "Repair." With your 
Mechanical skill, you should have it running in 
no time. 

When you're finished, talk to Dusty Hogg. 

Dusty Hogg's Helmet is bright
red and found across the
street from the General Store. 

Mission 5: Get Some WheelsMission 5: Get Some Wheels
This mission unlocks gradually. The first objective
must be done before you can see the rest. You're
introduced here to your second job minigame
(Smoothie Slider) and another way of earning
money–collecting and selling junk. 

Initiate the mission by talking to Dusty Hogg. 

* Tend Bar at the 
Burning Spoke: Go 
to the job sign 
behind the bar at 
the Burning Spoke 
to enter your first 
round of Smoothie 
Slider. All you have
to do is play to 
complete this objective. 

Check in with Dusty Hogg to get the rest of 
the objectives. 

* Paint Dusty Hogg's Bike: Select Hogg's Motorcycle 
and select "Repaint." 

* Collect Five Aluminum Cans: Search the streets and
locations for five Aluminum Cans and pick them 
up by pressing 1. It may take extensive 
searching so be patient. 

* Bring Cans to VirtuChem: Check the map (in the 
"Overview" section) to find VirtuChem, and hoof it
down there between 8:00 pm and 8:00 am. Talk to
the Lab Technician and give her your five cans. 

When all these errands are complete, talk to Dusty
Hogg. He bequeaths to you his old Scooter; it's
parked outside your barn. Paint it any color you like.

The sign for Smoothie Slider
is right behind the bar.

Mission 6: Movin' Out
Your first big move–your Sim is growing up so fast.
Have a chat with Uncle Hayseed, who briefs you on
the ins and outs of moving. 
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* Get Help from 
Giuseppi Mezzoalto: 
Find the shady fel-
low and enlist his 
help for your move. 
He's probably 
manning his van 
near the boat docks
from 9:00 pm to 
4:00 am or in the alley by the Burning 
Spoke from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm. He can't help you
until you finish the other objectives, but you can 
complete the objective by discussing moving 
with him. 

* Make One Friend: You need a relationship score of 
at least 50 with at least one Sim. This can include 
your uncle since you already have a good head 
start with him. 

* Give §500 for Rent to Your Uncle: Once you have 
§500 in your pocket, you can give it to Uncle 
Hayseed by conversing with him. 

* Earn a Second Job Promotion: Before you can 
move on you must reach Level 2 in Smoothie 
Slider or Level 3 in Mower Madness. 

When all the objectives (or at least all but the
first) have been finished, seek out Giuseppi and tell
him you're ready to move. The next thing you know,
all your stuff is crated up and moved to the Clock
Tower, your Scooter is parked outside, and you're
standing on the steps of a hip, new address. 

From here on out, you have access to all but a few
locations in SimValley and an efficient mode of
transportation. You find a better one soon, but get
comfortable riding that Scooter. Here you find two
more jobs, find places to work on all your skills, and
reopen a SimCity institution, Club Rubb. 

Except for the final mission (which requires all
other missions be done first), you can do these 
missions in any order you please. 

Track down Giuseppi to get
help with your big move.

Don't forget to return 
the crate. 

Since you can do them in any

order, do Mission 5 first. Opening

the Steam Tunnels gives you a

fast way around town and speeds

up all the other missions. 

Mission 1: Score a Fishing JobMission 1: Score a Fishing Job
Seek out Olde Salty (he's found mostly during the
day, near the Fish-n-Chips shop) and look for work.
He doesn't hire you, but he tells you how to get a
job fishing. 

* Impress the Fisherman: Find O. Phil McClean (on 
the boat docks during the day) and befriend him 
to a relationship score of 40. It's not easy; try lots
of compliments. 

* Earn Mechanical 2: If you haven't done so already,
go work on Uncle Hayseed's Tractor a second time. 

* Buy a Fishing Pole: Go to the General Store and 
buy a Fishing Pole. You need §105 to get it. 

* Buy a Good Fishing Book: Go to Nicki Knacks' 
Bric-A-Brac and buy a copy of "Fishing for Fun 
or Profit." 

Talk to O. Phil
McClean again, and
he unlocks the game,
Bait Flinger.

Bait Flinger can be accessed
here or near the Fish-n-Chips
stand.

Mission 2: 
The Raging Chicken Competition
Mission 2: 
The Raging Chicken Competition
Track down the sourpuss Vernon Peeve and listen to
him complain about the Gym. It's up to you to prove

Level 3: The Clock Tower
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you can do what he can't and find the best way to
gain Body skill points. 

* Impress Eddie Renalin: Talk to this bodybuilder and
work your relationship score up to 40. You can 
usually find him at the Fitness Center.

* Pay Membership Fee of §200: Talk to Eddie to pay 
the membership fee. If you don't have it, earn it 
and come back to find Eddie. This gets you access 
to the upper floor of the Fitness Center. 

* Earn Body 2: In the downstairs Gym, use the 
Punching Bags. In the upstairs Gym, use either 
the Free Weights or the Treadmills to gain 2 Body 
skill points.

Talk to Eddie Renalin
again to unlock the job
minigame, Powerlifter.
The sign for it is on the
second floor of the
Fitness Center. 

Powerlifter is upstairs in the
Fitness Center.

Mission 3: Get Some WheelsMission 3: Get Some Wheels
Trigger: Hester Primm

The librarian Hester Primm has problems, and you
can fix them all. 

* Destroy All 15 Bookworms: Go to the Library during
open hours and wander both floors to squash all 
the bookworms. Just get close to one to give it 
a squish. 

* Get Three Books from Other Sims: Go fetch the 
unreturned Library Books from three of these five 
naughty Sims: Misty Waters, Mad' Willy Hurtzya, 
Nicki Knack, Daddy Bigbucks, and Claire 
Clutterbell. 

* Return the Three Books to Hester: Find Hester 
again and give her any three of the missing Books. 
If you later find the other two, you can present 
them to her as gifts for a boost in the 
relationship score. 

* Learn Cooking: Find the cooking section of the 
Library (upper floor) and read a book to gain 1 
point of Cooking skill. 

When you've done
everything, talk to
Hester and she'll
reopen the Library
for good.

Step on all the bookworms to
make the Library safe again. 

Mission 4: The Rise of Club RubbMission 4: The Rise of Club Rubb
Trigger: Bucki Brock

Meet up with Bucki the bull rider and learn about
the sad history of Club Rubb. Volunteer to reopen it,
and she tells you what you need to do. 

* Get Permission from the Original Owner: Find 
Maximilian Moore and talk to him about the club. 
He's found during the day in or near the Hospital.

* Befriend the Cop Who Closed the Club: Find the 
only cop you know, Detective Dan, and develop 
your relationship to 30. 

* Pay §1,000 in Back Taxes: Pay Detective Dan the 
§1,000 that the club owes. 

* Distribute 10 Flyers to Other Sims: Buy 10 flyers at 
the Bric-A-Brac shop and give them to any 10 Sims. 

After you've completed your tasks, go see
Detective Dan, and he agrees to open the Club Rubb.

Mission 5: Deep Dark SecretsMission 5: Deep Dark Secrets
Find Giuseppi, and he tells you about a better way
to get around town. 

* Acquire a Crowbar: Go to Uncle Hayseed and ask 
him for a Crowbar. 

* Find the City Blueprints: In your house in the Clock
Tower, look for a trapdoor at the base of the 
stairs. Open it and climb down to find the 
Blueprints on the floor. Note, this trapdoor is not 
visible until you unlock this mission.
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* Lower the 
Maintenance 
Ladders: With 
the Crowbar 
in your pocket, go to 
the street outside the
Country Café. Touch 
the manhole marked
by the red arrow. 
Walk right and step 
on the black switch on the ground to lower the 
ladder. The construction barriers don't come down 
until you complete the mission. 

* Give Blueprints to Giuseppi: Once you have the 
Blueprints, find Giuseppi again and give them 
to him. 

Giving the
Blueprints to Giuseppi
wraps up this
important mission. 

Never noticed that before. 
This trapdoor leads to the
Blueprints.

Once you have the Crowbar,
come here and lower the now-
accessible ladders down to
the Steam Tunnels.

Mission 6: Movin' Out
Track down Nicki Knack, and she tells you about the
beautiful beachside house she has for rent. Sound
good? Just do what she asks and you can move 
right in. 

* Make Four Friends: If you don't already have four 
Sims with greater than 50 relationship score, you 
must make some more friends to move on. 

* Earn §3,000 for Rent: When you have the money, 
seek out Nicki and give her the cash. 

* Earn Two Promotions: Get to Level 2 in both Bait 
Flinger and Powerlifter or Level 3 in either one. 

When all tasks are done, go find Giuseppi and get
him to move your belongings. 

Level 4: 
The Simple House
Level 4: 
The Simple House
You're on your way up in the world. In this level,
your goals center on bettering yourself and preparing
for life as an actual homeowner. Are you ready? 

Trigger: Claire Clutterbell

Want to meet SimValley's own ghost? Now's your
chance. The only way to get to the Haunted Shack is
via the Steam Tunnels, so get comfortable using
them. See the map in the "Overview" section. 

Locate Claire Clutterbell, and she tells you her
ghost story. She needs you to help the spirit. 

* Pick the Rusty Lock: 
Find the Haunted 
Shack and select the
locked gate to the 
porch. You must have
at least Mechanical 
3, and the higher 
your Mechanical 
skill, the faster you 
can accomplish this. 

* Find a Ghostly Gift: Once you get this mission, the 
ghost's ashes appear in an Urn in the Steam 
Tunnels. Nab it on the way to the Haunted Shack 
and give it to the ghost when you talk to him. 

* Learn "Crazy Talk": You can only understand the 
ghost if you've elevated your Logic skill to 4. Time 
to hit the Library. 

* Answer the Ghost's Riddles: Save before talking to 
the ghost just in case you answer wrong. For those
who want to take no chances, the answers are (1) 
two, (2) Banana, (3) eleven, (4) H, and (5) a 

Mission 1: 
Experience the Paranormal
Mission 1: 
Experience the Paranormal

The ghost's Urn is in the
Steam Tunnels once you get
this mission. 
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glove. If you get one wrong, you'll pass out and 
awaken in the Hospital. 

When you've 
finished with the
ghost, go outside
and check out his
secret cellar before
talking to Claire to
report your success. 

Trigger: Daschell Swank 

Chat up Daschell Swank about the local art scene to
get your next mission. Seems high time to cultivate a
little of your hidden Creativity. 

* Navigate the Maze to "Lover's Leap": Consult the 
map in the "Overview" section to find your way 
through the maze to the spot marked 
"Lover's Leap." 

* Paint a Beautiful Seascape: Select the Easel and 
paint until you achieve Creativity skill level 4. 
Next, paint one more time. When you reach 
Creativity 5, select the finished painting and 
choose "Frame Your Creation." The "Object D'Arte"
appears in your inventory. 

* Sell Your Masterpiece to Daschell: Corner 
Daschell and give the Object D'Arte to him. Ask 
the maximum price to get a cool §5,000 for 
your trouble. 

Selling your painting concludes this mission. 

Once you finish with the
ghost, a trap door appears in
his front yard. Loot the cellar
and collect his goodies for
your home or sell them to 
a store. 

Mission 2: Art for Art's SakeMission 2: Art for Art's Sake

Mission 3: Rock Star!
Trigger: Mel Odious
Do you love the nightlife? Like to boogey? Wanna
make a little music? Then joining a band is right up
your alley. To do it, you must make yourself cool and
impress the cynical Vera Vex. 

Start by talking to
Mel Odious. Take inspi-
ration from his tale of
woe and embark on
your dream of musical
stardom. 

* Find a Place to Jam:
Talk to Uncle 
Hayseed and get 
your relationship up
to 70. Ask him if you can use the barn for band 
practice. If you two are cozy enough, he'll say yes. 

* Get Noticed: You must have a popularity of at least
25. Popularity is the average of all relationship 
scores for every Sim you've met.

* Develop a Look: Raise your Creative skill to 3 and 
your Charisma to 2. 

* Acquire One Cool Guitar: Find Giuseppi and ask him
where you can find a guitar. He suggests checking 
the back of his van. Visit the van during "business 
hours" to buy your guitar (§450). 

* Impress the Local Band Leader: Charm Vera Vex to 
a relationship score of 50. 

Visit Vera Vex and tell her everything's prepared
for the first big gig. This unlocks the Jam Session job
minigame; it's available in Club Rubb. 

If you meet up with Lottie Cash, she'll regale you
with her interest in a show called Pizza
Pandemonium. She needs you to get on the show. 

* Befriend the Cook: Find Chet R. Chase in the 
Dockside Diner and charm him up to a relationship
score of 60. 

* Prove Your Worth: Earn Cooking skill of 5 by 
reading in the Library. 

* Pay the Show Entry Fee: Pay §2,500 to Lottie for 
your show entry fee. 

Talk to Lottie again and tell her you're on the
show. This unlocks the Pizza Pandemonium job
minigame in the Dockside Diner. 

Get your Guitar out of the
back of Giuseppi's van, but
don't tell anyone where you
got it. 

Mission 4: Pizza PandemoniumMission 4: Pizza Pandemonium
Trigger: Lottie Cash
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Mission 5: 
Champion of the Simverse
Mission 5: 
Champion of the Simverse
Trigger: Daddy Bigbucks

Meet up with Daddy Bigbucks, and he tells you
about this competition of brawn. Before beginning
any of the objectives, elevate your Body skill up to 
6 by working out in the Fitness Center or reading in
the Library. 

* Catch the 
Veloci-Rooster: Once 
you have 6 Body 
points and this 
objective's been 
assigned, the 
Veloci-Rooster can't 
hurt you anymore. 
In fact, to you, he's 
like any other 
chicken and can be put in your pocket. Catch the 
speedy bird and press 1 to put him away. You 
can give him to Detective Dan as a gift, but it's not
required for the objective. Finding the Veloci-
Rooster is the hard part; he appears randomly on 
the map. 

* Beat Bull Riding Record: Bull riding takes strength; 
that's why you need at least 6 Body points to ful
fill this objective. It also drains Energy, so you 
must be fully rested when you begin if you want to
break the record. Take a nap on the Couch in the 
Hospital before trying your hand at the record. 

* Knock Out "Mad" Willie Hurtzya: Go to the Fitness 
Center to find Willie in the boxing ring. If you have
at least 6 Body points, you knock him out quickly. 
Face him and press 1 repeatedly to K.O. the 
center's champ. 

Report back to Daddy Bigbucks to claim your prize
(§1,000) and complete the mission. 

Find Willie in the ring of the
Fitness Center and punch 
him out. 

Mission 6: Moving Out
Trigger: Daddy Bigbucks
* Eight Friends: Have eight Sims with a relationship 

score of 50 or higher. 
* §10,000 Down payment: Pay §10,000 to Daddy 

Bigbucks to hold the Imperial Estates as your 
new home. 

* Earn Three Job Promotions: Get to Level 3 in either
Jam Session or Pizza Pandemonium and Level 2 in
the other, or work on just one of the two to 
get to Level 4.

The big house is yours, but you still have things to
do and a sneaking suspicion that something even
more fantastic awaits. This final level lets you find
out why you're so special. 

You can do the missions on this level in any order,
but there's a trick. Missions 2 and 3 have objectives
that require you to get two Sims to hate you (rela-
tionship -50); this kills your popularity.
Unfortunately, Missions 1 and 3 have objectives 
that require high popularity. Therefore, get your
popularity up to 60 before doing either of the

hatred objectives (Mission 2, Objective 2 and 
Mission 3, Objective 3). 

Chat with Detective Dan about the mayor's plan to
build statues out of Aluminum Cans. Can you lend 
a hand?
* Find Sculptor's Number: Talk to the art aficionado 

in town, Daschell Swank, and ask him about 
a sculptor. 

* Hire a Sculptor: Once you have the number from 
Daschell, go to your home phone and call Services.
On the list is "Sculptor." Your popularity must be 
at least 50, and you must have all the Aluminum 
Cans before the sculptor will accept. 

* Collect 30 Aluminum Cans: Amass 30 Aluminum 
Cans from around town. If you haven't been 
hoarding them all along, start now. 

* Gain Popularity: Your average popularity must be 
at least 50. 

Talk to Detective Dan but don't be surprised if he's
upset. The sculptor decided to make the statue of
you instead. 

Level 5: The ManorLevel 5: The Manor

Mission 5: 
Champion of the Simverse
Mission 1: 
A Monumental Accomplishment
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Mission 2: The Loony LemmingsMission 2: The Loony Lemmings
Find Duane Doldrum and hear his sob story about
not being able to find a secret cliff-diving group
called "The Loony Lemmings." 

* Find the Cliffs: The 
location of the cliffs
is blocked off by a 
barricade outside 
the Country Café. 
After you tick off 
Misty, the barri-
cade is removed. 
Go there after you 
satisfy the second 
objective. 

* Pester the Lifeguard: Misty Waters won't let any
one near the cliffs. If you annoy her enough 
(relationship -50), she'll give up and let you have 
access to the cliffs. Do this only after satisfying 
the level's two popularity-based missions. 

Talk to Misty one last time to access another job 
minigame, Cliff Diver X, at the diving cliffs. 

A barricade blocks the path to
the Loony Lemmings' favorite
jump site until you scare off
Misty, the lifeguard. 

You might want to ask Uncle

Hayseed about that Rocket. It's very

strange indeed. 

Mission 4: Mystery of the CosmosMission 4: Mystery of the Cosmos
Find the doctor, Maximilian Moore, and learn more
about VirtuChem. To
join the company, you
need to get lucky, rich,
and smart. 
* Make a Significant 

Scientific Discovery: 
Go to Uncle 
Hayseed's barn, go 
to the back room 
(where the Toilet 
was), and look for 
a trapdoor in the floor. In the 
basement, you find something of interest to 
science, a Rocket. Put it in your pocket.

* Get a Grand from Daddy Bigbucks: Turn on the 
charm for Daddy Bigbucks and boost your relation-
ship up to 80. At this point you can ask him to 
front you the §10,000 for VirtuChem. You don't 
actually receive the money, but Bigbucks makes 
the necessary arrangements. 

* Earn Logic 7: Increase your Logic to 7 by reading 
Books in the Library. 

Tell Maximilian about your success to access 
a new job minigame, Petri Dish. It's located 
inside VirtuChem.

The backroom of the barn
holds something you haven't
seen before, a trapdoor that
leads to the cellar and a star-
tling discovery. 

Mission 3: Take over the Town! Mission 3: Take over the Town! 
The Mayor's chair can be yours thanks to a special
election in which O. Phil McClean is the only candi-
date. To get in, you must run unopposed, be very
popular, and, of course, raise a lot of money. 

Begin the mission by talking to Nora Zeal-Ott.

* Give §10,000 Fee to Nora: Raise §10,000 and pay 
the fee to your new campaign manager, Nora. 

* Gain Popularity 60: Average relationship score with
all Sims you've met must be 60 or higher. 

* Persuade O. Phil McClean to Drop Out: Drive your 
relationship with O. Phil McClean into the ground 
by lowering your score with him to -50. If he 
thinks you're a dirty enough mudslinger, he'll know
he doesn't stand a chance and he'll quit. Don't 
undertake this until you complete the two high-
popularity objectives in this level. 

Report your success to Nora, and the election is as
good as yours.

To stop things disap-
pearing from your
home and take one
step closer to success,
you need to get
Giuseppi behind bars
for his thieving ways.
Talk to Vera about her
missing guitar, and she
tells you what to do. 

To snap a picture of Giuseppi
in Uncle Hayseed's house,
interact with him and pick
“Smile!”

Mission 5: Apprehend the Van ManMission 5: Apprehend the Van Man
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* Convince Detective Dan to Set up a Sting: Elevate 
your relationship score with Detective Dan 
to 60, and he agrees to set up a trap for Giuseppi. 

* Acquire the Camera: Buy a Camera from the Bric-A
-Brac shop (§670). 

* Get a Picture of the Crime: Go into Uncle Hayseed's
house and select Giuseppi to take a picture of him.
Once you have the evidence, Detective Dan shows 
up and makes the arrest. 

Tell Vera of your success. The good news is that,
with SimValley's only criminal behind bars, there'll
be no more robberies at your house. 

Mission 6: Summer's End
When all five missions are complete (you've done
the objectives and spoken with the correct people to
close each mission), you get your final mission. It's a
moving mission of sorts. 

* Make 13 Friends: You must have 13 Sims with a 
relationship score of 50 or more. 

* Earn Three Promotions: Get to Level 3 in both Petri 
Dish and Cliff Diver X or Level 4 in either. 

* Repair Rocket: Place the Rocket on the launching 
pad (the silver circle in the Imperial Estates back
yard) and repair it. 

* Move Rocket to Mansion: If you didn't already 
take the Rocket from the barn, do it now. 

Once all mission
objectives are done, go
inside Imperial Estates
to find Uncle Hayseed.
He informs you of your
next big move; it's a
long one. 

Step forward into
the crowd and get a
grand sendoff from the good people of SimValley as
you embark on your next adventure. 

Place the Rocket on the
launching pad and repair it.

In The Sims Bustin' Out for Game Boy Advance, cheats cost
money, but they provide shortcuts to sometimes lengthy
tasks. They are, however, suitably difficult to get. 

The Cheat Ninja
(Heidi Shadows)
The Cheat Ninja
(Heidi Shadows)

Heidi Shadows, the Cheat Ninja

For two hours a week,
you can purchase
cheats from Heidi
Shadows, the Cheat
Ninja. You must be in
the right place at the
right time, and that's
no easy feat. 

Heidi appears at the
following times and places: 

* Southwest of Imperial Estates, Mondays 
11:00 pm-midnight 

* Park Maze (see map), Fridays 3:00 am-4:00 am

Heidi's shop–nobody's home.



The hard part of
this is knowing what
day of the week it
is. The process is
cumbersome but 
not difficult. 

1. Press o and save your game. 
2. Press o again and select "Save Game" from 

the menu (but don't save again). 
3. Look at the save game file; it states the time and 

day of the last save. Unfortunately, the day is a 
number, not a day of the week. 

4. Consult the following table for the correct day. 

The game starts on a Monday, so that's day one.
Mondays are, therefore, days 1, 8, 15, 22, etc. 
Fridays are 5, 12, 19, etc. For quick reference, see the
following table.

Monday Friday

1 5
8 12
15 19
22 26
29 33
36 40
43 47
50 54
57 61
64 68
71 75
78 82
85 89
92 96
99 103
106 110
113 117
120 124
127 131
134 138
141 145
148 152
155 159
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Day Number to Day of the
Week Translation
Day Number to Day of the
Week Translation

The hard part of
this is knowing what
day of the week it
is. The process is
cumbersome but 
not difficult. 

1. Press o and save your game. 
2. Press o again and select "Save Game" from 

the menu (but don't save again). 
3. Look at the save game file; it states the time and 

day of the last save. Unfortunately, the day is a 
number, not a day of the week. 

4. Consult the following table for the correct day. 

The game starts on a Monday, so that's day one.
Mondays are, therefore, days 1, 8, 15, 22, etc. 
Fridays are 5, 12, 19, etc. For quick reference, see the
following table.

Heidi in the Park Maze

Once you have the correct day, you must be in the
correct place at the correct time. To find the right
places, consult the map in the "Overview" section.
For best results, be in running distance of the loca-
tion at the appointed hour, save your game, and
enter as the clock strikes the correct time. 

When you find Heidi, you buy cheats from her like
any shop. She sells: 

* Rosebud: Adds §5,000
* Slip of Paper: Contains a password ("Bucket") 

that might come in handy in, say, a sequel of 
some kind. 

* Silver Tongue Berry: Adds 1 Charisma point
* Gourmet Berry: Adds 1 Cooking point
* Clock Berry: Adds 1 Mechanical point
* Buff Berry: Adds 1 Body point
* Mind Berry: Adds 1 Logic point
* DaVinci Berry: Adds 1 Creative point

Heidi's stock is replenished before every appearance. 

When you choose a
zodiac sign at the start
of the game, you
unlock two items
unique to your chosen
star sign: a zodiac
recliner and a 
zodiac statue. 

The recliner can be found by hitting a floor
switch in the steam tunnels (see the map in the
"Overview" section for the precise location). This
switch transports you to a secret room containing
two of this special item.

The statue can be found very rarely at the stores,
and it costs a bundle. However, it fetches a nice
price in a GBA Link auction and provides a hefty
Room boost if you put it in your house.

Zodiac ItemsZodiac Items

Step on this button to find
your zodiac recliners.
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Next, any player can select an item for auction; the
first object selected by any player is the object on
the auction block. The player the object belongs to 
is the auctioneer. 

The auctioneer starts the auction by pressing 1.
On the auctioneer's screen, there's a horizontal line
representing the asking price of the object; this can
be raised or lowered with the D-pad. 

Other players
raise and lower
their bids by press-
ing up and down on
the D-pad. The play-
er with the highest
bid at the end of
the allotted time

wins. If there is only
one buyer in the auc-
tion, the item is sold

as soon as the bid reaches the asking price. In a tie,
the winner is selected at random.

At the end of the auction, the auctioneer must
press 1 to transfer all funds and objects. Players
may continue holding auctions as long as they like.
No time passes in the game, and no motives decay
while in this mode. 

The first time you establish a Game Boy Advance to
Game Boy Advance link, a new area of the SimValley

Game Boy Advance
to Game Boy
Advance Links

Game Boy Advance
to Game Boy
Advance Links

AuctionsAuctions

The auction works a bit differ-
ently than auctions with NPC
Sims. Here, the auctioneer
sets the minimum selling price
by moving the yellow bar.

To trade an item at no cost to

your partner, just have the auc-

tioneer lower his asking price to

0 Simoleons.

Paradise Island Paradise Island 

There are several bonuses in store for players of The Sims
Bustin' Out for both the GameCube and the Game Boy Advance. The
combined power of these two platforms allows you to trade
objects with other players, unlock an otherwise unavailable
location on the Game Boy Advance, use your Game Boy Advance to
earn money for your GameCube Sim by playing the eight job

minigames, download your GameCube Sim to your Game Boy
Advance, and develop skills, motives, and Simoleons while away
from your GameCube. 

The manuals that come with your game detail the mechanics of
these features. This section goes into greater depth and provides
step-by-step instructions for making this crucial connection. 

With two or more Game Boy Advance versions of The
Sims Bustin' Out, players can vastly expand their
SimValley experience. First, however, you have to set
up the link. 

Start by connecting
Link Cables to all
Game Boy Advances
and inserting a copy
of The Sims Bustin'
Out in each Game
Boy Advance. 

Load a saved game
and get your Sim to

the Library during business hours. To the Library, you
must have advanced in the game at least to Level 3,
Mission 3. Only players who can get their individual
Sims into the Library can join the link. 

Once in the Library,
each player must make
his or her Sim interact
with the Library's
Computer (on the first
floor). Choose
"Establish a Game
Boy Advance Link"
and wait until all par-
ties are connected. 

When all linked Game Boy Advances appear on
the screen, the first person to interact with the
Computer must press 1. 

All parties interact with the
Library Computer.

When everyone's in, the first
person to connect must 
press 1.
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map is permanently
unlocked, Paradise
Island. Save your 
game after the link 
to preserve this 
valuable bonus. 

To get to Paradise
Island, go to the docks
and look for a black
motorboat. Set sail and
you're taken to the
sunny shores of Paradise Island. Here, you find sev-
eral amenities, an additional shop, and a house
that's yours to live in rent free and furnish as you
like. You continue to live in your home in SimValley,
but you can use this house and place objects in 
it too. 

There are more fun things to do with The Sims
Bustin' Out if you have both a GameCube and a
Game Boy Advance. One of these things can be done
even if you don't own a copy of the Game Boy
Advance version of the game. 

As detailed in your manual and the "Skills and Earning
Money" section of this guide, you can also link your
GameCube and Game Boy Advance. You can then earn
money for your GameCube Sim by playing job
minigames on the Game Boy Advance. This is an easy
way to make fast money for your GameCube Sim
and have fun playing these addictive games. 

You don't need to have your GameCube turned on to
work on your Sim's self-improvement, thanks to the
"Sims on the Go" feature of the Game Boy Advance. 

Following the instructions in your The Sims Bustin'
Out for Game Boy Advance manual, connect your
GameCube to the Game Boy Advance and send your

Once you connect Game Boy
Advance to Game Boy Advance
for the first time, a black raft
appears at the lower pier of
the docks.

After loading a game
on the GameCube,
select "GCN Link" from
the main menu.

If the cable is connect-
ed, you should shortly
see this on your Game
Boy Advance.

You don't need to have the The

Sims Bustin' Out cartridge in the Game

Boy Advance to play some of the games.

There is a short wait, however, while these four

games are downloaded to from the GameCube to

the Game Boy Advance.

At the same moment, you
see this on the
GameCube. You may now
place the "Great Big
Adventure Japanese
Arcade Game" Arcade
Cabinet (found in Buy
mode under
"Electronics") any-
where you like.

Sims on the GoSims on the Go

Game Boy Advance to
GameCube Links
Game Boy Advance to
GameCube Links

Job Minigames and the
Arcade Cabinet
Job Minigames and the
Arcade Cabinet

When the Game Boy
Advance-GameCube Link
Cable is attached and
the Game Boy Advance
is powered, you can
interact with the
Arcade Cabinet. It's
unavailable until then.
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GameCube Sim to SimValley. This transports your
GameCube Sim to the Game Boy Advance. 

When your GameCube Sim is sent to the Game 
Boy Advance, the following Sim attributes are 
transferred:

If you have a well-developed GameCube Sim, this
is an excellent way to get a leg up in the Game Boy
Advance game. If your GameCube Sim needs devel-
opment, this is an easy way to do it away from 
your GameCube. 

You can play
with a downloaded
Sim on the Game
Boy Advance and
earn money, improve
skills, and max out
motives. Any
progress you make
in the Game Boy
Advance game is
saved (see the manu-
al for caveats and
details on this), but

you aren't required to play the game itself. You can,
if you choose, just use SimValley as an offline train-
ing ground. It's up to you. 

Once you're done with the Game Boy Advance, you
can return your Sim to the GameCube, following the
instructions in your manual. When next you load up
the GameCube, any changes you made to your Sim's
skills, motives, or finances are reflected in the
GameCube incarnation. 

For those of you who want to play through the
entire Game Boy Advance game with a GameCube
Sim, go ahead. You can even complete both games
with the same Sim, moving back and forth between
platforms. Your Sim's progress in SimValley is saved
on the Game Boy Advance even after sending the
Sim back to the GameCube. You only lose this
progress if you choose to download a different Sim
to the Game Boy Advance later on. Plan ahead to 
get the most out of your Sim on both platforms.

Load a saved game on the
GameCube, boot your Game Boy
Advance, and select "GCN Link"
from the Game Boy Advance's
main menu. Once your GameCube
Sim has a job and a Scooter,
select the Scooter (or any other
motor vehicle) and choose
"Travel to Game Boy Advance
SimValley." This transfers the
GameCube Sim to the Game Boy
Advance, where it's saved in the
GCN Slot.

When you're done working
with your Sim on the Game
Boy Advance, save it back
into the GCN Slot, overwrit-
ing the initial download.

When you next load the
GameCube Sim, you must either
select "Move Sim Back In,"
which transfers the data from
the Game Boy Advance, or
"Force Sim Back," which
restores the Sim to the state
before the visit to SimValley.* Gender

* Name
* Motives Levels

* Skills
* Personality
* Simoleons




